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		  Datasheet File OCR Text:


		    sigmadsp digital audio processor  with flexible audio routing matrix    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446     rev. c   information furnished by analog devices is believed to be accurate and reliable. however, no  responsibility is assumed by analog devices for its use, nor for any infringements of patents or other  rights of third parties that may result from its use. specifications subject to change without notice. no  license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of analog devices.  trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.        one technology way, p.o. box 9106, norwood, ma 02062-9106, u.s.a. tel: 781.329.4700  www.analog.com   fax: 781.461.3113  ?2010 analog devices, inc. all rights reserved.  features  fully programmable audio digital signal processor (dsp) for  enhanced sound processing  features sigmastudio, a proprietary graphical programming  tool for the development of custom signal flows  172 mhz sigmadsp core; 3584 instructions per sample at 48 khz  4k parameter ram, 8k data ram  flexible audio routing matrix (farm)  24-channel digital input and output  up to 8 stereo asynchronous  sample rate converters   (from 1:8 up to 7.75:1 ratio and 139 db dnr)  stereo s/pdif input and output  supports serial and tdm i/o, up to f s  = 192 khz  multichannel byte-addressable tdm serial port  pool of 170 ms digital audio delay (at 48 khz)  clock oscillator for generating master clock from crystal  pll for generating core clock from common audio clocks  i 2 c and spi control interfaces  standalone operation  self-boot from serial eeprom  4-channel, 10-bit auxiliary control adc  multipurpose pins for digital controls and outputs  easy implementation of available third-party algorithms  on-chip regulator for generating 1.8 v from 3.3 v supply  100-lead tqfp and lqfp packages  temperature range: ?40c to +105c  applications  automotive audio processing  head units  navigation systems  rear-seat entertainment systems  dsp amplifiers (sound system amplifiers)  commercial audio processing    functional block diagram  programmable audio processor core s/pdif transmitter s/pdif receiver up to 16 channels of asynchronous sample rate converters serial clock domains (12) clock oscillator mp/ aux adc pll i 2 c/spi control interface and self-boot xtali xtalo bit clock ? (bclk) frame clock ? (lrclk) bit clock ? (bclk) frame clock ? (lrclk) spi/i 2 c* selfboot spdifi spdifo clkout sdata_in[8:0] (24-channel digital audio input) sdata_out[8:0] (24-channel digital audio output) flexible audio routing matrix (farm) seri al data input port ( 9) serial data output port (9) 1.8v regulator 07696-001 mp[11:4] mp[3:0]/ adc[3:0] *spi/i 2 c = the addr0, clatch, scl/cclk, sda/cout, and addr1/cdata pins. ? there are 12 bit clocks (bclk[11:0]) and 12 frame clocks (lrclk[11:0]) in total. of the 12 clocks,   six are assignable, three must be outputs, and three must be inputs. adau1442/ adau1445/ adau1446   figure 1.    
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    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 3 of 92  revision history  9/10rev. b to rev. c  added table 1, renumbered sequentially .....................................4  changes to system initialization sequence section ...................20  changes to table 12 ........................................................................24  changes to figure 20 ......................................................................29  changes to eeprom format section..........................................30  changes to table 26 ........................................................................39  changes to table 30 ........................................................................44  changes to stereo asrc[3:0] lock status and mute register  (address 0xe101), stereo asrc[3:0] mute ramp disable  register (address 0xe103), and stereo asrc[7:4] lock status  and mute register (address 0xe141) sections .......................58  changes to architecture section and figure 51..........................60  changes to core run register (address 0xe228) section ........61  changes to table 55 ........................................................................66  changes to table 59 ........................................................................67  changes to multipurpose pins section and table 68 .................69  4/10rev. a to rev. b  added adau1442 ............................................................. universal  changes to general description section .......................................4  changes to table 1 ............................................................................5  added table 2; renumbered sequentially .....................................6  changes to table 4 ..........................................................................11  changes to overview section........................................................16  changes to power-up sequence section, system initialization  sequence section, and table 6...................................................19  changes to data bytes section ......................................................28  changes to serial clock domains section ..................................33  changes to flexible audio routing matrixinput side section.....47  changes to asrc input select pairs[7:0] registers  (address 0xe080 to address 0xe087) section ........................52  changes to asrc output rate bits (bits[5:0]) section ..............54  changes to stereo asrc[3:0] lock status and mute register  (address 0xe101) section............................................................57  changes to stereo asrc[7:4] lock status and mute register  (address 0xe141) section..................................................................58  changes to s/pdif transmitter section ......................................64  changes to multipurpose pins section ........................................68  added multipurpose pin value registers (address 0x129a to  address 0x12a5) section and table 66; renumbered  sequentially..................................................................................68  change to table 84..........................................................................82  changes to ordering guide...................................................................91  4/09rev. 0 to rev. a  added adau1446 ............................................................. universal  added lqfp ....................................................................... universal  added minimum digital current (dvdd) of adau1446,   maximum digital current (dvdd) of adau1446, and   avdd, dvdd, pvdd during operation of adau1446   parameters, table 1 .......................................................................5  changes to table 4 ............................................................................9  changes to overview section........................................................16  change to table 9............................................................................21  changes to voltage regulator section .........................................23  changes to eeprom format section..........................................28  changes to serial clock domains section ..................................32  changes to flexible audio routing matrixinput side section;  added figure 40; renumbered sequentially...........................46  changes to stereo asrc routing overview section.................47  changes to asrc input select pairs[7:0] registers (address 0xe080   to address 0xe087) section.......................................................51  changes to asrc output rate bits (bits[5:0]) section.............53  changes to serial output data selector bits   (bits[5:0]) section .......................................................................55  changes to asrc modes and settings section...........................56  added table 43; renumbered sequentially.................................61  updated outline dimensions........................................................90  changes to ordering guide...........................................................90  1/09revision 0: initial version   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 4 of 92  general description  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are enhanced audio  processors that allow full flexibility in routing all input and  output signals. the sigmadsp? core features full 28-bit processing  (56-bit in double-precision mode), synchronous parameter  loading for ensuring filter stability, and 100% code efficiency  with the sigmastudio? tools. this dsp allows system designers  to compensate for the real-world limitations of speakers, amplifiers,  and listening environments, resulting in a dramatic improvement  of the perceived audio quality through speaker equalization,  multiband compression, limiting, and third-party branded  algorithms.  the flexible audio routing matrix (farm) allows the user to  multiplex inputs from multiple sources running at various  sample rates to or from the sigmadsp core. this drastically  reduces the complexity of signal routing and clocking issues in  the audio system. farm includes up to eight stereo asynchronous  sample rate converters (depending on the device model), sony/  philips digital interconnect format (s/pdif) input and output,  and serial (i 2 s) and time division multiplexing (tdm) i/os. any of  these inputs can be routed to the sigmadsp core or to any of the  asynchronous sample rate converters (asrcs). similarly, any one  of the output signals can be taken from the sigmadsp core or  from any of the asrc outputs. this routing scheme, which can  be modified at any time via control registers, allows for maximum  system flexibility.  the adau1442, adau1445, and adau1446 differ only in  asrc functionality and packaging. the adau1442/adau1445  contain 16 channels of asrcs and are packaged in tqfp packages,  whereas the adau1446 contains no asrcs and is packaged in  an lqfp. the adau1442 can handle nine clock domains, the  adau1445 can handle three clock domains, and the adau1446  can handle one clock domain.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  can be controlled in  one of two operational modes: the settings of the chip can be  loaded and dynamically updated through the spi/i 2 c? port, or  the dsp can self-boot from an external eeprom in a system  with no microcontroller. there is also a bank of multipurpose  (mp) pins that can be used as general-purpose digital i/os or as  inputs to the 4-channel auxiliary control adc.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are supported by the  sigmastudio graphical development environment. this  software includes audio processing blocks such as fir and iir  filters, dynamics processors, mixers, low level dsp functions,  and third-party algorithms for fast development of custom  signal flows.    table 1.   device  asrc channels  asrc clock domains  package  adau1442  16  8  tqfp  adau1445  16  2  tqfp  adau1446  0  n/a  lqfp   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 5 of 92  specifications  avdd = 3.3 v, dvdd = 1.8 v, pvdd = 3.3 v, iovdd = 3.3 v, t a  = 25c, master clock input = 12.288 mhz, core clock f core  = 172.032 mhz,  i/o pins set to 2 ma drive setting, unless otherwise noted.  table 2.   parameter  min  typ  max  unit  test  conditions/comments  analog performance          avdd = 3.3 v  10%.  auxiliary analog inputs             resolution   10   bits    full-scale analog input     avdd    v    integral nonlinearity (inl)  ?2.3    +2.3  lsb    differential nonlinearity (dnl)  ?2.0    +2.0  lsb    gain  error  ?2.0   +2.0 lsb    input  impedance   200   k    sample rate    f core /896   khz  4:1 multiplexed input, each   channel at f core /3584. for  f core  = 172.032 mhz, each  channel is sampled at 48 khz.  power          supply  voltage          analog  voltage  (avdd)  2.97 3.3  3.63 v    digital  voltage  (dvdd)  1.62 1.8  1.98 v      pll  voltage  (pvdd)  2.97 3.3  3.63 v    iovdd  voltage  (iovdd)  2.97 3.3  3.63 v    supply  current          analog current (avdd)    2    ma    pll current (pvdd)    10    ma    i/o current (iovdd)    10    ma   depends greatly on the num- ber of active serial ports, clock  pins, and characteristics of  external loads.  digital current (dvdd)            adau1442          typical  program   335   ma  test program includes  16 channels i/o, 10-band eq  per channel, all asrcs active.  minimal  program   115   ma  test program includes  2 channels i/o, 10-band eq  per channel.  adau1445          typical  program   270   ma  test program includes  16 channels i/o, 10-band eq  per channel, all asrcs active.  minimal  program   115   ma  test program includes  2 channels i/o, 10-band eq  per channel.  adau1446          typical  program   135   ma  test program includes  16 channels i/o, 10-band eq  per channel, all asrcs active.  minimal  program   110     test program includes  2 channels i/o, 10-band eq  per channel.  asynchronous sample rate  converters 1           dynamic range    139    db  a-weighted, 20 hz to 20 khz.  i/o sample rate  6    192  khz   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 6 of 92  parameter min  typ  max  unit  test  conditions/comments  i/o sample rate ratio  1:8    7.75:1      thd + n    ?133  ?120  db    crystal  oscillator          transconductance   40   ms    regulator 2           dvdd voltage  1.65  1.75  1.85  v  maximum 500 ma load.    1  to calculate the group delay, refer to the src group delay section.  2  regulator specifications are calculat ed using an njt4030p transi stor from on semiconduct or in the circuit.     avdd = 3.3 v  10%, dvdd = 1.8 v  10%, pvdd = 3.3 v, iovdd = 3.3 v  10%, t a  = ?40c to +105c, master clock input = 12.288 mhz,  core clock f core  = 172.032 mhz, i/o pins set to 2 ma drive setting, unless otherwise noted.  table 3.   parameter  min  typ  max  unit  test  conditions/comments  analog performance          avdd = 3.3 v  10%.  auxiliary analog inputs             resolution   10   bits    full-scale analog input     avdd    v    integral nonlinearity (inl)  ?2.3    +2.3  lsb    differential nonlinearity (dnl)  ?2.0    +2.0  lsb    gain  error  ?2.0   +2.0 lsb    input  impedance   200   k    sample rate    f core /896   khz  4:1 multiplexed input, each   channel at f core /3584. for  f core  = 172.032 mhz, each  channel is sampled at 48 khz.  digital  i/o          input voltage, high (v ih )  0.7  iovdd      v  digital input pins except  spdifi. 1   input voltage, low (v il )      0.3  iovdd  v  digital input pins except  spdifi. 1   input leakage, high (i ih ) at 3.3 v  ?2    +2  a  digital input pins except  mclk and spdifi.    ?2   +8 a  mclk.   60    140  a  spdifi.  input leakage, low (i il ) at 0 v  ?85    ?10  a  all other pins.    ?2   +2 a  clkmodex, rsvd, pllx,  reset .    ?8   +2 a  mclk.   ?140    ?60  a  spdifi.  high level output voltage (v oh )  0.85  iovdd      v  i oh  = 1 ma.  low level output voltage (v ol )      0.1  iovdd  v  i ol  = 1 ma.  input capacitance (c i )   5   pf  guaranteed  by  design.  multipurpose pins output drive     2    ma  these pins are not designed  for static current draw and  should not drive leds directly.  power          supply  voltage          analog  voltage  (avdd)  2.97 3.3  3.63 v    digital  voltage  (dvdd)  1.62 1.8  1.98 v      pll  voltage  (pvdd)  2.97 3.3  3.63 v    iovdd  voltage  (iovdd)  2.97 3.3  3.63 v    supply  current          analog current (avdd)    2    ma   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 7 of 92  parameter min  typ  max  unit  test  conditions/comments  pll current (pvdd)    10    ma    i/o current (iovdd)    10    ma   depends greatly on the num- ber of active serial ports, clock  pins, and characteristics of  external loads.  maximum digital current (dvdd)            adau1442      460  ma  test program includes  24 channels i/o, fully utilized  program ram.   adau1445      365  ma  test program includes  24 channels i/o, fully utilized  program ram.  adau1446      315  ma  test program includes  24 channels i/o, fully utilized  program ram.  power dissipation             avdd, dvdd, pvdd during operation  of adau1442     960  mw  all supplies at nominal +10%,  iovdd is not included in  measurement.  avdd, dvdd, pvdd during operation  of adau1445     780  mw  all supplies at nominal +10%,  iovdd is not included in  measurement.  avdd, dvdd, pvdd during operation  of adau1446     675  mw  all supplies at nominal +10%,  iovdd is not included in  measurement.  reset, all supplies    94    mw    asynchronous sample rate  converters 2           dynamic range    139    db  a-weighted, 20 hz to 20 khz.  i/o sample rate  6    192  khz    i/o sample rate ratio  1:8    7.75:1      thd + n    ?133  ?120  db    crystal  oscillator          transconductance   40   ms    regulator 3           dvdd voltage  1.65  1.75  1.85  v  maximum 500 ma load.    1  spdifi input voltage range exceeds the requirements of the s/pdif specification.  2  to calculate the group delay, refer to the src group delay section.  3  regulator specifications are calculat ed using an njt4030p transi stor from on semiconduct or in the circuit.    

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 8 of 92  digital timing specifications  t a  = ?40c to +105c, dvdd = 1.8 v, iovdd = 3.3 v.  table 4.  parameter 1   min  max   unit   description  master clock          f mp  2.822 24.576  mhz  master clock (mclk) frequency. see the  master clock and pll  section.  t mp  40.69  354.36  ns  master clock (mclk) period. see the  master clock and pll  section.  t md   25  75  %  master clock (mclk) duty cycle.  clkout jitter    250  ps  cycle-to-cycle rms average.  core clock          f core     172.032  mhz  dsp core clock frequency.  serial port          f bclk    24.576  mhz  bclk  frequency.  t bclk   40.69    ns   bclk period.  t bil   30    ns  bclkx low pulse width, slave mode.  t bih   30    ns  bclkx high pulse width, slave mode.  t lis   20    ns  lrclkx setup to bclkx input rising edge, slave mode.  t lih   20    ns  lrclkx hold from bclkx input rising edge, slave mode.  t sis   10    ns  sdata_inx setup to bclkx input rising edge.  t sih   10    ns  sdata_inx hold from bclkx input rising edge.  t ts     5  ns  bclkx output falling edge to lrclkx output timing skew.  t sods     30  ns  sdata_outx delay in slave mode from bclkx output falling edge.  t sodm     30  ns  sdata_outx delay in master mode from bclkx output falling edge.  spi port          f cclk write    32  mhz  cclk  frequency. 2   f cclk read    16  mhz  cclk frequency. 2   t ccpl   20    ns  cclk pulse width low.  t ccph   20    ns  cclk pulse width high.  t cls   0    ns  clatch setup to cclk rising edge.  t clh   35    ns  clatch hold from cclk rising edge.  t clph   20    ns  clatch pulse width high.  t cldly   20    ns  minimum delay between clatch low pulses.  t cds   0    ns  cdata setup to cclk rising edge.  t cdh   35    ns  cdata hold from cclk rising edge.  t cov     40  ns  cout valid output delay from cclk falling edge.  i 2 c port          f scl     400  khz  scl clock frequency.  t sclh   0.6    s  scl pulse width high.  t scll   1.3    s  scl pulse width low.  t scs   0.6    s  start and repeated start condition setup time.  t sch   0.6    s  start condition hold time.  t ds   100    ns  data setup time.  t dh  0.9    s  data  hold  time.  t sclr     300  ns  scl rise time.  t sclf     300  ns  scl fall time.  t sdr     300  ns  sda rise time.  t sdf     300  ns  sda fall time.  t bft   1.3    s  bus-free time between stop and start.  multipurpose pins and reset          f mp    f s /2  hz  mpx maximum switching rate.  t mpil     1.5  1/f s,normal   s  mpx pin input latency until high/low value is read by core. guaranteed by  design.  t rlpw  10    ns  reset  low pulse width.    1  all timing specifications are given for the default (i 2 s) states of the serial audio input ports and the serial audio output ports (see table 26 and table 30).  2  maximum spi cclk clock frequency is dependent on current drive strength and capacitive loads on the circuit board.   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 9 of 92  digital timing diagrams  sdata_inx left-justified mode lsb sdata_inx i 2 s mode sdata_inx right-justified mode t bih msb msb ? 1 msb msb 8-bit clocks (24-bit data) 12-bit clocks (20-bit data) 14-bit clocks (18-bit data) 16-bit clocks (16-bit data) t lis t sis t sih t sih t sis t sis t sih t sis t sih t lih t bil 07696-002 bclkx input lrclkx input   figure 2. serial input port timing    bclkx output lrclkx output sdata_outx left-justified mode lsb sdata_outx i 2 s mode sdata_outx right-justified mode t bih msb msb ? 1 msb msb 8-bit clocks (24-bit data) 12-bit clocks (20-bit data) 14-bit clocks (18-bit data) 16-bit clocks (16-bit data) t sods t sodm t ts t bil t sods t sodm t sods t sodm 07696-003   figure 3. serial output port timing   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 10 of 92  cclk cdata cout t cds t cdh t cov t ccph t ccpl t clh t clph 07696-004 clatch t cls   figure 4. spi port timing    t sch t sclh t sclr t scll t sclf t ds sda scl t sch t bft t scs 07696-005   figure 5. i 2 c port timing    mclk reset t mp t rlpw 07696-006   figure 6. master clock and reset timing     

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 11 of 92  absolute maximum ratings  thermal resistance  table 5.   parameter  rating  dvdd to ground   0 v to 2.2 v  avdd to ground   0 v to 4.0 v  iovdd to ground  0 v to 4.0 v  digital inputs   dgnd C 0.3 v to iovdd + 0.3 v  maximum ambient temperature  ?40c to +105c  maximum junction temperature  150c  storage temperature range   ?65c to +150c  soldering (10 sec)  300c   ja  is specified for the worst-case conditions, that is, a device  soldered in a circuit board for surface-mount packages.  table 6. thermal resistance  package type   ja   jc  unit  100-lead tqfp  26.3  9.4  c/w  100-lead lqfp  41.4  9.5  c/w    esd caution        stresses above those listed under absolute maximum ratings  may cause permanent damage to the device. this is a stress  rating only; functional operation of the device at these or any  other conditions above those indicated in the operational  section of this specification is not implied. exposure to absolute  maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect  device reliability.     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 12 of 92  pin configuration and fu nction descriptions  lrclk2 sdata_in1 bclk1 lrclk1 sdata_in0 bclk0 dgnd iovdd lrclk0 mp11 mp10 mp9 mp8 addr0 clatch scl/cclk sda/cout addr1/cdata dvdd dgnd iovdd bclk3 lrclk3 sdata_in2 bclk2 sdata_out6 lrclk10 bclk10 sdata_out7 lrclk11 bclk11 iovdd dgnd sdata_out8 pll0 pll1 mp0/adc0 notes 1. the exposed pad does not have an internal electrical connection to the integrated circuit,     but should be connected to the ground plane of the pcb for proper heat dissipation. mp1/adc1 mp2/adc2 mp3/adc3 clkout iovdd dgnd dvdd bclk8 sdata_in8 sdata_out5 lrclk9 bclk9 dvdd sdata_in3 sdata_out0 lrclk4 bclk4 sdata_in4 sdata_out1 lrclk5 bclk5 sdata_in5 sdata_out2 iovdd dgnd dvdd lrclk6 bclk6 sdata_in6 sdata_out3 lrclk7 bclk7 sdata_in7 sdata_out4 lrclk8 iovdd dgnd dgnd iovdd selfboot clkmode1 clkmode0 rsvd pll2 mp7 mp6 mp5 mp4 dvdd dgnd iovdd vdrive xtalo xtali pll_filt pvdd pgnd spdifi spdifo avdd agnd dvdd reset pin 1 adau1442/ adau1445/adau1446 top view (not to scale) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 76 777879 80 81 8283 84 85 86 87 888990 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 07696-007   figure 7. pin configuration  table 7. pin function descriptions  pin no.  mnemonic   type 1   description  1, 13, 26,  38, 51,  62, 76,  88  dgnd pwr  digital ground. the agnd, dgnd, and pgnd pins should be tied directly together in a common  ground plane. dgnd pins should be decoupled to a dvdd pin with a 100 nf capacitor.  2, 14, 27,  39, 52,  63, 77,  89  iovdd pwr  input and output supply. the voltage on this pin  sets the highest input voltage that should be  present on the digital input pins. this pin is also  the supply for the digital output signals on the  clock, data, control port, and mp pins. iovdd should  always be set to 3.3 v. the current draw of this  pin is variable because it is dependen t on the loads of the digital outputs.  3 bclk3  d_io  bit clock, input/output clock domain  3. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the input/output clock doma in 3 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin  can be left disconnected.  4 lrclk3  d_io  frame clock, input/output clock doma in 3. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the input/output clock doma in 3 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin  can be left disconnected.  5  sdata_in2  d_in  serial data port 2 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected. 

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 13 of 92  pin no.  mnemonic   type 1   description  6 bclk2  d_io  bit clock, input clock domain 2. this pin is bidi rectional, with the direction depending on whether  the input clock domain 2 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  7 lrclk2  d_io  frame clock, input clock domain 2. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on whether  the input clock domain 2 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  8  sdata_in1  d_in  serial data port 1 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  9 bclk1  d_io  bit clock, input clock domain 1. this pin is bidi rectional, with the direction depending on whether  the input clock domain 1 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  10 lrclk1  d_io  frame clock, input clock domain 1. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on whether  the input clock domain 1 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  11  sdata_in0  d_in  serial data port 0 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  12 bclk0  d_io  bit clock, input clock domain 0. this pin is bidi rectional, with the direction depending on whether  the input clock domain 0 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  15 lrclk0  d_io  frame clock, input clock domain 0. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on whether  the input clock domain 0 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  16 mp11  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  17 mp10  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  18 mp9  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  19 mp8  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  20 addr0  d_in  address 0 for i 2 c and spi. in i 2 c mode, this pin, in combination with addr1, allows up to four  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 devices to be used on the same i 2 c bus. in spi mode, setting  addr0 either low or high allows up to two ics to be used with a common spi latch signal.  21  clatch  d_in  spi latch signal. must go low at the beginning of an spi transaction and high at the end of a  transaction. each spi transaction may take a di fferent number of cclk cycles to complete,  depending on the address and read/write bits that  are sent at the beginning of the spi transaction.  when not used, this pin should be tied to grou nd, preferably with a 10 k pull-down resistor.  22  scl/cclk  d_in  serial clock/continuous clock. in i 2 c mode, this pin functions as scl  and is always an open collector  input, except when in self-boot mode,  where it is an open collector output (i 2 c master). the line  connected to this pin should have a 2.0 k pull-up resistor. in spi mode, this pin functions as cclk  and is an input pin that can be either run cont inuously or gated off between spi transactions.   23  sda/cout  d_io  serial data/continuous output. in i 2 c mode, this pin functions as sda and is a bidirectional open  collector. the line connected to the sda pin should have a 2.0 k pull-up resistor. in spi mode, this  pin functions as cout and is used for reading ba ck registers and memory locations. the cout pin  is three-stated when an spi read is not active.   24  addr1/cdata  d_in  address 1/continuous data. in i 2 c mode, this pin functions as addr1 and, in combination with  addr0, sets the i 2 c address of the ic. this allows up to four adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  devices to be used on the same i 2 c bus. in spi mode, this pin functions as cdata and is the spi  data input.   25, 37,  50, 75,  87, 100  dvdd pwr  1.8 v digital supply. this can be supplied externally or generated from a 3.3 v supply with the on-board  1.8 v regulator. each dvdd pin should be decoupled to dgnd with a 100 nf capacitor.  28  selfboot  d_in  self-boot select. allows the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 to be controlled by the control port  or to perform a self-boot. setting this pin high (that is, to 1) initiates a self-boot operation when the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are brought out of a reset. this pin can be tied directly to a  voltage source or ground or pulled up/down with a resistor.  29  clkmode1  d_in  output clock mode 1. with clkmode0,  this pin sets the frequency of the clkout signal.  30  clkmode0  d_in  output clock mode 0. with clkmode1,  this pin sets the frequency of the clkout signal.  31  rsvd  d_in  reserved. tie this pin to ground , preferably with a 10 k pull-down resistor.  32  pll2  d_in  pll mode select pin 2.  33 mp7  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected. 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 14 of 92  pin no.  mnemonic   type 1   description  34 mp6  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  35 mp5  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  36 mp4  d_io  multipurpose, general-pur pose input/output. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  40 vdrive  a_out  regulator drive. supplies the drive current for the 1.8 v regulator. the base of the voltage regulators  external pnp transistor is driven from vdrive.  41  xtalo  a_out  crystal oscillator output. a 100  damping resistor  should be connected between this pin and the  crystal. this output should not be used to dire ctly drive a clock to another ic; the clkout pin  exists for this purpose. if the crystal oscillator  is not used, the xtalo pin can be left unconnected.  42  xtali  a_in  crystal oscillator input. this pin provides the  master clock for the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446.  if the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 generate the mast er clock in the system, this pin should  be connected to the crystal oscillator circuit. if the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are slaves to  an external master clock, this pin should be connected to the master clock signal generated by  another ic.  43  pll_filt  a_out  phase-locked loop filter. two capacitors and a resistor must be connected to this pin as shown in  figure 11 .  44 pvdd  pwr  phase-locked loop supply. provides the 3.3 v power  supply for the pll. this should be decoupled  to pgnd with a100 nf capacitor.  45 pgnd  pwr  phase-locked loop ground. ground for the pll su pply. the agnd, dgnd, and pgnd pins can be  tied directly together in a common ground plane. pgnd should be decoupled to pvdd with a  100 nf capacitor.  46 spdifi  d_in  s/pdif input. accepts digital audio data in the s/ pdif format. when not used, this pin can be left  disconnected.  47 spdifo  d_out  s/pdif output. outputs digital audi o data in the s/pdif format. when not used, this pin can be left  disconnected.  48  avdd  pwr  analog supply. 3.3 v analog supply for the auxili ary adc. this pin should be decoupled to agnd  with a 100 nf capacitor.  49  agnd  pwr  analog ground. ground for the analog supply. this pin should be decoupled to avdd with a  100 nf capacitor.  53  clkout  d_out  master clock output. used to output a master clock to other ics in the system. set using the  clkmodex pins. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  54  reset   d_in  reset. active-low reset input. re set is triggered on a high-to-low edge and exited on a low-to-high  edge. for detailed information about initialization, see the  power-up sequence  section. a reset  event sets all rams and registers to their default values.  55 mp3/adc3  d_io,  a_in  multipurpose, general-purpose input or output/auxi liary adc input 3. when not used, this pin can  be left disconnected.  56 mp2/adc2  d_io,  a_in  multipurpose, general-purpose input or output/auxi liary adc input 2. when not used, this pin can  be left disconnected.  57 mp1/adc1  d_io,  a_in  multipurpose, general-purpose input or output/auxi liary adc input 1. when not used, this pin can  be left disconnected.  58 mp0/adc0  d_io,  a_in  multipurpose, general-purpose io/auxiliary adc in put 0. when not used, this pin can be left  disconnected.  59  pll1  d_in  phase-locked loop mode select pin 1.  60  pll0  d_in  phase-locked loop mode select pin 0.  61  sdata_out8  d_out  serial data port 0 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  64 bclk11  d_io   bit clock, output clock domain 2.  this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on whether the  output clock domain 2 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  65 lrclk11  d_io  frame clock, output clock domain 2. this pin is  bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the output clock domain 2 is  set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be  left disconnected. 

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 15 of 92  pin no.  mnemonic   type 1   description  66  sdata_out7  d_out  serial data port 7 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  67 bclk10  d_io  bit clock, output clock domain 10. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on whether  the output clock domain 10 is set  up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left  disconnected.  68 lrclk10  d_io  frame clock, output clock domain 10. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the output clock domain 10 is  set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be  left disconnected.  69  sdata_out6  d_out  serial data port 6 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  70 bclk9  d_io  bit clock, output clock domain 9.  this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on whether the  output clock domain 9 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  71 lrclk9  d_io  frame clock, output clock domain 9. this pin is  bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the output clock domain 9 is  set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin can be  left disconnected.  72  sdata_out5  d_out  serial data port 5 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  73  sdata_in8  d_in  serial data port 8 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  74 bclk8  d_io  bit clock, input/output clock domain  8. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the input/output clock doma in 8 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin  can be left disconnected.  78 lrclk8  d_io  frame clock, input/output clock domain 8. this pi n is bidirectional, with the direction depending  on whether the input/output clock  domain 8 is set up as a master  or slave. when not used, this  pin can be left disconnected.  79  sdata_out4  d_out  serial data port 4 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  80  sdata_in7  d_in  serial data port 7 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  81 bclk7  d_io  bit clock, input/output clock domain  7. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the input/output clock doma in 7 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin  can be left disconnected.  82 lrclk7  d_io  frame clock, input/output clock domain 7. this pi n is bidirectional, with the direction depending  on whether the input/output clock  domain 7 is set up as a master  or slave. when not used, this  pin can be left disconnected.  83  sdata_out3  d_out  serial data port 3 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  84  sdata_in6  d_in  serial data port 6 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  85 bclk6  d_io  bit clock, input/output clock domain  6. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the input/output clock doma in 6 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin  can be left disconnected.  86 lrclk6  d_io  frame clock, input/output clock domain 6. this pi n is bidirectional, with the direction depending  on whether the input/output clock  domain 6 is set up as a master  or slave. when not used, this  pin can be left disconnected.  90  sdata_out2  d_out  serial data port 2 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  91  sdata_in5  d_in  serial data port 5 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  92 bclk5  d_io  bit clock, input/output clock domain  5. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the input/output clock doma in 5 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin  can be left disconnected.  93 lrclk5  d_io  frame clock, input/output clock domain 5. this pi n is bidirectional, with the direction depending  on whether the input/output clock  domain 5 is set up as a master  or slave. when not used, this  pin can be left disconnected.  94  sdata_out1  d_out  serial data port 1 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  95  sdata_in4  d_in  serial data port 4 input. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected. 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 16 of 92  pin no.  mnemonic   type 1   description  96 bclk4  d_io  bit clock, input/output clock domain  4. this pin is bidirectional, with the direction depending on  whether the input/output clock doma in 4 is set up as a master or slave. when not used, this pin  can be left disconnected.  97 lrclk4  d_io  frame clock, input/output clock domain 4. this pi n is bidirectional, with the direction depending  on whether the input/output clock  domain 4 is set up as a master  or slave. when not used, this  pin can be left disconnected.  98  sdata_out0  d_out  serial data port 0 output. wh en not used, this pin can be left disconnected.  99  sdata_in3  d_in  serial data port 3 output. when  not used, this pin can be left disconnected.    1  pwr = power/ground, a_in = analog input, d_in = digital input, a_out = analog output, d_out = digital output, d_io = digital i nput/output.     

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 17 of 92  theory of operation  system block diagram  1.8v regulator 28-/56-bit, 172mhz programmable audio processor core, 170ms delay memory s/pdif transmitter s/pdif receiver up to 16 channels of asynchronous sample rate converters serial data input port (9) serial clock domains (12) clock oscillator serial data output port (9) mp auxiliary adc reset clock output pll i 2 c/spi control interface and self-boot dvdd dgnd avdd agnd xtali, xtalo reset iovdd bit clock ? (bclk) frame cloc k ? (lrclk) bit clock ? (bclk) frame clock ? (lrclk) mp[11:4] spi/i 2 c* selfboot clkmode[1:0] pvdd pgnd spdifi spdifo clkout mp[3:0]/ adc[3:0] flexible audio routing matrix (input side) +3.3v vdrive 3to 9 3to 9 pll[2:0] pll_filt flexible audio routing matrix (output side) 2 3 4 4 4 8 5 2 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 3to 9 3to 9 07696-008 sdata_in[8:0] (24-channel digital audio input) sdata_out[8:0] (24-channel digital audio output) *spi/i 2 c = the addr0, clatch, scl/cclk, sda/cout, and addr1/cdata pins. ? there are 12 bit clocks (bclk[11:0]) and 12 frame clocks (lrclk[11:0]) in total. of the 12 clocks,   six are assignable, three must be outputs, and three must be inputs. adau1442/ adau1445/ adau1446   figure 8. system block diagram   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 18 of 92  overview  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are each a 24-channel  audio dsp with an integrated s/pdif receiver and transmitter,  flexible serial audio ports, up to 16 channels of asynchronous  sample rate converters (asrcs), flexible audio routing, and user  interface capabilities. signal processing capabilities include  equalization, crossover, bass enhancement, multiband dynamics  processing, delay compensation, speaker compensation, and stereo  image widening. these algorithms can be used to compensate  for the real-world limitations of speakers, amplifiers, and listening  environments, resulting in an improvement in the perceived  audio quality.  an on-board oscillator can be connected to an external crystal to  generate the master clock. a phase-locked loop (pll) allows the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 to be clocked from a variety  of clock frequencies. the pll can accept inputs of 64  f s , 128  f s ,  256  f s , 384  f s , or 512  f s  to generate the internal master clock of  the core, where f s  is the sampling rate of audio in normal-rate pro- cessing mode. in dual- or quad-rate mode, these multipliers are  halved or quartered, respectively. system sample rates include, but  are not limited to, 44.1 khz, 48 khz, 88.2 khz, 96 khz, and 192 khz.  each adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 operates from a 1.8 v  digital power supply and a 3.3 v analog supply. an on-board  voltage regulator can be used to operate the chip from a single  3.3 v supply.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 have a sophisticated  control port that supports complete read and write capability of  all memory locations, excluding read-only addresses. control  registers are provided to offer complete control of the chips  configuration and serial modes. handshaking is included for  ease of memory uploads and downloads. the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 can be configured for either spi or i 2 c  control. program ram, parameter ram, and register contents can  be saved in an external eeprom, from which the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 can self-boot on startup.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 serial ports operate with  digital audio i/os in the i 2 s, left-justified, right-justified, or tdm- compatible mode. the flexible serial data ports allow for direct  interconnection to a variety of adcs, dacs, and general-purpose  dsps. the combination of an on-board s/pdif transmitter and  receiver and 16 channels of asrcs allows for easy compatibility  with an extensive number of external devices, and a system with  up to nine sampling rates.  the flexible audio routing matrix (farm) is a system of multi- plexers used to distribute the audio signals in the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 among the serial inputs and outputs,  audio core, and asrcs. farm can easily be configured by  setting the appropriate registers.  the adau1442, adau1445, and adau1446 are distinguished by  the number of on-board asrcs and maximum sample rates. the  adau1442 contains eight 2-channel asrcs, the adau1445  contains two 8-channel asrcs, and the adau1446 has no asrcs.  two sets of serial ports at the input and output can operate in a  special flexible tdm mode, which allows the user to independently  assign byte-specific locations to audio streams at varying bit  depths. this mode ensures compatibility with codecs using  similar flexible tdm streams.  the core of the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 is a 28-bit  dsp (or a 56-bit dsp when using double-precision mode)  optimized for audio processing, and it can process audio at  sample rates of up to 192 khz. the program and parameter rams  can be loaded with a custom audio processing signal flow built  with the sigmastudio graphical programming software from  analog devices, inc. the values stored in the parameter ram  control individual signal processing blocks, such as iir and fir  equalization filters, dynamics processors, audio delays, and mixer  levels. a software safeload feature allows for transparent  parameter updates and prevents clicks on the output signals.  reliability features such as a crc and program counter watchdog  help ensure that the system can detect and recover from any  errors related to memory corruption.  s/pdif signals can be routed through an asrc for processing  in the dsp or can be sent directly to output on mp pins for  recovery of the embedded audio signal. other components of  the embedded signal, including status and user bits, are not lost  and can be output on the mp pins as well.  multipurpose (mp) pins are available for providing a simple  user interface without the need for an external microcontroller.  twelve pins are available to input external control signals and  output flags or controls to other devices in the system. four of  these can alternatively be assigned to an auxiliary adc for use  with analog controls such as potentiometers or system voltages.  as inputs, mp pins can be connected to push buttons, switches,  rotary encoders, potentiometers, or other external control circuitry  to control the internal signal processing program. when con- figured as outputs, these pins can be used to drive leds (with a  buffer), to output flags to a microcontroller, to control other ics,  or to connect to other external circuitry in an application.  the sigmastudio software is used to program and control the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 through the control port.  along with designing and tuning a signal flow, the software can  configure all of the dsp registers in real time and download a new  program and parameter into the external self-boot eeprom.  sigmastudios easy-to-use graphical interface allows anyone with  audio processing knowledge to easily design a dsp signal flow and  port it to a target application without the need for writing line-level  code. at the same time, the software provides enough flexibility  and programmability for an experienced dsp programmer to have  in-depth control of the design. in sigmastudio, the user can add  signal processing cells from the library by dragging and dropping  cells, connect them together in a flow, compile the design, and load  the program and parameter files into the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 memory through the control port. the complicated  tasks of linking, compiling, and downloading the project are all  handled automatically by the software.   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 19 of 92  signal processing algorithms available in the provided libraries  include  ?   single- and double-precision biquad filter  ?   mono and multichannel dynamics processors with peak or  rms detection  ?   mixer and splitter  ?   tone and noise generator  ?   fixed and variable gain  ?   loudness  ?   delay  ?   stereo enhancement   ?   dynamic bass boost  ?   noise and tone source  ?   level detector  ?   mp pin control and conditioning  new processing algorithms are always being developed. analog  devices also provides proprietary and third-party algorithms  for applications such as matrix decoding, bass enhancement, and  surround virtualizers. contact analog devices for information  about licensing these algorithms.  several power-saving mechanisms have been designed into the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446, including programmable  pad strength for digital i/o pins and the ability to block the  master clock from reaching unused subsystems.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are fabricated on a single  monolithic integrated circuit for operation over the ?40c to  +105c temperature range. the adau1442 and adau1445  are housed in a 100-lead tqfp package, with an exposed pad to  assist in heat dissipation, and the adau1446, due to its lower  power consumption, is housed in a 100-lead lqfp package.     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 20 of 92  initialization  power-up sequence  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 have a built-in initiali- zation period, which allows sufficient time for the pll to lock  and the registers to initialize their values. on a positive edge of  reset , the pll settings are immediately set by the pll0, pll1,  and pll2 pins, and the master clock signal is blocked from the  chip subsystems. the initialization time, which is measured from  the rising edge of  reset , is dependent on the frequency of the  signal input to the xtali pin, or f xtali . the total initialization time is   1/( f xtali / d )  2 15  sec  where  d  is the pll divider, as set by the pll0, pll1, and pll2  pins. the pll divider settings are described in  table 9 .  for example, if the signal input to xtali has a frequency of  12.288 mhz and the pll divider is set to 4 (pll = 0, pll1 = 1,  and pll2 = 0), the initialization time lasts  1/(12288000/4)  2 15  sec = 0.010667 sec (or 10.667 ms)  new values should not be written via the control port until the  initialization is complete.   table 8  shows some typical times to boot the adau1442/  adau1445/adau 1446 into the operational state necessary for an  application, assuming that a 400 khz i 2 c clock or a 5 mhz spi  clock is used and a full program, parameter set, and all registers  (9 kb) are loaded. in reality, most applications use less than this full  amount, and unused program and parameter ram need not be  initialized; therefore, the total boot time may be shorter.  recommended program/para meter loading procedure  when writing large amounts of data to the program or parameter  ram in direct write mode, such as when downloading the initial  contents of the rams from an external memory, the processor core  should be disabled to prevent unpleasant noises from appearing  at the audio output. when small amounts of data are transmitted  during real-time operation of the dsp, such as when updating  individual parameters, the software safeload mechanism can be  used. more information is available in the  software safeload   section.  power-reduction modes  sections of the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 chips can be  turned on and off as needed to reduce power consumption.  these include the asrcs, s/pdif receiver and transmitter,  auxiliary adcs, and dsp core. more information is available in  the  master clock and pll modes and settings  section.  system initialization sequence  before the ic can process audio in the dsp, the following initial- ization sequence must be completed. (step 5 through step 11  can be performed in any order, as needed.)  1.   power on the ic and bring it out of reset. the order of the  power supplies (dvdd, iovdd, and avdd) does not matter.  2.   wait at least 10.667 ms for the initialization to complete if the  xtali input is 12.288 mhz and the pll divider is set to 4  (see the  power-up sequence  section for information about  calculating the initialization time if another f xtali  is used).  3.   enable the master clocks of all modules to be used (see the  master clock and pll modes and settings  section).  4.   set the dsp core rate select register (0xe220) to 0x001c.  this disables the start pulse to the core.  5.   deassert the core run bit (see the  dsp core modes and  settings  section).  6.   set the serial input modes (see the  serial input port modes  registers (address 0xe000 to address 0xe008)  section).  7.   set the serial output modes (see the  serial output port  modes registers (address 0xe040 to address 0xe049)   section).  8.   set the routing matrix modes (see details of address 0xe080  to address 0xe09b in the  flexible audio routing matrix  modes  section).  9.   write the parameter ram (address 0x0000 to address  0x0fff).  10.   write the program ram (address 0x2000 to address  0x2fff).  11.   write the nonmodulo data ram (addresses vary based on  the sigmastudio project file).  12.   write all other necessary control registers, such as asrcs  and s/pdif (address 0xe221 to address 0xe24c).  13.   set the dsp core rate select register (0xe220) to the desired  value. this enables the start pulse to the core.  table 12   contains a list of valid settings.  14.   assert the core run bit (see the  dsp core modes and  settings  section).    table 8. power-up time  approximate boot time; loading maximum program/parameter/registers (ms)  pll lock time (ms)  (f xtali  = 12.288 mhz,  pll divider = 4)  i 2 c (@ 400 khz scl)  spi (@ 5 mhz cclk)  spi (@ 25 mhz cclk)  total (ms)  10.667  25  2  0.4  11.067 to 35.667   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 21 of 92  master clock and pll  using the oscillator  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 can use an on-board  oscillator to generate its master clock. however, an external crystal  must be attached to complete the oscillator circuit. the on-board  oscillator is designed to work with a 256  f s,normal  master clock,  which is 12.288 mhz when f s,normal  is 48 khz and 11.2896 mhz  when f s,normal  is 44.1 khz. the resonant frequency of this crystal  should be in this range even when the core is processing dual-  or quad-rate signals. when the core is processing dual-rate  signals (for example, f s,dual  = 88.2 khz or 96 khz), resonant  frequency of the crystal should be 128  f s,dual . when the core  is processing quad-rate signals (for example, f s,quad  = 192 khz),  the resonant frequency of the crystal should be 64  f s,quad .   the external crystal in the circuit should be an at-cut parallel  resonance device operating at its fundamental frequency.  ceramic resonators should not be used.  figure 9  shows the  crystal oscillator circuit recommended for proper operation.   c1 100 ? xtalo c2 xtali 07696-009   figure 9. crystal oscillator circuit  the 100  damping resistor on xtalo provides the oscillator  with a voltage swing of approximately 2.2 v at the xtali pin.  the crystal shunt capacitance should be 7 pf. its optimal load  capacitance, specified by the manufacturer, should be about 18 pf,  although the circuit supports values up to 25 pf. the equivalent  series resistance should also be as small as possible. the necessary  values of load capacitor c1 and load capacitor c2 can be  calculated from the crystal load capacitance with the following  equation:  stra 21 21 l c cc c c c   u     where  c stra  is the stray capacitance in the circuit and is usually  assumed to be approximately 2 pf to 5 pf.   short trace lengths in the oscillator circuit decrease stray  capacitance, thereby increasing the loop gain of the circuit and  helping to avoid crystal start-up problems.  on the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 evaluation boards,  the capacitance value for c1 and c2 is 22 pf.  xtalo should not be used to directly drive the crystal signal to  another ic. this signal is an analog sine wave and is not appro- priate to drive a digital input. a separate pin, clkout, is provided   for this purpose. clkout can output 256  f s,normal , 512   f s,normal , or a buffered, digital copy of the crystal oscillator  signal to other ics in the system. clkout is set up using the  clkmodex pins. for a more detailed explanation of clkout,  refer to the  using the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  as clock master  section.  setting master clock and pll mode  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 master clock input feeds  a pll, which generates the 3584  f s,normal  clock (172.032 mhz  when f s,normal  is 48 khz) to run the dsp core. this rate is referred  to as f core . in normal operation, the input to the master clock  must be one of the following: 64  f s,normal , 128  f s,normal ,  256  f s,normal , 384  f s,normal , or 512  f s,normal , where f s,normal   is the audio sampling rate with the core in normal-rate processing  mode. the pll divider mode is set by pll0, pll1, and pll2 as  detailed in  tabl e 9 .   if the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 cores are set to  receive dual-rate signals (by reducing the number of program  steps per sample by a factor of 2 using the dsp core rate select  register), then the master clock frequency must be 32  f s,dual ,  64  f s,dual , 128  f s,dual , 192  f s,dual , or 256  f s,dual .   if the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 cores are set to  receive quad-rate signals (by reducing the number of program  steps per sample by a factor of 4 using the dsp core rate select  register), then the master clock frequency must be 16  f s,quad ,  32  f s,quad , 64  f s,quad , 96  f s,quad , or 128  f s,quad . on power- up, a clock signal must be present on xtali so that the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 can complete its  initialization routine.  if at any point during operation the clock signal is removed  from xtali, the dsp should be reset to avoid unpredictable  behavior on output pins. the clock mode should not be changed  without also resetting the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446.  if the mode is changed during operation, a click or pop can  result on the outputs. the state of the pllx pins should be  changed while  reset  is held low.  the phase-locked loop uses the pll mode select pins (pll0,  pll1, and pll2) to derive a 64  f s,normal  clock from whatever  signal is present at the xtali pin. this clock signal is multiplied  by 56 to produce the core clock. therefore, f core  is 3584  f s,normal .  in a system with a f s,normal  of 48 khz, the pll derives a 3.072 mhz  clock and then multiplies it by 56 to produce a 172.032 mhz  core clock.  the core clock (f core ) should never exceed 172.032 mhz,  though it may be lower in some applications.   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 22 of 92  table 9. pll modes  dsp core rate 1   input to mclk   (xtali pin)  pll2 pll1  pll0  pll   divider 2   core clock   multiplier  core clock   (f core )  instructions per   sample  normal  64  f s,normal    0  0  0  1  56  3584  f s,normal  3584    128  f s,normal   0  0 1 2  56  3584  f s,normal  3584    256  f s,normal   0  1 0 4  56  3584  f s,normal  3584    384  f s,normal   0  1 1 6  56  3584  f s,normal  3584    512  f s,normal   1  0 0 8  56  3584  f s,normal  3584  dual  32  f s,dual   0  0 0 1  56  1792  f s,dual  1792    64  f s,dual   0  0 1 2  56  1792  f s,dual  1792    128  f s,dual   0  1 0 4  56  1792  f s,dual  1792    192  f s,dual   0  1 1 6  56  1792  f s,dual  1792    256  f s,dual   1  0 0 8  56  1792  f s,dual  1792  quad  16  f s,quad   0  0 0 1  56  896  f s,quad  896    32  f s,quad   0  0 1 2  56  896  f s,quad  896    64  f s,quad   0  1 0 4  56  896  f s,quad  896    96  f s,quad   0  1 1 6  56  896  f s,quad  896    128  f s,quad   1  0 0 8  56  896  f s,quad  896    1  if the normal dsp core rate (f s,normal ) is 44.1 khz, the dual dsp core rate (f s,dual ) is 88.2 khz, and the quad dsp core rate (f s,quad ) is 176.4 khz. likewise, if f s,normal  is 48 khz,  then f s,dual  is 96 khz and f s,quad  is 192 khz.  2  the pll divider is set by the pllx pins.    x tali pll mode pins select the pll divider (1, 2, 4, 6, 8) pll divider core clock multiplier register 0xe220 selects the dsp core rate (normal, dual, quad) dsp core f s,normal   64, 128, 256, 384, 512 f s,dual  32, 64, 128, 192, 256 f s,quad  16, 32, 64, 96, 128 f s,normal   64 f s,dual  32 f s,quad  16 f s,normal   3584 f s,dual  1792 f s,quad  896   0 7696-010   figure 10. master clock signal flow   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 23 of 92  pll loop filter  the pll loop filter should be connected to the pll_filt pin. this  filter, shown in  figure 11 , includes three passive components two capacitors and a resistor. the values of these components  do not need to be exact; the tolerance can be up to 10% for the  resistor and up to 20% for each capacitor. the 3.3 v signal shown  in the schematic can be connected to the pvdd supply of the chip.  1.5k ? pll_filt 33nf 1.8nf pvdd 07696-011 adau1442/ adau1445/ adau1446   figure 11. pll loop filter  using the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  as clock masters  to output a master clock from the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 to other chips in the system, the clkout pin is  used. to set the frequency of this clock signal, the clkmodex  pins must be set (see  table 10 ).  table 10. clkout modes  clkout signal  clkmode1  clkmode0  disabled 0  0  buffered oscillator  0  1  256  f s,normal  1  0  512  f s,normal  1  1    master clock and pll modes and settings  dsp core rate select register (address 0xe220)  the cores start pulse initiates the operation of the core and  determines the sample rate of signals processed inside the core.  this pulse can originate from one of three internally generated  f s  signals (f s,normal , f s,dual , or f s,quad ), one of the 12 serial input f s   signals (an lrclk signal associated with a serial input port),  one of the 12 serial output f s  signals (an lrclk signal associated  with a serial output port), or lrclk recovered from the s/pdif  receiver input.  setting the value of the dsp core rate select register sets the speed  of the dsp core (see  table 12 ). by default, the signals processed  in the core are at the normal dsp core rate; therefore, the core  clock is 3584  f s,normal . for a system processing signals in the  core at the dual rate, the start pulse should be set to the internally  generated dual rate, and the core clock is 1792  f s,dual . for a  system processing signals in the core at the quad rate, the start  pulse should be set to the internally generated quad rate, and  the core clock is 896  f s,quad .  master clock enable switch register (address 0xe280)  for power-saving purposes, various parts of the chip can be  switched on and off. setting the appropriate bit to 0 disables the  corresponding subsystem, and setting the bit to 1 enables the  subsystem. this is the first register that should be set after the  device is powered on and completes its initialization. failure to  set this register may compromise future register writes.  table 11. bit descriptions of register 0xe280  bit position  description 1   default  [15:9]  reserved     8  enable mclk to auxiliary adcs   0  7  enable mclk to s/pdif transmitter   0  6  enable mclk to s/pdif receiver   0  5  enable mclk to dsp core   0  4  enable mclk to stereo asrc[7:4] 2    0  3  enable mclk to stereo asrc[3:0] 2    0  2  enable mclk to serial outputs   0  1  enable mclk to serial inputs   0  0  enable mclk to flexible audio routing  matrix (farm)   0    1  0 = disable, 1 = enable.  2  see the flexible audio routing matrixinp ut side section for more information.     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 24 of 92  table 12. bit descriptions of register 0xe220  bit position  description  default  [15:5]  reserved     [4:0]  start pulse select  00000    00000 = internally generated normal rate (f s,normal )        00001 = internally generated dual rate (f s,dual )        00010 = internally generated quad rate (f s,quad )        00011 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 0 1         00100 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 1 1         00101 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 2 1         00110 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 3 1         00111 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 4 1         01000 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 5 1         01001 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 6 1         01010 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 7 1         01011 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 8 1         01100 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 9 1         01101 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 10 1         01110 = f s  from serial input stereo pair 11 1         01111 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 0 1         10000 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 1 1         10001 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 2 1         10010 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 3 1         10011 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 4 1         10100 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 5 1         10101 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 6 1         10110 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 7 1         10111 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 8 1         11000 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 9 1         11001 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 10 1         11010 = f s  from serial output stereo pair 11 1         11011 = f s  from s/pdif receiver 1        11100 = no start pulse; core is disabled      11101 = no start pulse; core is disabled      11110 = no start pulse; core is disabled      11111 = no start pulse; core is disabled      1  f s  is the lrclk of the associated stereo audio pair in the flexible audio routing matrix whose frequency is dependent on the sett ings of its associated serial port and the  clock pad multiplexer. the intended function of the dsp core rate select register is to allow the dsp core to be synchronized t o an external lrclk signal that is being  used by any of the serial  ports or s/pdif receiver.   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 25 of 92  voltage regulator  the digital supply voltage of the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 must be set to 1.8 v. the chip includes an on-board  voltage regulator that allows the device to be used in systems  where a 1.8 v supply is not available but a 3.3 v supply is. the  only external components needed for this are a pnp transistor  and one resistor. only one pin, vdrive, is necessary to  support the regulator.  the recommended design for the voltage regulator is shown   in  figure 12 . the 10 f and 100 nf capacitors shown in this  schematic are recommended for bypassing but are not necessary  for operation. each dvdd pin should have its own 100 nf  bypass capacitor, but only one bulk capacitor (10 f) is needed  for all pins. in this design, 3.3 v is the main system voltage; 1.8 v  is generated at the collector of the transistor, which is connected  to the dvdd pins. vdrive is connected to the base of the pnp  transistor. if the regulator is not used in the design, vdrive  can be tied to ground.  3.3 v 1k ? vdrive dvdd 10f 100nf + 07696-012 adau1442/ adau1445/ adau1446   figure 12. voltage regulator design  two specifications must be considered when choosing a regulator  transistor: the current amplification factor (h fe  or beta) should  be at least 200, and the collector must be able to dissipate the heat  generated when regulating from 3.3 v to 1.8 v. the maximum  digital current draw of the adau1442 and adau1445, which  use asrcs, is 310 ma. the equation to determine the minimum  power dissipation specifications of the transistor is as follows:  (3.3 v ? 1.8 v)  310 ma = 465 mw  many transistors fit these specifications. analog devices  recommends the njt4030p from on semiconductor. for  projects with stringent size constraints, an fmmt734 from  zetex can be used.  the adau1446, which does not contain asrcs, has a lower  maximum digital current draw of approximately 235 ma. the  maximum power dissipation of the transistor in this case should  be around 355 mw.  src group delay  the group delay of the sample rate converter is dependent on  the input and output sampling frequencies as described in the  following equations.   for f s_out  > f s_in ,  insins ff gds _ _ 3216     for f s_out  < f s_in ,          u           outs ins ins ins f f ff gds _ _ _ _ 3216   where  gds  is the group delay in seconds.   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 26 of 92  control port  overview  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 can operate in one of  three control modes: i 2 c control mode, spi control mode, or  self-boot mode (no external controller).  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 have both a 4-wire  spi control port and a 2-wire i 2 c bus control port. each can be  used to set the rams and registers. when the selfboot pin  is low at power-up, the chip defaults to i 2 c mode but can be put  into spi control mode by pulling pin clatch low three times.  when the selfboot pin is set high at power-up, the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 load the program, parameters, and  register settings from an external eeprom at startup.  the control port is capable of full read and write operations for  all memories and registers, except for those that are read only.  most signal processing parameters are controlled by writing  new values to the parameter ram using the control port. other  functions, such as mute and input/output mode control, are  programmed by writing to the registers.  all addresses can be accessed in either a single-word mode or a  burst mode. a control word consists of the chip address, the  register/ram subaddress, and the data to be written. the  number of bytes per word depends on the type of data that is  being written.  the first byte (byte 0) of a control word contains the 7-bit chip  address plus the r/ w  bit. the next two bytes (byte 1 and byte 2)  together form the subaddress of the memory or register location  within the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446. this subaddress  must be two bytes because the memory locations within the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are directly addressable,  and their sizes exceed the range of single-byte addressing. all  subsequent bytes (starting with byte 3) contain the data, such as  control port data, program data, or parameter data. the exact  formats for specific types of writes are shown in   and  .  figure 13 figure 19 the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 have several  mechanisms for updating signal processing parameters in real  time without causing pops or clicks in the output. in cases  where large blocks of data must be downloaded, the output of  the dsp core can be halted, new data can be loaded, and then  the output of the dsp core can be restarted. this is typically  done during the booting sequence at startup or when loading a  new program into ram. in cases where only a few parameters  must be changed, they can be loaded without halting the program.  a software-based safeload mechanism is included for this purpose,  and it can be used to buffer a full set of parameters (for example,  the five coefficients of a biquad) and then transfer these parameters  into the active program within one audio frame.  the control port pins are multifunctional according to the mode in  which the part is operating.  table 16  details these functions.  i 2 c port  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 support a 2-wire  serial (i 2 c-compatible) microprocessor bus driving multiple  peripherals. two pins, serial data  (sda) and serial clock (scl),  carry information between the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 and the system i 2 c master controller. in i 2 c mode,  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are always slaves on the  bus, which means that the parts cannot initiate a data transfer.   each slave device is recognized by a unique address. the address  bit sequence is shown in  table 1 3 . the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 have eight possible slave addresses: four for writing  operations and four for reading. these are unique addresses for  the device and are listed in  table 14 .   users can communicate with these addresses by using the usbi  communication channel list in the hardware configuration tab  of sigmastudio. the lsb of the byte sets either a read or write  operation; logic level 1 corresponds to a read operation, and  logic level 0 corresponds to a write operation. address bit 5 and  address bit 6 are set by tying the addrx pins of the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 to logic level 0 or logic level 1. both  sda and scl should have pull-up resistors on the lines connected  to them (a standard value is 2.0 k, but this can be changed  depending on the capacitive load on the line). the voltage on  these signal lines should not be greater than the voltage of  iovdd (3.3 v).  table 13. adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 address bit  sequence  bit 0  bit 1  bit 2  bit 3  bit 4  bit 5  bit 6   bit 7  0 1 1 1 0 addr1  addr0  r/ w   table 14. adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 i 2 c slave  addresses   addr1 addr0  read/write 1   slave address  0 0 0  0x70  0 0 1  0x71  0 1 0  0x72  0 1 1  0x73  1 0 0  0x74  1 0 1  0x75  1 1 0  0x76  1 1 1  0x77    1  0 = write, 1 = read.    addressing  initially, all devices on the i 2 c bus are in an idle state, in which  the devices monitor the sda and scl lines for a start condition  and the proper address. the i 2 c master initiates a data transfer by  establishing a start condition, defined by a high-to-low transition  on sda while scl remains high. this indicates that an address or  an address and data stream follow. all devices on the bus respond  to the start condition and shift the next eight bits (7-bit address  + r/ w  bit) msb first. the device that recognizes the transmitted 

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 27 of 92  address responds by pulling the data line low during the ninth  clock pulse. this ninth bit is known as an acknowledge bit. all  other devices withdraw from the bus at this point and return to  the idle condition. the r/ w  bit determines the direction of the  data. a logic 0 on the lsb of the first byte means that the master  writes information to the peripheral. a logic 1 on the lsb of  the first byte means that the master reads information from the  peripheral. a data transfer takes place until a stop condition is  encountered. a stop condition occurs when sda transitions  from low to high while scl is held high.   shows the  timing of an i 2 c write.  figure 13 burst mode addressing, where the subaddresses are automatically  incremented at word boundaries, can be used for writing large  amounts of data to contiguous memory locations. this increment  happens automatically, unless a stop condition is encountered after  a single-word write. the registers and rams in the adau1445/  adau1446 range in width from one to five bytes; therefore, the  auto-increment feature knows the mapping between subaddresses  and the word length of the destination register (or memory lo- cation). a data transfer is always terminated by a stop condition.  stop and start conditions can be detected at any stage during the  data transfer. if these conditions are asserted out of sequence  with normal read and write operations, they cause an immediate  jump to the idle condition. during a given scl high period, the  user should only issue one start condition, one stop condition,  or a single stop condition followed by a single start condition.   if an invalid subaddress is issued by the user, the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 do not issue an acknowledge and return  to the idle condition. if the user exceeds the highest subaddress  while in auto-increment mode, one of two actions is taken. in  read mode, the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 output the  highest subaddress register contents until the master device issues a  no acknowledge, indicating the end of a read. a no-acknowledge  condition is where the sda line is not pulled low on the ninth  clock pulse on scl. if the highest subaddress location is reached  while in write mode, the data for the invalid byte is not loaded  into any subaddress register, a no acknowledge is issued by the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446, and the part returns to  the idle condition.  i 2 c read and write operations  figure 15  shows the sequence of a single-word write operation.  every ninth clock, the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  issue an acknowledge by pulling sda low.  figure 16  shows the sequence of a burst mode write operation.  this figure shows an example in which the target destination  registers are two bytes. the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 know to increment the subaddress register every  two bytes because the requested subaddress corresponds to a  register or memory area with a 2-byte word length.  the sequence of a single-word read operation is shown in  figure 17 . note that, even though this is a read operation, the  first r/ w  bit is a 0, indicating a write operation. this is because  the subaddress must be written to set up the internal address.  after the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 acknowledge the  receipt of the subaddress, the master must issue a repeated start  command followed by the chip address byte with the r/ w  set to 1,  indicating a read operation. this causes the sda pin of the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 to switch directions and  begin driving data back to the master. the master then responds  every ninth pulse with an acknowledge pulse to the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446.  figure 18  shows the sequence of a burst mode read operation.  this figure shows an example in which the target read registers  are two bytes. the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 increment  the subaddress every two bytes because the requested subaddress  corresponds to a register or memory area with word lengths of  two bytes. other address ranges can have a variety of word lengths,  ranging from one to five bytes; the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 always decode the subaddress and set the auto- increment circuit so that the address increments after the  appropriate number of bytes.    r/w 0 scl sda sda ( continued) scl ( continued) 11 1 adr sel 00 frame 1 chi p address byte frame 2 subaddress byte 1 frame 3 data  byte 1 stop by master start by master frame 2 subaddress byte 2 07696-013 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   figure 13. i 2 c write clocking 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 28 of 92  scl sda (continued) scl (continued) sda (continued) scl (continued) start by master frame 2 subaddress byte 1 frame 3 subaddress byte 2 frame 4 chip address byte frame 1 chip address byte frame 6 read data byte 2 frame 5 read data byte 1 stop by master ack by master ack by master repeated start by master r/w 0 sda 11 1 adr sel 00 r/w 0111 adr sel 00 07696-014 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 ack by adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   figure 14. i 2 c read clocking    s as subaddress, low as as as as ... as p chip address, r/w = 0 data byte 1 data byte 2 data byte n subaddress, high s = start bit, p = stop bit, am = acknowledge by master, as = acknowledge by slave. shows a one-word write, where each word has n bytes. 07696-015   figure 15. single-word i 2 c write sequence    s a s a s a sa sa sa sa s a sa s ... p chip address, r/w = 0 subaddress, high subaddress, low data-word 1, byte 1 data-word 1, byte 2 data-word 2, byte 1 data-word 2, byte 2 data-word n, byte 1 data-word n, byte 2 s = start bit, p = stop bit, am = acknowledge by master, as = acknowledge by slave. shows an n-word write, where each word has two bytes. (other word lengths are possible, ranging from one to five bytes.) 0 7696-016   figure 16. burst mode i 2 c write sequence    s am am as am as s as as ... p chip address, r/w = 0 chip address, r/w = 1 data byte n data byte 2 data byte 1 subaddress, high subaddress, low s = start bit, p = stop bit, am = acknowledge by master, as = acknowledge by slave. shows a one-word write, where each word has n bytes. 0 7696-017   figure 17. single-word i 2 c read sequence    s sa s a s a s a s a ma m a ma m ... p chip address, r/w = 0 subaddress, high subaddress, low data-word 1, byte 1 data-word 1, byte 2 data-word n, byte 1 data-word n, byte 2 chip address, r/w = 1 s = start bit, p = stop bit, am = acknowledge by master, as = acknowledge by slave. shows an n-word write, where each word has two bytes. (other word lengths are possible, ranging from one to five bytes.) 07696-018   figure 18. burst mode i 2 c read sequence     

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 29 of 92  spi port  by default, the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are in i 2 c  mode, but these parts can be put into spi control mode by pulling  clatch low three times. each low pulse should have a minimum  duration of 20 ns, and the delay between pulses should be at  least 20 ns.   the spi port uses a 4-wire interface, consisting of clatch,  cclk, cdata, and cout signals. the clatch signal goes  low at the beginning of a transaction and high at the end of a  transaction. the cclk signal latches cdata on a low-to-high  transition. cout data is shifted out of the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 on the falling edge of cclk and should  be clocked into a receiving device, such as a microcontroller, on  the next cclk falling edge (rising edge is possible if t cov  timing  is met). the cdata signal carries the serial input data, and the  cout signal is the serial output data. the cout signal remains  three-stated until a read operation is requested. this allows  other spi-compatible peripherals to share the same readback  line. all spi transactions have the same word sequence shown  in  table 15  (see  figure 4  for an spi port timing diagram). all  data written should be msb first.  chip address r/ w   the first byte of an spi transaction includes the 7-bit chip address  and a r/ w  bit. the chip address is set by the addr0 pin. this   allows two adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 devices to share  a clatch signal, yet still operate independently. when addr0 is  low, the chip address is 0000000; when addr0 is high, the address  is 0000001. the lsb of the first byte determines whether the spi  transaction is a read (logic level 1) or a write (logic level 0).  users can communicate with both ics with up to five latch  signals by using the usbi communication channel list in the  hardware configuration tab in sigmastudio.  subaddress  the 16-bit subaddress word is decoded into a location in one of  the memories or registers. this subaddress is the location of the  appropriate ram location or register.  data bytes  the number of data bytes varies according to the register   or memory being accessed. in burst write mode, an initial  subaddress is given followed by a continuous sequence of data  for consecutive memory or register locations.   a sample timing diagram for a single spi write operation to   the parameter ram is shown in  figure 19 . a sample timing  diagram of a single spi read operation is shown in  figure 20 .  the cout pin goes from three-state to driven at the beginning  of byte 3. in this example, byte 0 to byte 2 contain the addresses  and r/ w  bit, and subsequent bytes carry the data.    table 15. generic co ntrol word sequence  byte 0   byte 1   byte 2   byte 3  byte 4 1   chip address[6:0], r/ w   subaddress[15:8]   subaddress[7:0]   data   data     1  continues to end of data.    byte 3 byte 2 byte 0 byte 1 clatch cclk cdata 07696-019   figure 19. spi write clocking (single-write mode)    byte 1 byte 2 clatch cclk cdata cout byte 0 high-z data data high-z 0 7696-020   figure 20. spi read clocking (single-read mode) 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 30 of 92  self-boot  on power-up, the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 can  load a program and a set of parameters that are saved in an  external eeprom. combined with the auxiliary adc and the  multipurpose pins, this can potentially eliminate the need for a  microcontroller in a simple audio system. the self-boot sequence  is accomplished by the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  acting as masters on the i 2 c bus on startup, which occurs when  the selfboot pin is set high. the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 cannot self-boot in spi mode.  the maximum necessary eeprom size is 40,960 bytes, or  40 kb. this much memory is only needed if the program ram  (4096  6 bytes) and parameter ram (4096  4 bytes) are each  completely full.  a self-boot operation is triggered on the rising edge of  reset   when the selfboot pin is set high, and it occurs after 10 ms  when the pll has locked. the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 read the program, parameter, and register data   from the eeprom. after the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  have finished self-booting, additional messages can be sent to the  adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 on the i 2 c bus, although  this typically is not necessary in a self-booting application. the  i 2 c device address for the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 is  0x68 for a write and 0x69 for a read in this mode. the addrx pins  have different functions when the chip is in this mode; therefore,  the settings on them are ignored.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are masters on the i 2 c  bus during a self-boot operation. care should be taken that no  other device on the i 2 c bus tries to perform a write operation  during self-booting. the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  generate scl at 8  f s ; therefore, when f s,normal  is 48 khz, scl  runs at 384 khz. scl has a duty cycle of ? in accordance with  the i 2 c specification.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 read from eeprom  chip address 0xa1. the lsbs of the addresses of some eeproms  are pin configurable; in most cases, these pins should be tied  low to set this address. sigmastudio writes to the eeprom at  address 0xa0.  eeprom format  the eeprom data contains a sequence of messages. each  discrete message is one of the four types defined in  table 17 .  each message consists of a sequence of one or more bytes. the  first byte identifies the message type. bytes are written msb  first. most messages are block write (0x01) types, which are  used for writing to the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  program ram, parameter ram, and control registers.  the body of the message following the message type should  start with two bytes indicating message length and then include  a byte indicating the chip address. following this is always a  2-byte register or memory address field, as with all other  control port transactions.  sigmastudio is capable of generating the eeprom data necessary  to self-boot the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446, using the  function called write latest compilation to e2prom. this function  can be accessed by right-clicking the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 ic in the hardware configuration window.    table 16. functions of the control port pins  pin  i 2 c mode  spi mode  self-boot   scl/cclk  sclinput  cclkinput  scloutput  sda/cout  sdaopen collector output  coutoutput  sdaopen collector output  addr1/cdata  addr1input  cdatainput  unused inputtie to ground or power  clatch  unused inputtie to ground or power  clatchinput  unused inputtie to ground or power  addr0  addr0input  addr0input  unused inputtie to ground or power    table 17. eeprom message types  message id  message type  following bytes  0x00 end  none  0x01  write  one byte indicating message leng th (including chip address and  subaddress), one byte indicating chip address, two bytes  indicating subaddress, and an appropriate number of data bytes  0x02  delay  two bytes for delay  0x03 no  op  none   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 31 of 92  serial data input/output  the flexible serial data input and output ports of the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 can be set to accept or transmit data in  a 2-channel (usually i 2 s format), packed tdm4, or standard 4-, 8-,  or 16-channel tdm stream. data is processed in twos complement,  msb-first format. the left-channel data field always precedes the  right-channel data field in 2-channel streams. in the tdmn modes  (where n represents the total number of channels in the stream),  slot 0 to slot (n/2) ? 1 fall in the first half of the audio frame, and  slot n/2 to slot n ? 1 are in the second half of the frame. tdm  mode allows fewer serial data pins to be used, freeing more pins  for other data streams. the serial modes are set in the serial output  port modes and serial input port modes control registers.   when referring to audio data streams, the terms  tdm2  and  i 2 s   should be treated with care. in this document,  tdm2  refers to  any 2-channel stream, whereas  i 2 s  refers specifically to a 2-channel,  negative bclk polarity, negative lrclk polarity, msb delay- by-1 stream.  the serial data clocks are fully bidirectional and do not need to  be synchronous with the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  master clock input. however, asynchronous data streams must  be routed through an on-board asynchronous sample rate  converter to be processed in the core.  the input control registers allow control of clock polarity and data  input modes. all common data formats are available with flexible  msb start, bit depth (24-, 20-, or 16-bit), and tdm settings. in all  modes except the right-justified modes, the serial port accepts an  arbitrary number of bits up to a limit of 24. extra bits do not  cause an error, but they are truncated internally. proper operation  of the right-justified modes requires that there be exactly 64 bclks  per audio frame (for 2-channel data). the lrclk in tdm mode  can be input to the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 either as  a 50/50 duty cycle clock or as a bit-wide pulse.  in tdm mode, the bit clock supplied by the adau1442/  adau1445/adau1446 in master mode is limited to 25 mhz.  this, in turn, limits the sampling rate at which it can supply  master clocks in various tdm modes.  tabl e 18  displays the  modes in which the serial output port functions for some  common audio sample rates.  the output control registers give the user control of clock polarities,  clock frequencies, clock types, and data format. in all modes except  the right-justified modes (msb delayed by 8, 12, or 16), the serial  port accepts an arbitrary number of bits up to a limit of 24.  extra bits do not cause an error, but are truncated internally.  proper operation of the right-justified modes requires the lsb  to align with the edge of the lrclk. the default settings of all  serial port control registers correspond to 2-channel, i 2 s mode,  and 24-bit slave mode, and these registers are set as slaves to the  clock domain corresponding to their channel number.  table 18. serial input and ou tput port tdm capabilities  mode  bclk cycles   per frame  f s  (khz)  bclk   frequency (mhz)  valid  mode  64 44.1  2.8224  yes  64 48  3.072  yes  64 88.2  5.6448  yes  64 96  6.144  yes  tdm2  64 192  12.288  yes  128 44.1  5.6448  yes  128 48  6.144  yes  128 88.2  11.2896  yes  128 96  12.288  yes  tdm4  128 192  24.576  yes  256 44.1  11.2896  yes  256 48  12.288  yes  256 88.2  22.5792  yes  256 96  24.576  yes  tdm8  256 192  49.152  no 1   512 44.1  22.5792  yes  512 48  24.576  yes  512 88.2  45.1584  no 1   512 96  49.152  no 1   tdm16  512 192  98.304  no 1     1  the device will not work in this mode.    connections to an external dac are handled exclusively with  the output port pins. the output lrclkx and bclkx pins can  be set to be either master or slave, and the sdata_out pins  are used to output data from the sigmadsp to the external dac.  table 19  shows the proper configurations for standard audio  data formats, and  figure 21  presents an overview of the serial  data input/output ports.   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 32 of 92  table 19. configurations for standard audio data formats  format   lrclk polarity  lrclk type  bclk polarity  msb position  i 2 s   ( figure 22 )  frame begins on  falling edge  clock   data changes on falling edge  delayed from lrclkx edge by 1 bclk  left-justified  ( figure 23 )  frame begins on  rising edge  clock   data changes on falling  edge  aligned with lrclkx edge  right-justified  ( figure 24 )  frame begins on  rising edge  clock   data changes on falling edge  delayed from lrclkx edge by 8, 12, or 16 bclks  tdm with clock  ( figure 25 )  frame begins on  falling edge  clock  data changes on falling edge  delayed from start of frame clock by 1 bclk  tdm with pulse  ( figure 26 )  frame begins on  rising edge  pulse  data changes on falling edge  delaye d from start of frame clock by 1 bclk      dsp core serial output ports (9) sdata_out0 sdata_out1 sdata_out2 sdata_out3 sdata_out4 sdata_out5 sdata_out6 sdata_out7 sdata_out8 serial input ports (9) sdata_in0 sdata_in1 sdata_in2 sdata_in3 sdata_in4 sdata_in5 sdata_in6 sdata_in7 sdata_in8 dedicated input clock domains (3) dedicated output clock domains (3) assignable input/output domains (6) 0 to 2 3 to 8 bclk3/lrclk3 bclk4/lrclk4 bclk5/lrclk5 bclk6/lrclk6 bclk7/lrclk7 bclk8/lrclk8 9 to 11 bclk9/lrclk9 bclk10/lrclk10 bclk11/lrclk11 18:2 (9) 18:2 (9) clock pad multiplexers input clock domain selector output clock domain selector serial input modes serial output modes  0 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8  3 4 5  6 7 8 9 10 11 and farm 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 2 2 2 2 bclk0/lrclk0 bclk1/lrclk1 bclk2/lrclk2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 07696-030   figure 21. overview of seri al data input/output ports   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 33 of 92  serial audio data timing diagrams  figure 22  to  figure 26  show timing diagrams for standard audio data formats.    msb left channel lsb msb right channel lsb 1/f s 0 7696-021 lrclkx bclkx sdata_inx, sdata_outx   figure 22. i 2 s mode16 bits to 24 bits per channel    left channel msb lsb msb right channel lsb 1/f s 0 7696-022 lrclkx bclkx sdata_inx, sdata_outx   figure 23. left-justified mode16 bits to 24 bits per channel    lrclkx bclkx left channel msb lsb msb right channel lsb 1/f s 07696-023 sdata_inx, s data_outx   figure 24. right-justified mode16 bits to 24 bits per channel    lrclkx bclkx sdata_inx, s data_outx slot 1 slot 4 slot 5 32 bclks msb msb ? 1 msb ? 2 256 bclks slot 2 slot 3 slot 6 slot 7 slot 8 lrclk bclk data 07696-024   figure 25. tdm mode    slot 0 slot 1 slot 2 slot 3 slot 4 slot 5 slot 6 slot 7 ch 0 ch 8 msb tdm 32 bclks msb tdm 07696-025 lrclkx bclkx sdata_inx, sdata_outx   figure 26. tdm mode with pulse frame clock     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 34 of 92  serial clock domains  there are 12 clock domains (pairs of lrclkx and bclkx pins)  available in the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446. of these,  three are available exclusively to the serial data input ports, three  are available exclusively to the serial data output ports, and the  remaining six can be assigned to clock either input or output ports.  the adau1442 contains eight 2-channel asrcs and the  adau1445 contains two 8-channel asrcs, whereas the  adau1446 contains no asrcs. however, all clock domain pins  are available on every device. in a system with no sample rate  conversion and with serial ports in slave mode, at least two  pairs of lrclkx and bclkx pins must be connected: one pair  for the input serial ports and one pair for the output serial  ports. if all serial ports are in master mode and synchronous,  then only one pair of lrclkx and bclkx pins needs to be  connected.  figure 27  shows a simplified view of the assignment of clock  domains to the input and output sides of the chip. note that  each clock domain comprises two signals, namely the bclk  (bit clock) and lrclk (frame clock). therefore, the 12 clock  domains contain a total of 24 clock signals.  each clock domain is capable of acting as a master or slave. for  this reason, all lrclk and bclk pins are bidirectional. in slave  mode, the lrclk and bclk pins receive clock signals from an  external source, such as a codec. in master mode, the lrclk  and bclk pins output clock signals to external slave ics.  although a clock domain in slave mode can clock an arbitrary  number of serial ports, a clock domain in master mode can only  clock a single serial port. for clock domains[2:0] and clock  domains[11:9], the corresponding serial port is fixed as an input  or output. for assignable clock domains (clock domains[8:3]),  the corresponding serial port can be either an input or output,  depending on the setting of the clock pad multiplexer register  (see  table 20  for more details).  table 20. master mode cl ock domain assignment  clock   domain  chip pins  serial port  0  lrclk0, bclk0  sdata_in0  1  lrclk1, bclk1  sdata_in1  2  lrclk2, bclk2  sdata_in2  3  lrclk3, bclk3  sdata_in3 or sdata_out3 1   4  lrclk4, bclk4  sdata_in4 or sdata_out4 1   5  lrclk5, bclk5  sdata_in5 or sdata_out5 1   6  lrclk6, bclk6  sdata_in6 or sdata_out6 1   7  lrclk7, bclk7  sdata_in7 or sdata_out7 1   8  lrclk8, bclk8  sdata_in8 or sdata_out8 1   9  lrclk9, bclk9  sdata_out0  10  lrclk10, bclk10  sdata_out1  11  lrclk11, bclk11  sdata_out2    1  depends on the setting of  the clock pad multiplexer register (address 0xe240).      serial input ports (9) serial output ports (9) clock domains (12) 0 to 2 3 to 8 9 to 11 master/slave select sdata_in0 sdata_in1 sdata_in2 sdata_in3 sdata_in4 sdata_in5 sdata_in6 sdata_in7 sdata_in8 sdata_out0 sdata_out1 sdata_out2 sdata_out3 sdata_out4 sdata_out5 sdata_out6 sdata_out7 sdata_out8 bclk0/lrclk0 bclk1/lrclk1 bclk2/lrclk2 bclk3/lrclk3 bclk4/lrclk4 bclk5/lrclk5 bclk6/lrclk6 bclk7/lrclk7 bclk8/lrclk8 bclk9/lrclk9 bclk10/lrclk10 bclk11/lrclk11 2 6 12 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 07696-026   figure 27. simplified serial clock domain assignment     

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 35 of 92  serial clock modes and settings  dejitter window register (address 0xe221)  table 21. bit descriptions of register 0xe221  bit   position description  default  [15:6]  reserved     [5:0]  dejitter window  001000    000000 = dejitter circuit bypass        000001 = minimum window               111111 = maximum window      register 0xe221 is a single 6-bit register that sets the size of the  dejitter window. the dejitter circuit prevents samples from being  repeated or omitted altogether due to jitter in the frame clock  pulses coming from the serial ports in slave mode.  the dejitter window is set by default to 8 mclk samples, which  should be suitable for most applications. however, register 0xe221  allows this value to be tweaked in case of problems, or it allows  the dejitter circuit to be bypassed altogether by setting bits[5:0]  to 000000.  clock pad multiplexer register (address 0xe240)  table 22. bit descriptions of register 0xe240  bit position  clock domain 1   default  [15:6]  reserved    5  clock domain 8  0  4  clock domain 7  0  3  clock domain 6  0  2  clock domain 5  0  1  clock domain 4  0  0  clock domain 3  0    1  0 = input clock domain, 1 = output clock domain.    there are six clock domains (clock domains[8:3]) that can be  either input or output clock domains. this is determined by a  single bit for each clock domain (see  table 22 ), where a setting  of 0 corresponds with an input clock domain and a setting of 1  corresponds with an output clock domain.  in  figure 28 , the clock pad multiplexer is represented by six 4:2  multiplexers.        assignable input/output clock domains (6) 3to 8 bclk3/lrclk3 bclk4/lrclk4 bclk5/lrclk5 bclk6/lrclk6 bclk7/lrclk7 bclk8/lrclk8 2 2 2 2 2 2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 clock pad multiplexers t o serial input ports to serial output ports 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 7696-027   figure 28. clock pad multiplexer     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 36 of 92  packed tdm4 mode  a special tdm mode is available that allows four channels to be  fit into a space of 64 bit clock cycles. this mode is called packed  tdm4 mode, or most? mode. most (media oriented systems  transport) is a networking standard intended for interconnecting  multimedia components in automobiles and other vehicles. many  ics intended to interface with a most bus use a packed tdm4  data format.  for this mode to be used, the serial port must be set up with the  following register settings:  ?   p acked tdm4 mode  ?   l eft-justified or delay by 1  ?   w ord length of 16 bits  see  figure 29  for a timing diagram of the packed tdm4 mode.  this figure is shown with a negative bclk polarity, a negative  lrclk polarity, and an msb delay of 1.    lrclkx (1 period) bclkx (64 periods) sdata_inx, sdata_outx (4 channels) 16 bits 16 bits 16  bits 16  bits 0 7696-028   figure 29. packed tdm4 mode   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 37 of 92  serial input ports  the serial input ports convert standard i 2 s and tdm signals into  16-, 20-, and 24-bit audio signals for input to the audio processor.  they support tdm2, tdm4, tdm8, and tdm16 time division  multiplexing schemes and i 2 s, left-justified, right-justified, msb  delay-by-12 and delay-by-16 modes. different clock polarities  and multiple word lengths are supported, as well as the capability  to drive in master mode or to be driven in slave mode.  the serial input ports are composed of up to nine clock domains  (clock domain 0 to clock domain 8) and up to nine serial data  signals (sdata_in0 to sdata_in8).  in slave mode, the nine serial input clock domains are driven  directly from the corresponding nine pairs of lrclkx and  bclkx pins on the ic. three pairs of lrclkx and bclkx   pins (lrclk[2:0] and bclk[2:0]) are hardwired to clock  domains[2:0], which are serial inputs. the remaining six pairs  of lrclkx and bclkx pins (lrclk[8:3] and bclk[8:3]) are  multiplexed to clock domains[8:3] as either inputs or outputs.  the multiplexer can be set to use these signals as input clock  domains by writing to bits[5:0] of the clock pad multiplexer  register (address 0xe240) as explained in  table  23 . this  configuration is also valid in master mode.  figure 30  shows in more detail how the clocks are routed to and  from the serial input ports. for the assignable clock domains  (clock domains[8:3]), the clock pad multiplexer allows them to   be routed either to the serial input ports or to the serial output  ports independently. in slave mode, the clock domain selector  (that is, the 18:2 multiplexer) allows each serial input port to  clock from any available clock domain. in master mode, the  clock domain selector is bypassed, and the assignments described  in  table 24  are used.  the maximum number of audio channels that can be input to  sigmadsp is 24. the serial input ports must be set in a way that  respects this (for example, two tdm16 streams is not a valid entry).  table 23. input clock domain multiplexing  clock domain  chip pins  register 0xe240 setting  0 lrclk0,  bclk0  n/a  1 lrclk1,  bclk1  n/a  2 lrclk2,  bclk2  n/a  3  lrclk3, bclk3  set bit 0 to 0  4  lrclk4, bclk4  set bit 1 to 0  5  lrclk5, bclk5  set bit 2 to 0  6  lrclk6, bclk6  set bit 3 to 0  7  lrclk7, bclk7  set bit 4 to 0  8  lrclk8, bclk8  set bit 5 to 0  table 24. input clock domain  assignments in master mode  data pin  clock pins  sdata_in0  lrclk0,  bclk0  sdata_in1  lrclk1,  bclk1  sdata_in2  lrclk2,  bclk2  sdata_in3  lrclk3,  bclk3  sdata_in4  lrclk4,  bclk4  sdata_in5  lrclk5,  bclk5  sdata_in6  lrclk6,  bclk6  sdata_in7  lrclk7,  bclk7  sdata_in8  lrclk8,  bclk8   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 38 of 92  serial input ports (9) sdata_in0 sdata_in1 sdata_in2 sdata_in3 sdata_in4 sdata_in5 sdata_in6 sdata_in7 sdata_in8 dedicated input clock domains (3) assignable input/output clock domains (6) 0 to 2 3 to 8 bclk0/lrclk0 bclk1/lrclk1 bclk2/lrclk2 bclk3/lrclk3 bclk4/lrclk4 bclk5/lrclk5 bclk6/lrclk6 bclk7/lrclk7 bclk8/lrclk8 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 to serial output ports 3 to 8 (6) clock pad multiplexers clock domain selector 012 345678 18:2 (9) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 07696-031   figure 30. input serial port clock multiplexing   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 39 of 92  serial input port modes and settings  each of the nine serial input ports is controlled by setting an  individual 2-byte word in the serial input mode register for each  port (see  table 25  for the register addresses). each serial data  signal can be set to use any of the nine clock domains (slave  mode) or an internally generated lrclk signal at f s,normal ,  f s,dual , or f s,quad . the default value for each serial port on reset is  set to stereo, i 2 s, 24-bit, negative lrclk and bclk polarity  slave mode using a 50% duty cycle lrclk (as opposed to a  synchronization pulse). this configuration corresponds to a  setting of 0x3c00. the serial data uses its corresponding clock  domain (that is, sdata3 uses lrclk3 and bclk3).   restrictions  when the device is in most mode (packed tdm4 mode), the  msb position of the serial data must be delayed by one bit clock  from the start of the frame (i 2 s position) and the data must be  16 bits wide.  each channel has a frame of 32 bits. therefore, when the device  is in delay-by-12 mode, the serial data can only be 16 or 20 bits  wide (not 24 bits). when the device is in delay-by-16 mode, the  serial data can only be 16 bits wide.  due to the limited maximum clock speed, master and slave modes  are only compatible with certain tdm modes. see  table 18  for  more details.  serial input port modes registers (address 0xe000 to  address 0xe008)  table 25. addresses of serial input port modes registers  address  decimal  hex  name  read/write  word length  57344  e000  serial input port 0 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57345  e001  serial input port 1 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57346  e002  serial input port 2 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57347  e003  serial input port 3 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57348  e004  serial input port 4 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57349  e005  serial input port 5 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57350  e006  serial input port 6 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57351  e007  serial input port 7 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57352  e008  serial input port 8 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)    table 26. bit descriptions of serial input port modes registers  bit position  description  default  15  clock output enable 1   0    0 = lrclk and bclk output pins disabled       1 = lrclk and bclk output pins enabled    14  frame sync type  0    0 = lrclk 50/50 duty cycle clock signal (square wave)       1 = lrclk synchronization pulse (narrow pulse)    [13:10]  clock domain master/slave select 1   address  specific 2     0000 = slave to clock domain 0 (port 0)       0001 = slave to clock domain 1 (port 1)       0010 = slave to clock domain 2 (port 2)       0011 = slave to clock domain 3 (port 3)       0100 = slave to clock domain 4 (port 4)       0101 = slave to clock domain 5 (port 5)       0110 = slave to clock domain 6 (port 6)       0111 = slave to clock domain 7 (port 7)       1000 = slave to clock domain 8 (port 8)       1001 = master, clock is f s,normal        1010 = master, clock is f s,dual        1011 = master, clock is f s,quad     9  serial input bclk polarity  0    0 = negative bclk polarity       1 = positive bclk polarity    8  serial input lrclk polarity  0    0 = negative lrclk polarity       1 = positive lrclk polarity   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 40 of 92  bit position  description  default  [7:6]  word  length  00    00 = 24 bits       01 = 20 bits      10 = 16 bits       11 = flexible tdm mode 3     [5:3] msb  position  000    000 = i 2 s (delayed by 1)       001 = left justified (delayed by 0)       010 = delayed by 8       011 = delayed by 12       100 = delayed by 16    [2:0] tdm  type  000    000 = tdm2 (stereo)       001 = tdm4       010 = tdm8 or flexible tdm mode 3        011 = tdm16       100 = packed tdm4      1  bit 15 and bits[13:10] must be used in conjunction to set the port as a master or slave.  2  the default depends on the address: 0xe000 = 0001, 0xe001 = 0010, 0xe002 = 0011,  0xe003 = 0100, 0xe004 = 0101, 0xe005 = 0110,  0xe006 = 0111, 0xe007 = 1000, and  0xe008 = 1001.  3  to activate flexible tdm mode, both bits[7:6] and bits[2:0] must be set.    clock output enable bit (bit 15)  this bit controls the serial ports respective bit clock as well as  the left and right clocks. when this bit is set to 1, the clock pins  are set to output. when this bit is set to 0, the clock pins are not  output clocks. in register 0xe000 to register 0xe008, bit 15 and  bits[13:10] must be used in conjunction to set the port as a master  or slave. clock domains are assigned to input or output serial  ports with the clock pad multiplexer register (address 0xe240).  for more information, see the  clock pad multiplexer  section.  frame sync type bit (bit 14)  this bit sets the type of lrclk signal that is used. when this  bit is set to 0, the clock signal is a square wave. when this bit is  set to 1, the signal is a narrow pulse.  clock domain master/slave select bits (bits[13:10])  these bits determine whether the serial port outputs its clocks  as a master or slave to an available clock domain. if a serial port  is set to be a master, the clock output enable bit (bit 15) must be  set to 1. if a serial port is set as a slave, the clock output enable  bit must be set to 0. in both cases, the corresponding clock pad  multiplexer must be set to the serial input domain if it is assign- able. for more information, see the  clock pad multiplexer   section. note that an arbitrary number of serial ports can be  slaves to a single clock domain, but a single serial port can only be  a master to one clock domain. the values for f s,normal , f s,dual , and  f s,quad  are 48 khz, 96 khz, and 192 khz, respectively, for a 172.032  mhz core clock signal.  serial input bclk polarity bit (bit 9)  the polarity of bclkx determines whether lrclkx and  sdata_inx change on a rising (+) or falling (?) edge of the  bclkx signal. standard i 2 s signals use negative bclk polarity.  serial input lrclk polarity bit (bit 8)  the polarity of lrclkx determines whether the left stereo channel  is initiated on a rising (+) or falling (?) edge of the lrclkx signal.  standard i 2 s signals use negative lrclk polarity.   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 41 of 92  lrclkx bclkx sdata_inx lrclkx bclkx sdata_inx bclk polarity 0 7696-032   figure 31. serial input bclk polarity  lrlrlr lrclkx lrclkx lrclk polarity 07696-033   figure 32. serial input lrclk polarity  word length bits (bits[7:6])  these bits set the word length of the input data to 16, 20, or  24 bits. if the input signal has more data bits than this word  length, the extra bits are truncated. the fourth setting is flexible  tdm. for more information, see the  serial input flexible tdm  interface modes  section.  msb position bits (bits[5:3])  these bits set the position of the msb in the data stream.  tdm type (bits[2:0])  these bits set the number of channels contained in the data  stream. the possible choices are tdm2 (stereo), tdm4, tdm8  or flexible tdm, tdm16, and packed tdm4 mode. for more  information on the packed tdm4 mode, see the  packed tdm4  mode  section. if the word length bits (bits[7:6]) are set to 11 for  flexible tdm mode, then tdm type bits (bits[2:0]) must also  be set for flexible tdm mode (that is, set to 010).  in master mode, the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 can  generate either an lrclk clock signal (50% duty cycle) or an  lrclk synchronization pulse at the specified frequency (f s,normal ,  f s,dual , or f s,quad ). when a pulse is generated, its width is equal to  one single internal bclk. each channel requires 32 bclk cycles  per lrclk. therefore, for tdm4, 128 bclk cycles are required;  for tdm8, 256 bclk cycles; for tdm16, 512 bclk cycles; for  tdm2, 64 bclk cycles (except when the lrclk signal is a 50%  duty cycle signal (that is, not a pulse) or when it is running in i 2 s or  left-justified mode); and for packed tdm4, 64 bclk cycles.  serial output ports  the serial output ports convert 16-, 20-, and 24-bit audio signals  coming from the audio processor to standard i 2 s and tdm signals  on the serial data outputs. they support tdm2, tdm4, tdm8,  and tdm16 time division multiplexing schemes and i 2 s, left- justified, right-justified, and msb delay-by-12 and delay-by-16  modes. different clock polarities and multiple word lengths are  supported, as well as the capability to drive in master mode or  to be driven in slave mode.  the serial output ports are composed of up to nine clock domains  (clock domain 3 to clock domain 11) and up to nine serial  data signals (sdata_in0 to sdata_in8).  in slave mode, the nine serial output clock domains are driven  directly from the corresponding nine pairs of lrclkx and  bclkx pins on the ic. three pairs of lrclkx and bclkx pins  (lrclk[11:9] and bclk[11:9]) are hardwired to clock  domains[11:9], which are serial outputs. the remaining six  pairs of lrclkx and bclkx pins (lrclk[8:3] and bclk[8:3])  are multiplexed to clock domains[8:3] as either inputs or outputs.  the multiplexer can be set to use these signals as output clock  domains by writing to bits[5:0] of the clock pad multiplexer  register (address 0xe240) as explained in  table  27 . this  configuration is also valid in master mode.  table 27. output clock domain multiplexing  clock domain  chip pins  register 0xe240 setting  0 lrclk9,  bclk9  n/a  1 lrclk10,  bclk10  n/a  2 lrclk11,  bclk11  n/a  3  lrclk3, bclk3  set bit 0 to 1  4  lrclk4, bclk4  set bit 1 to 1  5  lrclk5, bclk5  set bit 2 to 1  6  lrclk6, bclk6  set bit 3 to 1  7  lrclk7, bclk7  set bit 4 to 1  8  lrclk8, bclk8  set bit 5 to 1  figure 33  shows in detail how the clocks are routed to and from  the serial output ports. for the assignable clock domains (clock  domains[8:3]), the clock pad multiplexer allows each clock  domain to be individually routed to either the serial input ports  or to the serial output ports. in slave mode, the clock domain 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 42 of 92  selector (that is, the 18:2 multiplexer) allows each serial output  port to clock from any available clock domain. in master mode,  the clock domain selector is bypassed, and the assignments  described in  table 28  are used.  table 28. output clock domain  assignments in master mode  data pin  clock pins  sdata_out0  lrclk9,  bclk9  sdata_out1  lrclk10,  bclk10  sdata_out2  lrclk11,  bclk11  sdata_out3  lrclk3,  bclk3  sdata_out4  lrclk4,  bclk4  sdata_out5  lrclk5,  bclk5  sdata_out6  lrclk6,  bclk6  sdata_out7  lrclk7,  bclk7  sdata_out8  lrclk8,  bclk8  the maximum number of audio channels that can be output  from sigmadsp is 24. the serial output ports must be set in a  way that respects this (for example, two tdm16 streams is not a  valid entry).  all data is processed in twos complement, msb-first format,  and the left channel always precedes the right channel.  serial output port modes and settings  each of the nine serial output ports is controlled by setting an  individual 2-byte word in the serial output mode register for  each port (see  table 29  for the register addresses). each serial  data signal can be set to use any of the nine clock domains  (slave mode) or an internally generated lrclk signal at  f s,normal , f s,dual , or f s,quad . the default value for each serial port  on reset is set to tdm2, i 2 s, 24-bit, negative lrclk and bclk  polarity slave mode using a 50% duty cycle lrclk clock signal  (as opposed to a synchronization pulse). this configuration  corresponds to a setting of 0x3c00. the serial data uses its  corresponding clock domain (for example, sdata3 uses  lrclk3 and bclk3).  restrictions  when the device is in most mode, the msb position of the  serial data is delayed by one bit clock from the start of the frame  (i 2 s position) and the data width is restricted to 16 bits.  when the device is in msb delay-by-12 mode, the serial data  can be 16 or 20 bits wide (not 24 bits). when the device is in  msb delay-by-16 mode, the serial data can only be 16 bits wide.  for information on tdm capabilities, refer to  table 18 .  serial output ports (9) sdata_out0 sdata_out1 sdata_out2 sdata_out3 sdata_out4 sdata_out5 sdata_out6 sdata_out7 sdata_out8 dedicated output clock domains (3) 9 to 11 bclk9/lrclk9 bclk10/lrclk10 bclk11/lrclk11 assignable input/output clock domains (6) 3 to 8 bclk3/lrclk3 bclk4/lrclk4 bclk5/lrclk5 bclk6/lrclk6 bclk7/lrclk7 bclk8/lrclk8 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 4:2 to serial input ports 3 to 8 (6) 18:2 (9) clock pad multiplexers clock domain selector  3 4 5  6 7 8 9 10 11 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 07696-034   figure 33. output serial port clock multiplexing   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 43 of 92  serial output port modes registers  (address 0xe040 to address 0xe049)  table 29. addresses of serial output port modes registers  address  decimal  hex  name  read/write word length  57408  e040  serial output port 0 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57409  e041  serial output port 1 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57410  e042  serial output port 2 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57411  e043  serial output port 3 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57412  e044  serial output port 4 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57413  e045  serial output port 5 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57414  e046  serial output port 6 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57415  e047  serial output port 7 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57416  e048  serial output port 8 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57417  e049  high speed slave interface mode  1 bit (2 bytes)   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 44 of 92  table 30. bit descriptions of serial output port modes registers  bit position  description  default  15  clock output enable 1   0    0 = lrclk and bclk output pins disabled       1 = lrclk and bclk output pins enabled    14  frame sync type  0    0 = lrclk 50/50 duty cycle clock signal (square wave)       1 = lrclk synchronization pulse (narrow pulse)    [13:10]  clock domain master/slave select 1   address  specific 2     0000 = slave to clock domain 9 (port 0)       0001 = slave to clock domain 10 (port 1)       0010 = slave to clock domain 11 (port 2)       0011 = slave to clock domain 3 (port 3)       0100 = slave to clock domain 4 (port 4)       0101 = slave to clock domain 5 (port 5)       0110 = slave to clock domain 6 (port 6)       0111 = slave to clock domain 7 (port 7)       1000 = slave to clock domain 8 (port 8)       1001 = master, clock is f s,normal        1010 = master, clock is f s,dual        1011 = master, clock is f s,quad     9  serial output bclk polarity  0    0 = negative bclk polarity       1 = positive bclk polarity    8  serial output lrclk polarity  0    0 = negative lrclk polarity       1 = positive lrclk polarity    [7:6]  word  length  00    00 = 24 bits 3        11 = flexible tdm mode 4     [5:3] msb  position  000    000 = i 2 s (delayed by 1)       001 = left justified (delayed by 0)       010 = delayed by 8       011 = delayed by 12       100 = delayed by 16    [2:0] tdm  type  000    000 = tdm2 (stereo)       001 = tdm4       010 = tdm8 or flexible tdm mode 4        011 = tdm16       100 = packed tdm4      1  bit 15 and bits[13:10] must be used in conjunction to set the port as a master or slave.  2  the default depends on the address: 0x040 = 0000, 0xe041 =  0001, 0xe042 = 0010, 0xe043 = 0011,  0xe044 = 0100, 0xe045 = 0101, 0 xe046 = 0110, 0xe047 = 0111,  0xe048 = 1000, and 0xe049 = 1001.  3  excluding when the serial port is  configured in flexible tdm mode, it  will always output 24-bit data.   4  to activate flexible tdm mode, both bits[7:6] and bits[2:0] must be set.   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 45 of 92  clock output enable bit (bit 15)  this bit controls the serial ports respective bit clock as well as  the left and right clocks. when this bit is set to 1, the clock pins  are set to output. when this bit is set to 0, the clock pins are not  output clocks. in register 0xe040 to register 0xe048, bit 15 and  bits[13:10] must be used in conjunction to set the port as a master  or slave. clock domains are assigned to input or output serial  ports with the clock pad multiplexer register (address 0xe240).  for more information, see the  clock pad multiplexer  section.   frame sync type bit (bit 14)  this bit sets the type of lrclk signal that is used. when this  bit is set to 0, the clock signal is a square wave. when this bit is  set to 1, the signal is a narrow pulse.  clock domain master/slave select bits (bits[13:10])  these bits set whether the serial port outputs its clocks as a  master or slave to an available clock domain. if a serial port is  set to be a master, the clock output enable bit (bit 15) must be  set to 1. if a serial port is set as a slave, the clock output enable  bit (bit 15) must be set to 0. in both cases, the corresponding  clock pad multiplexer must be set to the serial output domain if it  is assignable. for more information, see the  clock pad multiplexer   section. note that an arbitrary number of serial ports can be  slaves to a single clock domain, but a single serial port can only  be a master to one clock domain. the values for f s,normal , f s,dual ,  and f s,quad  are 48 khz, 96 khz, and 192 khz, respectively, for a  172.032 mhz core clock signal.  serial output bclk polarity bit (bit 9)  the polarity of bclkx determines whether lrclkx and  sdata_outx change on a rising (+) or falling (?) edge of the  bclkx signal. standard i 2 s signals use negative bclk polarity.  serial output lrclk polarity bit (bit 8)  the polarity of lrclkx determines whether the left stereo  channel is initiated on a rising (+) or falling (?) edge of the  lrclkx signal. standard i 2 s signals use negative lrclk  polarity.  word length bits (bits[7:6])  these bits set the word length of the input data at 16, 20, or  24 bits. the output stream always has space for 24 bits of data,  but if the word length is set lower, the extra bits are set as 0s. the  fourth setting is flexible tdm. for more information, see the  serial output flexible tdm interface modes and settings   section.  msb position bits (bits[5:3])  these bits set the position of the msb in the data stream.  tdm type bits (bits[2:0])  these bits set the number of channels contained in the data  stream. the possible choices are tdm2 (stereo), tdm4, tdm8  or flexible tdm, tdm16, and packed tdm4 mode. for more  information on the packed tdm4 mode, see the  packed tdm4  mode  section. if word length bits (bits[7:6]) are set to 11 for  flexible tdm mode, then the tdm type bits (bits[2:0]) must  also be set for flexible tdm mode (that is, set to 010).  high speed slave interface mode register  (address 0xe049)  table 31. bit descriptions of register 0xe049  bit position  description  default  [15:1]  reserved    0  high speed slave interface mode  0    0 = disabled       1 = enabled      high speed slave interface mode bit (bit 0)  if any of the serial output ports are slaves to a bit clock greater than  22 mhz, the high speed slave interface mode must be enabled.  lrclkx bclkx sdata_outx lrclkx bclkx sdata_outx bclk polarity 0 7696-035   figure 34. serial output bclk polarity  lrlrlr lrclkx lrclkx lrclk polarity 07696-036   figure 35. serial ou tput lrclk polarity   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 46 of 92  flexible audio routing matrix (farm)  the routing matrix distributes audio signals among the serial  inputs, serial outputs, asrcs, s/pdif receiver and transmitter,  and dsp core. this simplifies the design of complex systems  that require many inputs and outputs with different sample  rates. it also allows signals to be routed in hardware, instead of  in software.  routing matrix block diagram  figure 36  shows an overview of audio routing in the adau1442/  adau1445/adau 1446 and details the interaction among the  s/pdif i/o, serial i/o, asrcs, and dsp via the routing matrix.  to reduce the complexity of the system, audio signals are routed  in pairs. therefore, in  figure 36 , each solid line represents a  stereo pair of audio signals. the corresponding channel  numbers are written above the lines. the dotted lines at the  bottom of the diagram represent clock signals. the two large gray  boxes represent the flexible audio routing matrix, in which one-to- one connections can be made between any input and any output.  the signal routing is fully implemented in hardware.  system delay  routing data through the serial ports, routing matrix, asrcs,  and dsp core results in a brief delay between the time when an  audio sample is input to the ic and when it is output. if the dsp  is programmed to simply pass serial inputs to serial outputs with  no sample rate conversion or additional processing, the minimum  observed delay of an audio sample from the sdata_inx pin to  the sdata_outx pin is equal to four sample periods. at a sample  rate of 48 khz, this corresponds to 83 s. the system delay increases  as sample rate conversion or additional processing is implemented  in the system.    serial input ports (9) input channels (24 ch) flexible audio routing matrix input side flexible audio routing matrix output side output channels (24 ch) serial output ports (9) stereo asrcs (8  2 ch) s/pdif tx asrc i/o (16 ch) serial i/o (24 ch) rate serial input modes clock domains (12) 0 to 2 3 to 8 9 to 11 s/pdif rx s/pdif i/o (2 ch) dsp core master/slave select automatic input channel assignment automatic output channel assignment 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3  4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 sdata_in0 sdata_in1 sdata_in2 sdata_in3 sdata_in4 sdata_in5 sdata_in6 sdata_in7 sdata_in8 sdata_out0 sdata_out1 sdata_out2 sdata_out3 sdata_out4 sdata_out5 sdata_out6 sdata_out7 sdata_out8 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 8 bclk0/lrclk0 bclk1/lrclk1 bclk2/lrclk2 bclk3/lrclk3 bclk4/lrclk4 bclk5/lrclk5 bclk6/lrclk6 bclk7/lrclk7 bclk8/lrclk8 bclk9/lrclk9 bclk10/lrclk10 bclk11/lrclk11 p s s l 2 12 6 6 22222222222 spdifi spdifo s/pdif output on mp pins in from asrcs out to asrcs 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 serial output modes 07696-037   figure 36. routing matrix block diagram   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 47 of 92  routing matrix functionality  serial input ports  the far left side of  figure 36  represents the audio input pins to  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446, namely sdata_in0 to  sdata_in8 and spdifi. the serial audio data signals can be  represented in any standard mode, including time division  multiplexing (tdm) modes, as detailed in the  serial data  input/output  section. after passing through the serial input  ports, the signals undergo an automatic input channel  assignment procedure.  automatic input channel assignment  the serial input ports can handle up to nine input signals. a  standard data format is i 2 s (inter-ic sound), which contains  both the left and right channels of a stereo pair. however, some  of the signals input to the serial input ports may contain data, in  tdm format, for more than two channels. the input to the  farm allows for 24 channels, or 12 stereo pairs. therefore, a  method is required to decompose nine signals (containing two  or more channels) into 12 stereo audio channel pairs. this is  accomplished by the automatic input channel assignment block.  in sequential order, each input signal is appropriated by a number  of input channels that corresponds to its channel content.  serial input ports (9) sdata_in0 (i 2 s) sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in2 (tdm4) sdata_in3 (i 2 s) sdata_in0 (i 2 s) sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in2 (tdm4) sdata_in2 (tdm4) sdata_in3 (i 2 s) serial input modes 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 inpu t channels (24 ch) 07696-038   figure 37. automatic input channel assignment example  in the example shown in  figure 37 , there are four input signals  to the serial input ports: sdata_in0 (i 2 s), sdata_in1 (tdm8),  sdata_in2 (tdm4), and sdata_in3 (i 2 s). sdata_in0,  containing two channels (i 2 s), is routed to input channel 0 and  input channel 1. sdata_in1, containing eight channels (tdm8),   is routed sequentially to the 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 input channels.  sdata_in2, containing two stereo pairs (tdm4), is routed  sequentially to the 10, 11, 12, and 13 input channels. finally,  sdata_in3, containing two channels (i 2 s), is routed to input  channel 14 and input channel 15.  in this way, the input channels are filled automatically according to  the inputs and modes seen on the serial input ports.  when a pin is skipped, it is assigned to input channels regardless,  so care must be taken to select the proper input channels within  the dsp. automatic channel assignment is entirely based on the  mode settings for a particular serial port; therefore, a port set to  a 2-channel mode is assigned to two sequential input channels,  and a port set to a 4-channel mode is assigned to four sequential  input channels, and so on.  figure 38  shows an example in which  several pins are disconnected in hardware and the corresponding  empty input channels are automatically assigned.  0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 input channels (24 ch) serial input ports (9) (no data) (i 2 s) sdata_in1 (tdm8) (no data) (i 2 s) sdata_in3 (i 2 s) (no data) notes 1. the black dashed lines represent disconnected pins;     input channels are assigned automatically. sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in1 (tdm8) sdata_in1 (tdm8) (no data) sdata_in3 (i 2 s) serial input modes 07696-039   figure 38. automatic input channel a ssignment example with skipped pins   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 48 of 92  flexible audio routing matrixinput side  up until this point in the audio signal flow, all signals can be  asynchronous to each other. however, before entering the dsp  for processing, the signals must be synchronized to the same  clock. therefore, on the input side of the routing matrix, the  input channels can be routed, if desired, to the asrcs for  sample rate conversion. the input side of the routing matrix is  represented in  figure 39  as a large gray box.  to asrcs 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 input channels (24 ch) 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 s/pdif rx dsp from dsp flexible audio routing matrix input side 0 7696-040   figure 39. flexible audio routing matrixinput side  as shown in  figure 39 , input channels[23:0] are hardwired   to dsp inputs[23:0]. however, input channels[23:0] are also  available at the input side of farm to be routed to the asrcs.  note that there are 13 channel pairs available on the left side of  farm (12 input channel pairs and one s/pdif rx pair) and  eight channel pairs coming from the top (dsp-to-asrc pairs).  these make up the 21 input channel pairs available to the input  side of the routing matrix. in the lower right, there are eight  channel pairs output from the routing matrix (inputs to the  asrcs). these make up the eight output channel pairs available  to the input side of the routing matrix. because audio is always  routed in pairs, a one-to-one connection can be made between  any input pair and any output pair. therefore, any input channel  pair, s/pdif rx channel pair, or dsp-to-asrc channel pair can  be connected to any asrc input pair. any combination is  possible, as long as a one-to-one relationship is maintained.  note that most applications require sample rate conversion of  the s/pdif rx signal.  in the case of the adau1442, there are eight 2-channel asrcs.  therefore, stereo asrc input pair 0 (composed of channel 0  and channel 1) corresponds to the first asrc (stereo asrc 0).  stereo asrc input pair 1 (composed of channel 2 and channel 3)  corresponds to the second asrc (stereo asrc 1). stereo asrc  input pair 2 (composed of channel 4 and channel 5) corresponds  to the third asrc (stereo asrc 2). stereo asrc input pair 3  (composed of channel 6 and channel 7) corresponds to the fourth  asrc (stereo asrc 3). stereo asrc input pair 4 (composed of  channel 8 and channel 9) corresponds to the fifth asrc (stereo  asrc 4). stereo asrc input pair 5 (composed of channel 10 and  channel 11) corresponds to the sixth asrc (stereo asrc 5). stereo  asrc input pair 6 (composed of channel 12 and channel 13)  corresponds to the seventh asrc (stereo asrc 6). stereo asrc  input pair 7 (composed of channel 14 and channel 15) corre- sponds to the eighth asrc (stereo asrc 7).  in the case of the adau1445, there are two 8-channel asrcs.  therefore, stereo asrc input pairs[3:0] (composed of channel 0  to channel 7) correspond to the first asrc (stereo asrc[3:0])  and must be synchronous to each other. stereo asrc input  pairs[7:4] (composed of channel 8 to channel 15) correspond  to the second asrc (stereo asrc[7:4]), and must be synchronous  to each other.  in the case of the adau1446, there are no sample rate converters;  therefore, after the automatic channel assignment, the stereo input  pairs are hardwired to the dsp core and the input side of the  routing matrix is not used. this is shown in  figure 40 .  input channels (24 ch) 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 serial input ports (9) serial input modes automatic input channel assignment sdata_in0 sdata_in1 sdata_in2 sdata_in3 sdata_in4 sdata_in5 sdata_in6 sdata_in7 sdata_in8 serial i/o (24 ch) dsp core 07696-041   figure 40. input routing in the adau1446   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 49 of 92  ra t e 8 stereo asrcs (8  2 ch) 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 to dsp to farm (output side) 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 from dsp from serial input ports from s/pdif rx 0 7696-043 farm   stereo asrc routing overview  within the adau1442 and adau1445, signals are required to  be synchronous to the master clock only when they are within  the dsp core itself. at all other times, signals can be asynchronous  to one another and the core. this is illustrated in  figure 42 .  because the adau1446 has no asrcs, all audio signals must be  synchronous at all times.  the stereo asrcs allow asynchronous signals to be converted  for processing in the dsp.  the input to an asrc can come from one of 21 sources: the  12 input channel pairs, the s/pdif rx pair, or the eight dsp-to- asrc pairs. this allows the asrcs to be placed both before  and after the dsp.  figure 43  and  figure 44  show examples of  how the asrcs can be used both before and after the dsp.  figure 41. stereo asrc routing      synchronous asynchronous asynchronous 07696-042   figure 42. synchronous and asynchronous zones of the adau1442 and adau1445   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 50 of 92  sample rate conversion before the dsp  if asynchronous input signals are present in the system, they  must be routed through the asrc before being processed by  the dsp. this is made possible by routing the asynchronous  signals through the input side of the routing matrix to the  asrc inputs. this is illustrated in  figure 43 .  in such a situation, the asrc target sample rate should be set  synchronous to the dsp. after conversion, the signals are  passed to the dsp and are then available in sigmastudio in the  asrc input cell.  0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 from serial input ports from s/pdif rx stereo asrcs (8  2 ch) rate 0, 1 2, 3  4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 8 to dsp 07696-044 farm   figure 43. routing asynchronous input signals to dsp inputs  sample rate conversion after the dsp  after processing signals in the dsp, it is sometimes desirable to  output them asynchronous to the dsp rate, for example, when  an asynchronous external dac is in the system. this can be  accomplished by routing the signals through the input side of  the routing matrix from the dsp-to-asrc pairs to the asrc  inputs. this is illustrated in  figure 44 .  in this situation, the asrc target sample rate can be set to any  desired value, and the audio data is sent to the output side of the  routing matrix.  to farm (output side) from dsp 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 from serial input ports stereo asrcs (8  2 ch) rate 0, 1 2, 3  4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 8 07696-045 farm   figure 44. routing dsp outputs to  asynchronous output signals  dsp inputs and outputs  in the dsp, the signals are represented as input and output blocks  within the sigmastudio development tool and then undergo  processing as determined by the sigmastudio schematic. there  are 21 input and output channel pairs, as shown in  figure 45 . in  sigmastudio, each pair is accessible as individual channels and,  therefore, does not need to remain as a pair.  from input channels to farm (output side) s/pdif tx s/pdif rx spdifi spdifo asrc i/o (16 ch) serial i/o (24 ch) s/pdif i/o (2 ch) dsp core 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 in from asrcs out to asrcs 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 07696-046   figure 45. dsp core input and output signals  some algorithms running inside the sigmastudio signal flow  may mix or split channels within the dsp. therefore, the  number of output pairs does not necessarily have to equal the  number of input pairs.  note that, while the s/pdif rx pair can be routed either to the  farm input side or directly to the dsp, the s/pdif tx pair  must be routed directly to the s/pdif output pin (spdifo),  bypassing the farm output side.  the asrc i/o block in  figure 45  represents the interaction  between the dsp and the asrcs. inputs to the dsp from the  asrcs (asrc-to-dsp pairs) are represented in sigmastudio as  asrc input cells, whereas outputs to the asrcs from the dsp  (dsp-to-asrc pairs) are represented in sigmastudio as asrc  output cells. the cells are shown in their respective locations in  figure 46 .  0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 asrc i/o (16 ch) in from asrcs out to asrcs 07696-047   figure 46. asrc input and output cells   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 51 of 92  flexible audio routing matrixoutput side  automatic output channel assignment  much like the input side, the output side of the flexible audio  routing matrix takes several stereo pairs, which can be asynchro- nous, and connects them to the 12 stereo pairs that are output  from the chip on the serial output ports. the connections must  again be one-to-one, meaning that from the 20 possible stereo  pairs entering the farm output side, only 12 can be selected to  output from the chip. this process is represented in  figure 47  as  a large gray box.  from the 24 output channels, there are nine serial output ports  available to output the data. by selecting different output modes,  the user can output the data in the desired format. after the modes  are selected for each serial output port, the output channels are  automatically assigned to sequentially corresponding serial output  ports according to the number of channels desired in the stream.  for clarification, see  figure 48 .  in this example, 14 output channels must be output on three  serial output ports. to accomplish this, serial output modes must  be chosen to fit the desired system. in this case, sdata_out0  is set to tdm8 mode, sdata_out1 is set to i 2 s mode, and  sdata_out2 is set to tdm4 mode. using this information,  the automatic output channel assignment algorithm routes  output channels[7:0] to sdata_out0, output channels[9:8]  to sdata_out1, and output channels[13:10] to sdata_out2.  note that output channels must be assigned sequentially, and no  pair can be skipped. if an output channel is left empty (that is,  no data is routed to it from the asrcs or dsp), it is still assigned  to a serial output port.  the outputs from the asrcs are automatically connected to  both the dsp and to the farm output sides.  note that on the output side, unlike on the input side, the dsp  outputs are not hardwired to the output channels.    0, 1 2, 3  4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 to dsp from dsp from asrcs 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 output channels (24 ch) 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 flexible audio routing matrix output side 07696-048                             figure 47. flexible audio routing matrixoutput side     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 52 of 92  serial output ports (9) sdata_out0 (tdm8) sdata_out1 (i 2 s) sdata_out2 (tdm4) sdata_out3 sdata_out4 sdata_out5 sdata_out6 sdata_out7 sdata_out8 serial output modes output channels (24 ch) 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 07696-049   figure 48. automatic output channel assignment example    flexible audio routing matrix modes and settings  table 32. addresses of flexible audio routing matrix modes registers  address  decimal  hex  name  read/write  word  length  57472  e080  asrc input select, pair 0 (cha nnel 0, channel 1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57473  e081  asrc input select, pair 1 (cha nnel 2, channel 3)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57474  e082  asrc input select, pair 2 (cha nnel 4, channel 5)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57475  e083  asrc input select, pair 3 (cha nnel 6, channel 7)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57476  e084  asrc input select, pair 4 (cha nnel 8, channel 9)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57477  e085  asrc input select, pair 5 (cha nnel 10, channel 11)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57478  e086  asrc input select, pair 6 (cha nnel 12, channel 13)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57479  e087  asrc input select, pair 7 (cha nnel 14, channel 15)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57480  e088  asrc output rate select, pair 0  (channel 0, channel 1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57481  e089  asrc output rate select, pair 1  (channel 2, channel 3)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57482  e08a  asrc output rate select, pair 2  (channel 4, channel 5)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57483  e08b  asrc output rate select, pair 3  (channel 6, channel 7)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57484  e08c  asrc output rate select, pair 4  (channel 8, channel 9)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57485  e08d  asrc output rate select, pair 5  (channel 10, channel 11)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57486  e08e  asrc output rate select, pair 6  (channel 12, channel 13)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57487  e08f  asrc output rate select, pair 7  (channel 14, channel 15)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57488  e090  serial output select, pair 0 (c hannel 0, channel 1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57489  e091  serial output select, pair 1 (c hannel 2, channel 3)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57490  e092  serial output select, pair 2 (c hannel 4, channel 5)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57491  e093  serial output select, pair 3 (c hannel 6, channel 7)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57492  e094  serial output select, pair 4 (c hannel 8, channel 9)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57493  e095  serial output select, pair 5 (c hannel 10, channel 11)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57494  e096  serial output select, pair 6 (c hannel 12, channel 13)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57495  e097  serial output select, pair 7 (c hannel 14, channel 15)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57496  e098  serial output select, pair 8 (c hannel 16, channel 17)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57497  e099  serial output select, pair 9 (c hannel 18, channel 19)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57498  e09a  serial output select, pair 10 (c hannel 20, channel 21)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57499  e09b  serial output select, pair 11 (c hannel 22, channel 23)  16 bits (2 bytes)     

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 53 of 92  asrc input select pairs[7:0] registers  (address 0xe080 to address 0xe087)  the inputs to each of the eight asrcs can come from any stereo  pair from either the serial input channels or the dsp core.  in the case of the adau1442, each input to the stereo asrcs  can receive a separate data input.  in the case of the adau1445, each input to the stereo asrcs  can receive a separate data input; however, all inputs to stereo  asrc[3:0] must be synchronous to each other, and all inputs to  stereo asrc[7:4] must be synchronous to each other. the first  group of asrcs (stereo asrc[3:0]) takes its input rate from the  stereo asrc 0 input, and the second group of asrcs (stereo  asrc[7:4]) takes its input rate from stereo asrc 4 input.  in the case of the adau1446, which contains no asrcs, these  registers do not affect system operation in any way and can be  ignored.    table 33. bit descriptions of asrc input select pairs[7:0] registers  bit position  description  default  [15:6]  reserved     [5:0]  asrc input data selector  111111    000000 = serial input pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)       000001 = serial input pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)        000010 = serial input pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)        000011 = serial input pair 3 (channel 6, channel 7)        000100 = serial input pair 4 (channel 8, channel 9)        000101 = serial input pair 5 (channel 10, channel 11)        000110 = serial input pair 6 (channel 12, channel 13)        000111 = serial input pair 7 (channel 14, channel 15)        001000 = serial input pair 8 (channel 16, channel 17)        001001 = serial input pair 9 (channel 18, channel 19)        001010 = serial input pair 10 (channel 20, channel 21)        001011 = serial input pair 11 (channel 22, channel 23)        010000 = dsp-to-asrc pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)        010001 = dsp-to-asrc pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)        010010 = dsp-to-asrc pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)        010011 = dsp-to-asrc pair 3 (channel 6, channel 7)        010100 = dsp-to-asrc pair 4 (channel 8, channel 9)        010101 = dsp-to-asrc pair 5 (channel 10, channel 11)        010110 = dsp-to-asrc pair 6 (channel 12, channel 13)        010111 = dsp-to-asrc pair 7 (channel 14, channel 15)        100000 = s/pdif receiver pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)        111111 = no data        

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 54 of 92  asrc input data selector bits (bits[5:0])  as shown in  figure 49 , the gray box representing the input side  of the flexible audio routing matrix can be thought of as a  multiplexer. any input to the box can make a one-to-one  connection to any output from the box. the inputs are the  serial input pairs[11:0] and the dsp-to-asrc pairs[7:0]. the  outputs from farm are the stereo asrc[7:0] inputs.    0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 input channels (24 ch) automatic input channel assignment 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 out to asrcs s/pdif rx dsp sdata_in0 sdata_in1 sdata_in2 sdata_in3 sdata_in4 sdata_in5 sdata_in6 sdata_in7 sdata_in8 from dsp flexible audio routing matrix input side stereo asrcs (8  2 ch) 0 7696-050   figure 49. asrc input select   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 55 of 92  asrc output rate select pa irs[7:0] registers (address  0xe088 to address 0xe08f)  table 34. bit descriptions of asrc outp ut rate select pairs[7:0] registers  bit position  description  default  [15:6]  reserved    [5:0]  asrc output rate  111111    000000 = serial output pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)      000001 = serial output pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)      000010 = serial output pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)      000011 = serial output pair 3 (channel 6, channel 7)      000100 = serial output pair 4 (channel 8, channel 9)      000101 = serial output pair 5 (channel 10, channel 11)      000110 = serial output pair 6 (channel 12, channel 13)      000111 = serial output pair 7 (channel 14, channel 15)      001000 = serial output pair 8 (channel 16, channel 17)      001001 = serial output pair 9 (channel 18, channel 19)      001010 = serial output pair 10 (channel 20, channel 21)      001011 = serial output pair 11 (channel 22, channel 23)      010000 = dsp rate      010001 = internal f s,normal  rate      010010 = internal f s,dual  rate      010011 = internal f s,quad  rate      111111 = no rate      asrc output rate bits (bits[5:0])  these bits select the output conversion rate for the eight asrcs.  any asynchronous input to the asrc is output at this rate. it  can be set by one of the 12 serial output channel pairs f s  clock  signals (the lrclk associated with their automatically assigned  serial port) or by the cores f s,normal , f s,dual , or f s,quad  clock signals.  in the case of the adau1442, each output from the stereo  asrcs can have a separate data output.  in the case of the adau1445, each output from the stereo  asrcs can have a separate data output; however, all outputs  from stereo asrc[3:0] must be synchronous to each other, and  all outputs from stereo asrc[7:4] must be synchronous to each  other. the first group of asrcs (stereo asrc[3:0]) takes its  output rate from the setting on the stereo asrc 0 output. the  output rate for stereo asrc[3:1] is automatically set to this rate,  ignoring the settings for the stereo ascr[3:1] outputs. the second  group of asrcs (stereo asrc[7:4]) takes its output rate from the  setting on the stereo asrc 4 output. the output rate for stereo  asrc[7:5] is automatically set to this rate, ignoring the settings  for the stereo asrc[7:5] outputs.  in the case of the adau1446, which contains no asrcs, these  registers do not affect system operation in any way and can be  ignored.   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 56 of 92  serial output select pairs[11:0] regi sters (address 0xe090 to address 0xe09b)  table 35. bit descriptions of serial  output select pairs[11:0] registers  bit position  description  default  [15:6]  reserved    [5:0]  serial  outp ut data selector  111111    010000 = dsp output pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)      010001 = dsp output pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)      010010 = dsp output pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)      010011 = dsp output pair 3 (channel 6, channel 7)      010100 = dsp output pair 4 (channel 8, channel 9)      010101 = dsp output pair 5 (channel 10, channel 11)      010110 = dsp output pair 6 (channel 12, channel 13)      010111 = dsp output pair 7 (channel 14, channel 15)      011000 = dsp output pair 8 (channel 16, channel 17)      011001 = dsp output pair 9 (channel 18, channel 19)      011010 = dsp output pair 10 (channel 20, channel 21)      011011 = dsp output pair 11 (channel 22, channel 23)      100000 = asrc output pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)      100001 = asrc output pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)      100010 = asrc output pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)      100011 = asrc output pair 3 (channel 6, channel 7)      100100 = asrc output pair 4 (channel 8, channel 9)      100101 = asrc output pair 5 (channel 10, channel 11)      100110 = asrc output pair 6 (channel 12, channel 13)      100111 = asrc output pair 7 (channel 14, channel 15)      111111 = no data       

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 57 of 92  serial output data selector bits (bits[5:0])  these bits select where each of the 12 stereo serial output  channels comes from. the channels can come either from one of  the 12 dsp core stereo outputs or from one of the eight asrc  stereo outputs.  in the case of the adau1446, setting the serial output data  selector bits to a value corresponding to an asrc output pair  yields no data.  as shown in  figure 50 , the stereo output pairs can come from  any of the dsp serial or asrc outputs.    0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 output channels (24 ch) from dsp from asrcs flexible audio routing matrix output side automatic output channel assignment sdata_out0 sdata_out1 sdata_out2 sdata_out3 sdata_out4 sdata_out5 sdata_out6 sdata_out7 sdata_out8 07696-051   figure 50. serial ou tput select pair   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 58 of 92  asynchronous sample rate converters  the integrated sample rate converters of the adau1442/  adau1445 processors can be configured in various ways to  facilitate asynchronous connectivity to other components in the  audio system. the sample rate converters operate completely  independent of the serial ports and dsp core, connecting via  the flexible audio routing matrix.   asrc modes and settings  table 36. addresses of asrc modes registers  address  decimal  hex  name  read/write   word length  57601 e101  stereo asrc[3:0] lock  status and mute  16 bits (2 bytes)  57603 e103  stereo asrc[3:0] mute  ramp disable  16 bits (2 bytes)  57665 e141  stereo asrc[7:4] lock  status and mute  16 bits (2 bytes)  57667 e143  stereo asrc[7:4] mute  ramp disable  16 bits (2 bytes)    stereo asrc[3:0] lock status and mute register  (address 0xe101)  table 37. bit descriptio ns of register 0xe101  bit   position description  default  [15:12]  reserved    11  stereo asrc 3 (channel 6, channel 7)   lock status (read only)  0  10  stereo asrc 2 (channel 4, channel 5)   lock status (read only)  0  9  stereo asrc 1 (channel 2, channel 3)   lock status (read only)  0  8  stereo asrc 0 (channel 0, channel 1)   lock status (read only)  0  [7:4]  reserved    3  stereo asrc 3 (channel 6, channel 7) mute  0  2  stereo asrc 2 (channel 4, channel 5) mute  0  1  stereo asrc 1 (channel 2, channel 3) mute  0  0  stereo asrc 0 (channel 0, channel 1) mute  0    every sample rate converter pair for stereo asrc[3:0] can be  muted. this function is controlled by a single 12-bit register.  the mute bits (bits[3:0]) are active high; therefore, a value of 1  mutes the corresponding asrc, and a value of 0 unmutes the  corresponding asrc. the muting is done with a volume ramp  and is click and pop free. if desired, the mute ramp can be  disabled (see the  stereo asrc[3:0] mute ramp disable register  (address 0xe103)  section).  when the device is powered up and brought out of reset, the  asrc lock bits default to a value of 0. when the master clocks  to the asrc are enabled (see the  master clock enable switch  register (address 0xe280)  section), the corresponding asrc  lock bits are set to 1, and the outputs are automatically muted.  when an asrc's output rate is set (see the  asrc output rate  select pairs[7:0] registers (address 0xe088 to address 0xe08f)   section) and it locks to a valid output clock, the corresponding  lock bit changes from 1 to 0. this signifies that the asrc has  found the target clock rate and locked to it. from that moment  onward, the lock bit remains at 0 until the device is reset. changing  the target rate setting or removing the output clock from the  asrc will not cause its lock bit to change from 0 back to 1.  in the case of the adau1446, setting these registers does not  affect system operation in any way.  stereo asrc[3:0] mute ramp disable register  (address 0xe103)  table 38. bit descriptions of register 0xe103  bit   position description  default  [15:1]  reserved    0  stereo asrc[3:0] (channels[7:0]) mute ramp  disable  0    0 = enable ramp      1 = disable ramp      this single-bit register controls the mute behavior of stereo  asrc[3:0] (channels[7:0]). when bit 0 is set to the default (0),  stereo asrc[3:0] (channels[7:0]) mute with a volume ramp.  when bit 0 is set to 1, stereo asrc[3:0] mute abruptly. in  addition, setting this bit to 1 ignores the asrc mute bits  (bits[3:0]) in register 0xe101 (see the  stereo asrc[3:0] lock  status and mute  section); therefore, a mute only occurs on a loss  of lock.  in the case of the adau1446, setting this register does not  affect system operation in any way.  stereo asrc[7:4] lock status and mute register  (address 0xe141)  table 39. bit descriptio ns of register 0xe141  bit   position  description  default  [15:12]  reserved    11  stereo asrc 7 (channel 14, channel 15)   lock status (read only)  0  10  stereo asrc 6 (channel 12, channel 13)   lock status (read only)  0  9  stereo asrc 5 (channel 10, channel 11)   lock status (read only)  0  8  stereo asrc 4 (channel 8, channel 9)   lock status (read only)  0  [7:4]  reserved    3  stereo asrc 7 (channel 14, channel 15) mute  0  2  stereo asrc 6 (channel 12, channel 13) mute  0  1  stereo asrc 5 (channel 10, channel 11) mute  0  0  stereo asrc 4 (channel 8, channel 9) mute  0   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 59 of 92  every sample rate converter pair for stereo asrc[7:4]) can be  muted. this function is controlled by a single 12-bit register.  the mute bits (bits[3:0]) are active high; therefore, a value of 1  mutes the corresponding asrc, and a value of 0 unmutes the  corresponding asrc. the muting is done with a volume ramp  and is click and pop free. if desired, the mute ramp can be  disabled (see the  stereo asrc[7:4] mute ramp disable register  (address 0xe143)  section).  when the device is powered up and brought out of reset, the  asrc lock bits default to a value of 0. when the master clocks  to the asrc are enabled (see the  master clock enable switch  register (address 0xe280)  section), the corresponding asrc  lock bits are set to 1, and the outputs are automatically muted.  when an asrc's output rate is set (see the  asrc output rate  select pairs[7:0] registers (address 0xe088 to address 0xe08f)   section) and it locks to a valid output clock, the corresponding  lock bit changes from 1 to 0. this signifies that the asrc has  found the target clock rate and locked to it. from that moment  onward, the lock bit remains at 0 until the device is reset. changing  the target rate setting or removing the output clock from the  asrc will not cause its lock bit to change from 0 back to 1.  in the case of the adau1446, setting these registers does not  affect system operation in any way.  stereo asrc[7:4] mute ramp disable register  (address 0xe143)  table 40. bit descriptions of register 0xe143  bit   position description  default  [15:1]  reserved    0  stereo asrc[7:4] (channels[15:8]) mute  ramp disable  0    0 = enable ramp      1 = disable ramp      this single-bit register controls the mute behavior of stereo  asrc[7:4] (channels[15:8]). when bit 0 is set to the default (0),  stereo asrc[7:4] (channels[15:8]) mute with a volume ramp.  when bit 0 is set to 1, stereo asrc[7:4] mute abruptly. in  addition, setting this bit to 1 ignores the asrc mute bits  (bits[3:0]) in register 0xe141 (see the  stereo asrc[7:4] lock  status and mute register (address 0xe141)  section); therefore, a  mute only occurs on a loss of lock.  in the case of the adau1446, setting this register does not  affect system operation in any way.     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 60 of 92  dsp core  the dsp core performs calculations on audio data as specified  by the instruction codes stored in program ram. because  sigmastudio generates the instructions, it is not necessary to  have a detailed knowledge of the dsp core to use the sigmadsp,  but a brief description is provided in this section.  architecture  the core consists of a simple 28-/56-bit multiply-accumulate  unit (mac) with two sources: a data source and a coefficient  source. the data source can come from the data ram, a rom  table of commonly used constant values, or the audio inputs to  the core. the coefficient source can come from the parameter  ram, a rom table of commonly used constant values. the   two sources are multiplied in a 28-bit fixed-point multiplier,  and then the signal is input to the 56-bit adder; the result is  usually stored in one of three 56-bit accumulator registers.   the accumulators can be output from the core (in 28-bit  format) or can optionally be written back into the data or  parameter rams.  features  the sigmadsp core is designed specifically for audio processing  and, therefore, includes several features intended for maximizing  efficiency. these include hardware decibel conversion and audio- specific rom constants.  signal processing  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are designed to  provide all signal processing functions commonly used in stereo  or multichannel playback systems. the signal processing flow is  designed using sigmastudio software from analog devices. this  software allows graphical entry and real-time control of all signal  processing functions.  many of the signal processing functions are coded using full,  56-bit, double-precision arithmetic. the serial port input and  output word lengths are 24 bits, but four extra headroom bits  are used in the processor to allow internal gains of up to 24 db  without clipping. additional gains can be achieved by initially  scaling down the input signal in the dsp signal flow.    coefficient source (parameter ram, rom constants, ...) data operations (accumulators (3), db conversion, bit operators, bit shifter, ...) data source (data ram, rom constants, inputs, ...) outputs truncator truncator 56 56 56 28 28 28 28 56 07696-052   figure 51. simplified core architecture   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 61 of 92  numeric formats  dsp systems commonly use a standard numeric format.  fractional number systems are specified by an a.b format,  where a is the number of bits to the left of the decimal point  and b is the number of bits to the right of the decimal point.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 use the same numeric  format for both the parameter and data values. the format is as  shown in the  numerical format: 5.23  section.  numerical format: 5.23  linear range: C16.0 to (+16.0 ? 1 lsb)  examples:  1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = ?16.0  1110 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = ?4.0  1111 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = ?1.0  1111 1110 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = ?0.25  1111 1111 0011 0011 0011 0011 0011 = ?0.1  1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 = (1 lsb below 0.0)  0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = 0.0  0000 0000 1100 1100 1100 1100 1101 = 0.1  0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = 0.25  0000 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = 1.0  0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = 4.0  0111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 = (16.0 C 1 lsb).  the serial port accepts up to 24 bits of input and is sign- extended to the full 28 bits of the dsp core. this allows internal  gains of up to 24 db without encountering internal clipping.  a digital clipper circuit is used within the dsp core before  outputting to the serial port outputs, asrcs, and s/pdif  transmitter (see  figure 52 ). this clips the top four bits of the  signal to produce a 24-bit output with a range of 1.0 (minus  1 lsb) to C1.0.  figure 52  shows the maximum signal levels at  each point in the data flow in both binary and decibel levels.  4-bit sign extension sdata_inx 1.23 (0db) 1.23 (0db) 1.23 (0db) 5.23 (24db) 5.23 (24db) serial port signal processing (5.23 format) digital clipper 07696-053   figure 52. numeric precision and clipping structure (tbd)  programming  on power-up, the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 have no  default program loaded. there are 3584 instruction cycles per  audio sample, resulting in an internal clock rate of 172.032 mhz  when f s,normal  is 48 khz. the dsp runs in a stream-oriented  manner, meaning that all 3584 instructions are executed each  sample period. the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 can also  be set up to accept dual- or quad-speed inputs by reducing the  number of instructions per sample. these modes can be set in  the core control register.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 can be programmed  easily using sigmastudio, an entirely graphical tool provided by  analog devices. no knowledge of writing line-level dsp code is  required, and the large library of predesigned algorithms should  drastically reduce development time. more information on  sigmastudio can be found at the analog devices website.  program counter  the execution of instructions in the core is governed by a  program counter, which sequentially steps through the  addresses of the program ram. the program counter starts  every time a new audio frame is clocked into the core.  sigmastudio inserts a jump-to-start command at the end of  every program. the program counter increments sequentially  until reaching this command, and then jumps to the program  start address (program ram address 0x2010) and waits for the  next audio frame to clock into the core.  branching and looping  some cells in sigmastudio can optionally modify the program  counter to implement simple branching and looping structures.  however, care must be taken that the program counter returns  to its starting address before a new frame is clocked. if the new  frame starts before the counter has returned to start, the audio  output is corrupted, and a reset is necessary.  the software compiler in sigmastudio calculates the maximum  possible program cycles for a given project and generates an  error when a user exceeds the allowable limit.  dsp core modes and settings  core run register (address 0xe228)  table 41. descriptions of register 0xe228  bit position  description  default  [15:1]  reserved    0  core run bit  0  this single-bit register initiates the run signal to start the core.  this should be the very last register that is set when the system  is initialized.  before the core is halted, set the dsp core rate select register  (0xe220) to 0x001c. this disables the start pulse to the core.  before the care is started, set the dsp core rate select register  (0xe220) to the desired value. this enables the start pulse to the  core.  table 12  contains a list of valid settings.  if the core is halted (that is, if bit 0 of register 0xe228 is set to  0) during operation, the serial outputs jump immediately to 0.  this ensures that no dc level is left on the serial outputs and  helps prevent speaker damage in the system. it also allows the  system to mute and unmute all audio channels while  minimizing pops and clicks on the outputs.  the core run bit can be used to implement a system mute  functionality, as opposed to muting all of the individual  channels in software. however, this approach instantaneously  mutes the outputs, potentially causing clicks or pops on the  output. if a click- and pop-free mute is required, software slew  mute cells should be implemented into the dsp cores signal  processing flow.   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 62 of 92  reliability features  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 contain several  subsystems designed to increase the reliability of the system   in which they are used. when these functions are used in  conjunction with an external host controller device, the dsp  can recover from serious errors, such as memory corruption or  a program counter crash.  crc modes and settings  cyclic redundancy check (crc) registers  (address 0xe200 to address 0xe202)  table 42. register details of crc registers  address  decimal  hex  register function  default  57856 e200  crc ideal  value 1  16 msbs of the  crc hash sum  0  57857 e201  crc ideal  value 2  16 lsbs of the crc  hash sum  0  57858 e202  crc enable  1-bit crc enable,  active high  0    the crc constantly checks the validity of the program ram  contents. sigmastudio generates a 32-bit hash sum when a  program is compiled that must be written to two consecutive  16-bit register locations. the crc must then be enabled. every  4096 frames (88 ms when f s,normal  is 48 khz), the ic generates  its own 32-bit code and compares it with the one stored in these  registers. if they do not match, an mp pin is set high (crc  flag). this output flag must be enabled using the output crc  error sticky command in the multipurpose pin control register  (see the  multipurpose pin control registers (address 0xe204 to  address 0xe20f)  section).  the user turns this enable on when continuous crc checking is  desired. this defaults to off and can be set high after the user  has loaded a program and sent the correct crc, calculated by  sigmastudio. if there is an error, it can be cleared by setting the  enable bit low, fixing the error (presumably by reloading the  program) and then setting it high again.  the crc control registers are configured as follows:  ?   c rc ideal value 1 is the 16 msbs of the crc code.  ?   c rc ideal value 2 is the 16 lsbs of the crc code.  ?   c rc enable is a 1-bit enable.  the crc error sticky register is a single-bit read-only register at  address 57893 (address 0xe225) that acts as the crc error  flag. it can optionally be sent to an mp pin. for example, it can  connect to an interrupt pin on an external microcontroller,  which triggers a rewrite of the corrupted memory. the register  is reset when the crc enable register goes low.   crc error sticky register (address 0xe225)  table 43. bit description of register 0xe225  bit position  description  default  [15:1]  reserved    0  crc error sticky (read only)  0    this single-bit read-only register goes high when there is a crc  error. it is reset to 0 when the crc enable is reset to 0.     

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 63 of 92  watchdog modes and settings  watchdog registers (address 0xe210 to address 0xe212)  table 44. register details of watchdog registers  address  decimal  hex  register function  default  57872  e210  watchdog enable  1-bit enable register for watchdog timer   0  57873  e211  watchdog value 1  16 msbs of th e watchdog maximum count value   0  57874  e212  watchdog value 2  16 lsbs of the watchdog maximum count value   0    a program counter watchdog is used when the core performs  block processing (which can span several samples). the watchdog  flags an error if the program counter reaches the 32-bit value set in  the watchdog value registers. this value consists of two consecutive  16-bit register locations. the error flag sends a high signal to one of  the multipurpose pins. the watchdog function must be enabled  by setting the single-bit register at location 57872 high.  the register configuration for the watchdog counter is as follows:  ?   wa tchdog enable is a 1-bit enable.  ?   wa tchdog value 1 is the 16 msbs of the watchdog  maximum count value.  ?   wa tchdog value 2 is the 16 lsbs of the watchdog  maximum count value.  table 45. bit descriptions of register 0xe210  bit position  description  default  [15:1]  reserved    0  watchdog  enable  0    watchdog error sticky register (address 0xe226)  table 46. bit descriptions of register 0xe226  bit position  description  default  [15:1]  reserved    0  watchdog error sticky (read only)  0    this single-bit watchdog error flag goes high when an error occurs.   it can optionally be sent to an mp pin, as described in the  multipurpose pin control registers (address 0xe204 to  address 0xe20f)  section. for example, the error flag can  connect to an interrupt pin on a microcontroller in the system.   it resets to 0 when the watchdog enable is reset to 0.  crc and watchdog mute register (address 0xe227)  table 47. bit descriptions of register 0xe227  bit  position  description default  [15:2]  reserved.    1  a crc error mutes the core automatically.  0  0  a watchdog error mutes the core  automatically.  0    this 2-bit register causes a crc or watchdog error to  automatically mute the core. the default value is off.                 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 64 of 92  rams  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 have 4k words of  program ram, 4k words of parameter ram, and 8k words of  data ram.  program ram  table 48. register details of program ram  address  decimal  hex  name  read/write  word length  8192  2000  program ram  43 bits (6 bytes)    the program ram contains the 43-bit operation codes that are  executed by the core. it is important to note that although the  length of the ram is 4096, only 3584 instructions can be  executed in the span of a single frame for normal rate signals.  for dual-rate processing, the maximum allowable instruction  count is 1792, and for quad-rate processing, the maximum  allowable instruction count is 896. for more information on  setting the dsp core rate, see the  dsp core rate select register  (address 0xe220)  section.  the additional program space can be used with optimized  algorithms and jump commands. the sigmastudio compiler  calculates maximum instructions per frame for a project and  generates an error when the value exceeds the maximum allowable  instructions per frame based on the sample rate of the signals in  the core.  because the end of a program contains a jump-to-start command,  the remaining program ram space does not need to be filled  with no-operation (nop) commands.  program counter peak count register (address 0xe229)  table 49. bit descriptions of register 0xe229  bit position  description  [15:0]  program counter peak count (read only)    this 16-bit, read-only register keeps track of how many cycles  elapse from the start of the program until the program counter  is reset. the register is updated on every start pulse.  this register should not be used if the watchdog error sticky bit  has been activated, which indicates that the maximum allowable  clock cycles per frame have been exceeded. in this case, the  program counter peak value may be inaccurate.  parameter ram  table 50. register details of parameter ram  address  decimal  hex  name  read/write  word length  0  0000  parameter ram  28 bits (4 bytes)    the parameter ram contains all 28-bit values that are used by  algorithms running in the dsp core. sigmastudio automatically  assigns the first eight positions to safeload parameters; therefore,  project-specific parameters start at address 0x0008.  data ram  table 51. register details of data ram  address  decimal  hex  name  read/write  word length  16384  4000  data ram  28 bits (4 bytes)    the data ram stores audio data that must be accessed by the  core for more than one frame. unlike previous generations of  sigmadsp architectures, which used a hardware-based modulo  structure, the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 have a  software-based modulo scheme that is controlled by the  programmer.  the data ram should be initialized to all 0s before a boot-up  operation is performed to avoid an undefined startup state.  sigmastudio inserts the appropriate data ram initialization  code into projects by default.  modulo data memory register (address 0xe21f)  table 52. bit descriptions of register 0xe21f  bit  position description  default  [15:14]  reserved.    [13:0]  nonmodulo data memory start.  the setting is the address in  memory.  01111100000000     this is a single 14-bit register that sets the start of the  nonmodulo space of the data memory. the default value is  7936 decimal. sigmastudio sets th is value by default based on  the addressing scheme used in the sigmastudio project. the  value should not be modified by the user.   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 65 of 92  s/pdif receiver and transmitter  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 each feature a set of  on-chip s/pdif data ports, which can be wired directly to  transmitters and receivers for easy interfacing to other s/pdif- compatible equipment.  s/pdif receiver  the s/pdif input port is designed to accept both ttl and  bipolar signals, provided there is an ac coupling capacitor on  the input pin of the chip. because the s/pdif input data will  most likely be asynchronous to the dsp core, it must be routed  through an asrc.  the s/pdif ports work with sampling rates between 32 khz  and 108 khz.  in addition to audio data, s/pdif streams contain user data,  channel status, validity bit,  virtual lrclk, and block start  information. the receiver decodes audio data and sends it to   the asrcs and dsp core, but the remaining data passes through  directly to the transmitter. this ensures that any user data is  unaltered at the output and is reintegrated into the audio stream.  in the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446, clock recovery   is entirely digital. as a result, the adau1442/adau1445/  adau1446 have better protection against clock jitter.  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 s/pdif ports are  designed to meet the following aes and ebu specifications: a  jitter of 0.25 ui p-p at 8 khz and above, a jitter of 10 ui p-p  below 200 hz, and a minimum signal voltage of 200 mv.  to transmit data, the s/pdif output must be turned on. this is  accomplished by writing an activation bit to the s/pdif transmitter  on/off register. more information can be found in the  enable  s/pdif to i 2 s output  section and the  s/pdif transmitter on/off switch register (address 0xe0c1)  section.  outputting to the multipurpose pins  it is possible to send s/pdif data from the receiver directly to  output on the mp pins. this mode is activated in register 0xe241  (see the  enable s/pdif to i 2 s output  section). the pin  assignment of signals is shown in  table 53 .  table 53. s/pdif to mp pin assignments  pin 1  group  signal  mp4 2  validity bit  mp5 2  user data  mp6  2  channel select  mp7 2  block start  mp8 2  virtual lrclk  mp9 1  sdata  mp10 1  bclk  mp11 1  lrclk    1  the mp0 to mp3 pins are not applicable and can be used normally.    there are two groups of signals, each of which can be activated  and deactivated independent from one another. all unused mp  pins function normally.  s/pdif transmitter  the s/pdif transmitter outputs two channels of audio data  directly from the dsp core at the core rate. it does not preserve  or output any additional nonaudio information encoded in the  s/pdif input stream. the encoded nonaudio data bits in the  s/pdif stream are low, except for the validity bit, which is high.  some s/pdif receivers will ignore the transmitted audio data  because the high validity bit indicates an error.    s/pdif receiver i 2 s converter asrcs dsp core s/pdif transmitter audio audio and data bclk lrclk sdata data bits master mode spdifo spdifi mp pins 5 07696-054   figure 53. s/pdif receiver and transmitter   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 66 of 92  s/pdif modes and settings  table 54. addresses of s/pdif modes registers  address  decimal hex  name  read/write  word length  57536 e0c0  s/pdif receiverread  auxiliary output  16 bits (2 bytes)  57537 e0c1  s/pdif transmitter on/off switch  16 bits (2 bytes)  57538 e0c2  s/pdif read channel  status, byte 0  16 bits (2 bytes)  57539 e0c3  s/pdif read channel  status, byte 1  16 bits (2 bytes)  57540 e0c4  s/pdif read channel  status, byte 2  16 bits (2 bytes)  57541 e0c5  s/pdif read channel  status, byte 3  16 bits (2 bytes)  57542 e0c6  s/pdif read channel  status, byte 4  16 bits (2 bytes)  57543 e0c7  s/pdif word length  control  16 bits (2 bytes)  57544 e0c8  auxiliary outputsset  enable mode  16 bits (2 bytes)  57545 e0c9  s/pdif lock bit  detection  16 bits (2 bytes)  57546  e0ca  set hot enable  16 bits (2 bytes)  57547 e0cb  read enable auxiliary  output  16 bits (2 bytes)  57548 e0cc  s/pdif loss-of-lock  behavior  16 bits (2 bytes)    s/pdif receiverread auxiliary output register  (address 0xe0c0)  table 55. bit descriptions  of register 0xe0c0  bit position  readback data  [15:12] reserved  11 virtual  lrclk  10 block  start  9 channel  status  8 user  data  [7:2] reserved  [1:0] validity    this is a read-only register. it allows the s/pdif auxiliary  output (including channel status, user data, and validity bit)   to be read.  s/pdif transmitteron/off switch register  (address 0xe0c1)  table 56. bit descriptions of register 0xe0c1  bit  position description  default  [15:1] reserved    0  s/pdif transmitteron/off switch  0    0 = s/pdif transmitter disabled      1 = s/pdif transmitter enabled      this is a single-bit register. setting bit 0 to 1 switches the  s/pdif transmitter on; setting it to 0 switches the transmitter  off for power savings.  s/pdif read channel status register, bytes[4:0]  (address 0xe0c2 to address 0xe0c6)  table 57. addresses of s/pdif read channel status register  address  decimal hex  register  57538 e0c2 byte  0  57539 e0c3 byte  1  57540 e0c4 byte  2  57541 e0c5 byte  3  57542 e0c6 byte  4    an s/pdif stream contains channel status bits (after the audio  bits), which contain information such as sample rates, word  lengths, and time stamps. the full channel status information  contained in the stream is 24 bytes wide for each channel (that  is, 48 bytes in total). the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446  make the first five bytes of the left channel available through  i 2 c/spi.  s/pdif word length control register (address 0xe0c7)  table 58. bit descriptions of register 0xe0c7  bit  position description  default  [15:2] reserved    [1:0]  word length  00     00 = 24 bit      01 = 20 bit      10 = 16 bit      11 = as decoded from the s/pdif channel  status bits      the word length of the audio data decoded from the s/pdif  stream can be controlled using this register. setting bits[1:0] to 11 is  useful in cases where the s/pdif stream can come from either a  cd or a dvd. from a cd the word length is 16 bits, and from a  dvd the word length is 24 bits. this information is contained in  the channel status bits and can be used to automatically ignore  the least significant byte, if required.   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 67 of 92  e register  cri ult  auxiliary outputsset en able mod (address 0xe0c8)  tab descriptions of register 0xe0c8  le 59. bit  bit  position des ption  defa [15:2]  reser v ed    [1:0]  auxiliar y outputs enable mod e  01    00 = au ays off xiliary outputs are alw .      01 = au ays  xiliary outputs are alw on.      10 = au  are off on reset.   s t e 1   the s/ i xiliary outputs (they bit is  witch on as soon as the ho and switch off as soon as nable  pdif  lock b t is 0.)      this reg iste ro tream multipurpose pins  if to i 2 s mode is active. for  for ,   to i .  bits[1:0] of  0 (au   eset) is usef hich th    inte d up s/pdif lock bit to g  turn disables the auxiliary  . w e  s recovere bit must be activate  the auxiliary outputs (see the  set  able e ca)  sectio tio e table 60. bit descriptions of register 0xe0c9  r cont ls when the s/pdif s when the s/pd  is active on the  more in mation see the  enable s/pdif 2 s output  section setting  off on r register 0xe0c8 to 1 ul for situations in w xiliary outputs are e s/pdif stream may be rrupte  unexpectedly. an interr o low, which in tion causes the  outputs hen th s/pdif stream i d to restore d, the hot enable  hot en  regist r (address 0xe0 n for more  informa n).  s/pdif lock bi t det ection register (addr ss 0xe0c9)  bit  position description  [15:1] reserv ed  0  s/pdif input lock bit (read only)    0 = no valid input stream    1 = succe ssful lock to input stream    thi s read-only register tatus of the s/pdif input  k bit.  t hot enable regi ss 0xe0ca)   61. bit descrip a  default   shows the s loc se ster (addre table tions of register 0xe0c bit  position description  [15:1] reserved    0  hot enable bit  0    0 = hot enable inactive      1 = hot enable active    this register allows the hot enable bit to be set, which  auxiliary outputs whe restarts the  n they are configured so that the auxiliary  0xe0c8 are   10). the hot enable bit is set to 0 automatically in the event  p ses lock. for more information, s ry o et enable mode register  ddress 0 ead ena  (address 0xe0cb)  62. bit descriptions of register 0xe0cb  outputs are off on a reset (that is, bits[1:0] of register  set to that the s/ dif receiver lo ee the  auxilia utputss (a xe0c8)  section.  r ble auxiliary output register table  bit  position description  [15:1] reserved  0  read enab le auxiliary output (read only)    0 = s/pdif auxiliary outputs disabled    1 = s/pdif auxiliary outputs e nabled    this read-only ows the status of the s/pdif auxiliary   loss-of-lock b or  register (address 0xe0cc)  3. bit descripti register 0 default   register sh outputs.  s/pdif ehavi table 6 ons of  xe0cc  bit  position description  [15:1] r eserved    0  s/pdif loss-of-lock behavior  0    0 = s/pdif disable on loss of lock      1 = s/pdif ignore loss of lock      this register controls the behavior of the s/pdif receiver in the event of a loss of lock to the input stream. a loss of lock can  arise when there is severe noise or jitter on the s/pdif input  stream, re   ndering it unrecognizable to the receiver. in the  his in turn  es the target asrc to be muted. frame sync pulses do not  ti ed.  the re t to 1, the s/pdif receiver always outputs  nc p the integrity of the s/pdif str ompromise dio samples cannot be recovere . in  ch a case,  ceiver data output remains at 0 ntil  ck is regai he s/pdif  w h  tegrity well andards of the aes/ebu specification.  efore, even in cases of extreme signal degradation, this     default mode, such an event disables the s/pdif receiver,  causing it to stop outputting frame sync pulses. t caus resume un l lock is regain when  gister is se frame sy ulses, even if  eam is  c d and the au d su the s/pdif re  u lo ned.  t  receiver is robust and can recover streams  below the st it in ther register should be used only when audio recovery is required. in general, a loss-of-lock event is much shorter than an asrc  mute or unmute ramp.   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 68 of 92  xe241)  table 64. bit descriptions of register 0xe241  default  enable s/pdif to i 2 s output register (address 0 bit position  description  [15:3 ] reserved    2  output  mode  0    0 = i 2 s    1  =  tdm    1  group 2 enable  0    0 = group 2 off  this mp output is controlled by setting three bits in  register 0xe241:  ?   bit 0 switches group 1 on and off.  ?   bit 1 switches group 2 on and off.  ?   bit 2 switches between i 2 s and tdm modes.  when s/pdif to i 2 s mode is a ctive, the pins described in  table 53   when tdm mode is active, slot 0 and slot 4 contain the audio  annel status,   data, and validity bits (see  table 65 ). the bits are streamed  e a onized to the audio data. only the  sbs  e used, as shown in  table 65 . the corre- onding td re 54 .  ble 65. fu description  are used.      1 = group 2 on  data, and slot 1 contains the streamed block start, ch   user in real tim nd are synchr seven m of slot 1 ar sp m format is shown in more detail in  figu ta nction of decoded bits in  figure 54  0  0  group 1 enable      0 = group 1 off    1 = group 1 on      the s/pdif receiver can be set to send the stereo audio stream  and the auxiliary s/pdif bits in i 2 s or tdm format on eight of  bit position  31  block start (high for first 16 samples)  30  channel status of right channel  29  the 12 mp pins. the eight outputs are divided into two groups:  group 1 converts s/pdif to i 2 s (lrclk, bclk, and sdata  signals), and group 2 decodes the channel status and user data  bits (virtual lrclk, user data, channel status, validity bit, and  block start signal).  channel status of left channel  28  user data bit, right channel  27  user data bit, left channel  26  validity bit, right channel  25  validity  bit, left channel  [24:0] not  used      frame lrclkx 0123 rig  bits 4567 ht audio left audio decode 4 24 bits: right audio 01 07696-055   m signal  7 decoded bits 24 bits: left audio figure 54. s/pdif td  

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 69 of 92  ude  se e used either as digital gen e inputs/o ios) or as inputs to the 4-chan el  xiliary adc.  ach of the 12 m pose pins is controlled by a 4-b mode.  ins can be conf igital inputs, digital outputs, or hen  plicable, as an he auxiliary adc. a d ounce  cuit is include igital inputs, and it has   range  f selectable tim een 0.3 s and 40 s.  hen the input iven by the control p , the  alue can be dir trolled by reading or w ing  e addresses lis ach of these registers is four bytes long and is in 5.23 format.    in addition, there are 12 multipurpose pin value registers that  allow the input/output data to be written to or read directly  from the control port. the corresponding addresses are listed in  able 68 . each value register contains four bytes and can only  ore one of two values: logic high or logic low. logic high is  ored as 0x00, 0x80, 0x00, 0x00. logic low is stored as 0x00,  0x00, 0x00, 0x00. the value of the auxiliary adc is not stored  in these registers. the value of these registers can only be one of  two values: 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 (digital zero) or 0x00 0x80  0x00 0x00 (digital one). more information about the  multipurpose pins can be found in the an-951 application  note,  using hardware controls with sigmadsp gpio pins .  multipurpose pins modes and settings  multipurpose pin control registers (address 0xe204 to  address 0xe20f)  table 66 addresses of multipurpose pin control registers  address  multipurpose pins  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 each incl 12 multipurpo  pins that can b eral- purpos utputs (gp n au e ultipur it  p igured as d , w ap  analog input to t eb cir d for use with d a o e constants betw w s or outputs are dr ort v ectly read or con rit th ted in  table 66 .  e to write a logic 1, the bytes written should be 0x00, 0x80, 0x00, and 0x00. to write a logic 0, the bytes written should be 0x00,  0x00, 0x00, and 0x00.  when the outputs are driven by the core, they are represented  as mp outputs in the sigmastudio programming tool and are  driven directly from the dsp program in 5.23 format.  t st st decimal hex  register  5 7860  e204  multipurpose pin control, mp0  57861  e205  multipurpose pin control, mp1  57862  e206  multipurpose pin control, mp2  57863  e207  multipurpose pin control, mp3  57864  e208  multipurpose pin control, mp4  57865  e209  multipurpose pin control, mp5  57866  e20a  multipurpose pin control, mp6  57867  e20b  multipurpose pin control, mp7  57868  e20c  multipurpose pin control, mp8  57869  e20d  multipurpose pin control, mp9  57870  e20e  multipurpose pin control, mp10  57871  e20f  multipurpose pin control, mp11  table 67. bit settings of multipurpose pin control registers  bit   position description  default  [15:4] reserved    [3:   mp pin mode  0] 0000    0000 = input without a debounce      0001 = input with a debounce of 0.3 ms      0010 = input with a debounce of 0.6 ms      0011 = input with a debounce of 0.9 ms      0100 = input with a debounce of 5 ms      0101 = input with a debounce of 10 ms      0110 = input with a debounce of 20 ms      0111 = input with a debounce of 40 ms      1000 = input driven by control port      1001 = output driven by control port  with pull-up      1010 = withou    output driven  by control port  t pull-up    1011 = p     output driven by core with pull-u   1100 = pull-up     output driven by core without    1101 =  mp3 on   input auxiliary adc (mp0 to  ly)    1110 =    output crc error sticky    1111 = tchdog error sticky     output wa   multipurpose pin value registers (address 0x129a to  address 0x12a5)  table 68 addresses of multipurpose pin value registers  address  dec hex  register  4672  0x1240  multipurpose pin value, mp0  4673  0x1241  multipurpose pin value, mp1  4674  0x1242  multipurpose pin value, mp2  4675  0x1243  multipurpose pin value, mp3  4676  0x1244  multipurpose pin value, mp4  4677  0x1245  multipurpose pin value, mp5  4678  0x1246  multipurpose pin value, mp6  4679  0x1247  multipurpose pin value,  mp7  4680  0x1248  multipurpose pin value, mp8  4681  0x1249  multipurpose pin value, mp9  4682  0x124a  multipurpose pin value, mp10  4683  0x124b  multipurpose pin value, mp11         

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 70 of 92  is   a  (192 khz when based on a 172.032 mhz core  0 .    gnals for audio applications.   b ns of register 0xe224  itio adc channel  auxiliary adc  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 include a 10-bit  auxiliary adc that can be used for control input signals. there  one adc with four multiplexed inputs. the adc samples at rate of f core /896  clock), which results in an effective sampling rate of f core /3584  (48 khz when based on a 172.032 mhz core clock) per channel.  an adc filtering function is included in the hardware, and  hysteresis is available to reduce the effects of noise on the input.  more information on these settings is available in  table 7 the auxiliary adc is not designed for audio and, therefore,  should not be used as an auxiliary audio input. the sample and bit rates are too low to convert si the input can be filtered using several methods. the specific  filtering modes can be set as described in  table 70 .  auxiliary adc modes and settings   filter mode register (address 0xe224)  adc table 69. it descriptio bit pos n  [15:8]  reserved  [7:6] adc0  [5:4] adc1  [3:2] adc2  [1:0] adc3  table  70. s ode sett default  ettings of bits[7:0], register 0xe224  m ing  function  00  00  filter  bypass  01  adc data filtered    10  filtered with 1-bit hysteresis    11  ysteresis    filtered with 2-bit h    

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 71 of 92  with other devices  er devic e strength o f   configure aster mode. the default 2 tting should  be adequate  when the int  of the signal is compromis lt  interfacing  when interfacing the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 to oth each pin.   drive strength modes and settings  bit clock pad strength register (address 0xe247)  this register controls the pad drive strength of all bit clock pins es in  the system, it may be necessary to set the driv d in m  ma se for most applications. the 6 ma setting should be used only  table 71. bit descriptions of bit clock pad strength register  bit position  description  egrity ed.  defau [15:12] reserved    11 bclk11  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    10 bclk10      0 = low strength (2 ma)  0    1 = high strength (6 ma)    9 bclk9  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    8 bclk8  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    7 bclk7  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    6 bclk6  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    5 bclk5  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    4 bclk4  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    3 bclk3  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    2 bclk2  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    1 bclk1  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    0 bclk0  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 72 of 92  )  gth register  default  frame clock pad strength register (address 0xe248 this register controls the pad drive strength of all frame clock pins configured in master mode. the default 2 ma setting shoul d be  adequate for most applications. the 6 ma setting should be used only when the integrity of the signal is compromised.  table 72. bit descriptions of frame clock pad stren bit position  description  [15:12] reserved    11 lrclk11  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    10 lrclk10  0    0 = low str ength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    9 lrclk9  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    8 lrclk8  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    7 lrclk7  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    6 lrclk6  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    5 lrclk5  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    4 lrclk4  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    3 lrclk3  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    2 lrclk2  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    1 lrclk1  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)    0 lrclk0  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high  strength (6 ma)     

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 73 of 92  49)  uate  ster  multipurpose pin pad strength  register (address 0xe2 this register controls the pad drive strength of all multipurpose pins configured as outputs. the default 2 ma setting should b e adeq for most applications. the 6 ma setting should be used only when the integrity of the signal is compromised.  table 73. bit descriptions of multipurpose pin pad strength regi bit position  description  default  [15:12]  reserved    11 mp11  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    10 mp10  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    9 mp9  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    8 mp8  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    7 mp7  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    6 mp6  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    5 mp5  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    4 mp4  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    3 mp3  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    2 mp2  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    1 mp1  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    0 mp0  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 74 of 92  )  d serial data output pad streng th register (address 0xe24a this register controls the pad drive strength of all serial data output pins. the default 2 ma setting should be adequate for m ost  applications. the 6 ma setting should be used only when the integrity of the signal is compromised.  table 74. bit descriptions of serial data out pad strength register  bit position  escription  default  [15:9] r   eserved  8  s ut8  data_o 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  7  s ut7  data_o 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  6  s out6  data_ 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  5  s out5  data_ 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  4  s out4  data_ 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  3  s out3  data_ 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  2  s out2  data_ 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  1  s out1  data_ 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)  0  s out0  data_ 0    0    = low strength (2 ma)    1    = high strength (6 ma)   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 75 of 92  grity of the signal is comp romised.  other pad strength register (address 0xe24c)  this register controls the pad drive strength of the communications port, s/pdif output, and master clock outputs. the default  2 ma  setting should be adequate for most applications. the 6 ma setting should be used only when the inte table 75. bit descriptions of other pad strength register  bit position  description  default  [15:7]  reserved    6  scl/cclk  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    5  clatch  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    4  addr1/cdata  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    3 addr0  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    2  sda/cout  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    1 spdifo  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)    0  clkout  0    0 = low strength (2 ma)      1 = high strength (6 ma)     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 76 of 92  ut flexibl rface modes  settings  e flexible tdm mode is av data_in1 serial input por ossible   override the default setting bly  ute the contents of an arbit  input stream to the  put channels.  r this mode to be active, th orre- onding serial ports must be s e tdm).   flexible tdm mode, each fl s 32 bytes  lled slots) of information f frame on the frame clock.  ombining the two serial inp  total of  ytes in the flexible stream portant to note that, u arm, where signals  ust be routed as stereo pair tdm  ream can be assigned to inp ach of  input channels is capa ing data from any slot (or  bination of slots) in the fl g as data  etrieval starts with input ch entially.  cause the audio data can b  8-, 16-, or 24-bit format,  channel occupies three slots. to route flexible tdm data to the  input channels, the starting slot number (mos nt byte)  and the bit depth (number of bytes, or slots, i the stream) must  be set in the corresponding input channel regist ble tdm  to input channel[23:0] registers). an example o e input flexible  tdm interface mode is shown in  figure 56 .  in this example, input channel 0 comes from t 4, slot 5, and  slot 6 on the flexible tdm stream (a 24-bit audi channel). input  channel 1 comes from slot 12 (an 8-bit audio nnel). input  channel 2 comes from slot 21 and slot 22 on  input stream  (a 16-bit audio channel). input channel 3 comes from slot 39,  slot 40, and slot 41 (a 24-bit audio channel). for  e audio inputs  with a bit depth of less than 24 bits, the lsbs a  filled with 0s.  note that the assignment of slots to input cha ls must be in  order, with the lowest slot number starting at i ut channel 0  and increasing sequentially. this is done to en re compatibility  with the automatic input channel assignment (see the  automatic  input channel assignment  section).  the default setting of all nine bits high (0x01ff) dicates that the  input channel is configured in the standard seria input interface  mode and does not use the flexible tdm inter mode.  flexible tdm modes  the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 are able to operate in  a flexible tdm mode, which allows them to interface to a wide  a single channel may occupy more than one slot. an 8-bit channel  occupies one slot, a 16-bit channel occupies two slots, and a 24-bit  variety of digital audio devices.  serial inp e tdm inte and  th ailable for t he sdata_in0 and  ts. by using this mode, it is p s to s of the serial port and flexi ro rary tdm in fo e word length bi ts of the c sp et to 11 (tdm8 or flexibl in exible tdm stream include (ca or every  c ut ports, this allows for a 64 b .  it is im nlike in the f m s, the data on the flexible  st ut channels individually. e the 24  ble of tak com exible tdm stream, as lon r annel 0 and increases sequ be e input in t significa n  er (flexi f th  slo o   cha  the th re nne np su  in l  face    32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 0123456789101112131415 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 31 0 32 63 ... ... ... ... frame sdata_in0 lrclkx sdata_in1 07696-056   figure 55. flexible tdm interface modeinput streams    0 32 ... ... 31 63 input channels (24 ch) 0, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 0123 456 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 ... ... sdata_in0 sdata_in1 flexible audio routing matrix input side 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 07696-057   figure 56. flexible tdm interface modeinput routing example   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 77 of 92  odes registers (address  0xe180 to address 0xe197)  odes reg flexible tdm to input channel m table 76. addresses of serial input fl exible tdm interface m address  isters  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  57728  e180  flexible tdm to input channel 0   16 bits (2 bytes)  57729  e1 81  flexible tdm to input channel 1  16 bits (2 bytes)  57730  e182  flexible tdm to input channe l 2  16 bits (2 bytes)  57731  e183  flexible tdm to input channel 3  16 bits (2 bytes)  57732  e184  flexible tdm to input channel 4  16 bits (2 bytes)  57733  e185  flexible tdm to input chann el 5  16 bits (2 bytes)  57734  e186  flexible tdm to input channel 6  16 bits (2 bytes)  57735  e187  flexible tdm to input chann el 7  16 bits (2 bytes)  57736  e188  flexible tdm to input channel  8  16 bits (2 bytes)  57737  e189  flexible tdm to input channel 9  16 bits (2 bytes)  57738  e18a  flexible tdm to input channel 10   16 bits (2 bytes)  57739  e18b  flexible tdm to input channel 11   16 bits (2 bytes)  57740  e18c  flexible tdm to input channel  12  16 bits (2 bytes)  57741  e18d  flexible tdm to input channel 13  16 bits (2 bytes)  57742  e18e  flexible tdm to input channel 1 4  16 bits (2 bytes)  57743  e18f  flexible tdm to input channe l 15  16 bits (2 bytes)  57744  e190  flexible tdm to input channel 16   16 bits (2 bytes)  57745  e191  flexible tdm to input channel 17   16 bits (2 bytes)  57746  e192  flexible tdm to input channel 1 8  16 bits (2 bytes)  57747  e193  flexible tdm to input channel 19   16 bits (2 bytes)  57748  e194  flexible tdm to input channel 20   16 bits (2 bytes)  57749  e195  flexible tdm to input channel 21  16 bits (2 bytes)  57750  e196  flexible tdm to input channel 22  16 bits (2 bytes)  57751  e197  flexible tdm to input channel 23  16 bits (2 bytes)    table 77. bit descriptions of flexible tdm to input channel modes registers  bit position  description   lt  defau [15:9] reserved    8 msb  position  1    0 = msb first      1 = lsb first    [7:6]  number of bytes in the channel (audio bit depth)  11    00 = 1 byte (8-bit audio)      01 = 2 bytes (16-bit audio)      10 = 3 bytes (24-bit audio)      11 = unused    [5:0]  position of the first byte on the tdm stream  111111    000000 = tdm slot 0      000001 = tdm slot 1           111110 = tdm slot 62      111111 = tdm slot 63     

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 78 of 92  the flexib ode used on the sdata_in[1:0] serial  s can als sed on  ta_out[1:0] serial  rts. there a utpu orts in flexi m mo  mode to b e, the w  serial por  be set  le tdm m ach flex s (slots) of  ation fo ombining t o serial tes in the f  stream ortant to n at, unli  routed as  pairs,  ually assign ifferen  each of th m out m any of th utput c ith output el 0 an he audio n be in gle c f aud . an 8-bit a hannel hannel occ wo slot hree slot et up ea hannels[2 nd byte r least sig t) mus ot register. an example o n the outpu s show xample, th nocha output channels to a flexible tdm stream. output channel 0 is  l 1 is 16 bits, and output channel 2 is  e target slots are set up accordingly. slot 3 is set to   the most significant (ms) byte of output channel 0, or  the eight msbs. slot 11 is set to output the most significant  (ms) byte of outp  set to output the  middle (m) byte; t and slot 12 together output  the 16 msbs of da hannel 1. slot 42, slot 43,  and slot 44 are set st significant (ms), middle  (m), and least sign espectively, of output  channel 2, thus ac 4 bits. the flexibility of the  system allows for  bination of slots to be used  for any channel, b ns follow a sequential ms,  m, ls format. not  channel can be assigned to  any slot, as long as ns with output channel 0  and increases sequ one to ensure compatibility  with the automatic assignment (see the  automatic output nt  section).  two slots are cont  register. the upper eight  bits control the hig  lower eight bits control the  lower slot. for exa  0xe1c0 (sdata_out0)  tdm slot 0 and t 5:8] control tdm slot 1,  and bits[7:0] cont a special conditio 1 and slot 63. these two  slots can only be u s byte of an 8-bit channel  and cannot be use with other slots to hold  more than eight b the default setting h (0xffff) indicates that the  channel is configur d serial input interface mode  and does not use t interface mode.  serial output flexible tdm interface  8 bits, output channe modes and settings  24 bit. th output le tdm m input port o o be u the sda output p re 24 o t channels available to the  output p ble td de.  for this e activ ord length bits of the corre- sponding ts must to 11 (tdm8 or flexible tdm).  in flexib ode, e ible tdm stream includes  32 byte inform r every frame on the frame  clock. c he tw  output ports allows for a total  of 64 by lexible .  it is imp ote th ke in the farm, where signals  must be  stereo the output channels can be  individ ed to d t places on the flexible tdm  stream. e 64 td put slots is capable of taking its  data fro ese 24 o hannels, as long as data retrieval  starts w  chann d increases sequentially.  because t  data ca put in 8-, 16-, or 24-bit  formats, a sin hannel o io data may occupy more than  one slot udio c  occupies one slot, a 16-bit  audio c upies t s, and a 24-bit audio channel  occupies t s. to s ch slot, the supplying channel  (input c 3:0]) a  position (most significant,  middle, o nifican t be set in the corresponding  tdm sl f the flexible tdm interface  mode o t side i n in  figure 58 .  in this e ree mo nnels of audio are sent from the  ut channel 1, and slot 12 is herefore, slot 11  ta from output c  to output the mo ificant (ls) bytes, r counting for all 2 any order or com ut most applicatio e that any output  assignment begi entially. this is d  output channel   channel assignme ained within each her slot, and the mple, in register dm slot 1, bits[1 rol tdm slot 0.  n applies to slot 3 sed to hold the m d in conjunction  its of data.    of all 16 bits hig ed in the standar he flexible tdm    frame 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 01 23456789101112131415 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 31 0 32 63 ... ... ... ... sdata_ou lrcl sdata_ou 07696-058 figure 57. flexible tdm interface modeoutput streams   t0 kx t1  

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 79 of 92  0 32 012 3 45678910 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 ... 31 ... out0 sdata_ 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 ... 63 ... sdata_out1 ms ms m ms    m   l s output channels (24 ch) 0, 1 0 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21 22, 23 flexible audi out o routing put side  matrix 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 7696   rface mode rs (address 0x des r -059 output routing example  figure 58. flexible tdm inte   serial output flexible tdm interface modes  registe e1c0 to address 0xe1df)  egisters  table 78. addresses of serial output flexible tdm interface mo address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  57792  e1c0  tdm slot 0 and tdm slot 1 (sda ta_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57793  e1c1  tdm slot 2 and tdm slot 3 (s data_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57794  e1c2  tdm slot 4 and tdm slot 5 (sd ata_out0)  ytes)  16 bits (2 b 57795  e1c3  tdm slot 6 and tdm slot 7 (sd ata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57796  e1c4  tdm slot 8 and tdm slot 9  (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57797  e1c5  tdm slot 10 and tdm slot 11 (sd ata_out 0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57798  e1c6  tdm slot 12 and tdm slot 13 (sd ata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57799  e1c7  tdm slot 14 and tdm slot 15 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57800  e1c8  tdm slot 16 and tdm slot 17 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57801  e1c9  tdm slot 18 and tdm slot 19 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57802  e1ca  tdm slot 20 and tdm slot 21 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57803  e1cb  tdm slot 22 and tdm slot 23  (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57804  e1cc  tdm slot 24 and tdm slot 25 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57805  e1cd  tdm slot 26 and tdm slot 27 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57806  e1ce  tdm slot 28 an 16 bits (2 bytes)  d tdm slot 29 (sdata_out0)  57807  e1cf  tdm slot 30 and tdm slot 31 (sdata_out0) 1   16 bits (2 bytes)  57808  e1d0  tdm slot 32 and tdm slot 33 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57809  e1d1  tdm slot 34 and tdm slot 35 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57810  e1d2  tdm slot 36 and tdm slot 37 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57811  e1d3  tdm slot 38 and tdm slot 39 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57812  e1d4  tdm slot 40 and tdm slot 41 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57813  e1d5  tdm slot 42 and tdm slot 43 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57814  e1d6  tdm slot 44 and tdm slot 45 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57815  e1d7  tdm slot 46 and tdm slot 47 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57816  e1d8  tdm slot 48 and tdm slot 49 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57817  e1d9  tdm slot 50 and tdm slot 51 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57818  e1da  tdm slot 52 and tdm slot 53 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57819  e1db  tdm slot 54 and tdm slot 55  (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57820  e1dc  tdm slot 56 and tdm slot 57 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes) 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 80 of 92  address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  57821  e1dd  tdm slot 58 and tdm slot 59 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57822  e1de  tdm slot 60 and tdm slot 61 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57823  e1df  tdm slot 62 and tdm slot 63 (sdata_out1) 1   16 bits (2 bytes)    1  slot 31 and slot 63 can only be used to hold the ms byte of an 8-bit channel and cannot be used in conjunction with other slot s to hold more than eight bits of data.    serial output flexible tdm interface modes registersupper slot (address 0xe1c0 to address 0xe1df, bits[15:8])  table 79. bit descriptions of serial output  flexible tdm interface modes registersupper slot 1   bit position  description  default  15 msb  position  1    0 = msb first       1 = lsb first    [14:10] output  channel  11111    00000 = outpu   t channel 0     00001 = output channel 1              10110 = output channel 22       10111 = output channel 23           11111 = unused    [9:8] byt e  pos 11  ition    00 = most signif   icant (ms) byte     01 = middl   e (m) byte     10 = l   east significant (ls) byte    11 = u   nused    1  bits[15:8 ] control td .  utput fl  tdm  ddress 0xe1c0 1df, bits[7:0])   escriptions of s s registerslow description  default  m slot 1   serial o exible interface modes registerslower slot (a  to address 0xe table 80. bit d erial output fl exible tdm interface mode er slot   1 bit position  7 msb  p 1  osition    0 = msb first       1 = lsb first    [6:2] o utput  11111  channel    00000    = output channel 0     00001    = output channel 1            10110    = output channel 22     10111    = output channel 23         11111    = unused  [1:0]  byte  p 11  osition    00 = m   ost significant (ms) byte     01 = m   iddle (m) byte     10 = l   east significant (ls) byte    11 = u   nused    1  bits[7:0   ] control tdm s lot 0. 

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 81 of 92  softw eatures  software sa ad  te parame  real tim he outp adau use a software safeload mechanism. sigmastudio automatically  feload code, along with other initialization code, fills the first  locations (address 0x0000 to address 0x0007) are configured  le 81. software safel  ram defaults  address  (hex)  functi are f felo to upda ters in e while avoiding pop and click  noises on t ut, the  1442/adau1445/adau1446  sets up the necessary code and parameters for new projects. the  sa 36 locations in program ram. the first eight parameter ram  by default in sigmastudio as described in  table 81 .  tab oad parameter on  0x0000   modul o ram size  0x0001  safeloa d data 1  0x0002  safeloa d data 2  0x0003  safeload da ta 3  0x0004  safeloa d data 4  0x0005  safeloa d data 5  0x0006  safeload tar get address (offset of ?1)  0x0007  numbe e/safeload trigger  r of words to writ   a ddress 0x0000, which co  set by  gmastudio and is based erator  ode of the project.  ddress 0x0001 to addres e five data slots for storing  ad parameter space contains five data  st standard signal processing algorithms  one word is  dress increments  tomatically for each da ason for the target  ess offset of ?1 is that t s is calculated relative to  e address of the data, wh ddress 0x0001. therefore,  intention is to upda ddress 0x000a, the  rget address should be 0 ddress 0x0007 designate  written.  r a biquad filter, the nu s five. for a simple monogain  l, the number is o he trigger;  en it is written, a s ggered on the next frame.   safeload mecha sed and executes once  udio frame. ther ners should take care  or greater than the sampling period (the inverse of sampling   sample  rate of 48 khz, this equates to a delay of greater than or equal to  served, the downloaded data will  be corrupted.  software slew  when the values of signal processing parameters are changed  abruptly in real time, they sometimes cause pop an ounds  to appear on the audio outputs. to avoid this, so e algorithms  in sigmastudio implement a software slew functio ty. software  slew algorithms set a target value for the parame r and contin- uously update the parameters value until it reac s the target.  the target value takes an additional space in param ter ram, and  the current value of the parameter is updated in e nonmodulo  section of data ram. assignment of parameters a d nonmodulo  data ram is handled by the sigmastudio compi nd does not  need to be programmed manually.  slew parameters can follow several different curves, including an  rc-type curve and a linear curve. these curve types are coded  into each algorithm and cannot be modified by  e user.  because algorithms that use software slew generally require more  ram than their nonslew equivalents, they should be used only  e during  operation of the device.  volume slew applied to a sine  wave.  ntrols the modulo ram size, is si  on the dynamic address gen m a s 0x0005 are th the safeload data. the safelo ots by default because mo sl have five parameters or fewer.  address 0x0006 is the target address in parameter ram (with  in situations in which a parameter is expected to chang an offset of ?1). this designates the first address to be written.  figure 59  shows an example of a  if more than  written, the ad au ta-word. the re addr he write addres th ich starts at a if the  te a parameter at a ta x0009.  a s the number of words to be fo mber i cel wh ne. this address als afeload write is tri o serves as t the per a nism is software ba efore, system desig when designing the communication protocol. a delay equal to  frequency) is required between each safeload write. at a 20.83 s. if this delay is not ob d click s m nali te he e  th n ler a th initial value new target value slew curve 0 7696-065   figure 59. example of volume slew   

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 82 of 92  ster map  ll rams and registers.  ister map global ram and regi this section contains a list of a overview of register address map  table 82. adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 ram and reg address    decimal hex  start value  end value  start value  end value  name  read/write  word  length  0  4095  0000  0fff  param eter ram  28 bits (4 bytes)  8192  12287  2000  2fff  progra m ram  43 bits (6 bytes)  16384  24575  4000  5fff  data r 28 bits (4 bytes)  am  5 57352  e000  e008  serial  16 bits (2 bytes)  7344  input port modes  5 5 e040  e049  serial  7408  7417  output port modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 5 0  e09b  flexib 7472  7499  e08 le audio routing matrix modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 5 0c0  e0cc  s/pdif 7536  7548  e  modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 5 101  e143  asrc m 7601  7667  e odes  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 5 180  e197  serial  7728  7751  e input flexible td m interface modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 5 1c0  e1df  serial output flexible  7792  7823  e tdm interface modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 5 other  7856  7984  e200  e280  modes  16 bits (2 bytes)    address map  details of register  table 83. program ram registers  address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  8192  2000  program ram  43 bits (6 bytes)    table 84. parameter ram registers   address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  0  0000  parameter r am  28 bits (4 bytes)    table 85. data ram registers  address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  16384  4000  data ram   28 bits (4 b ytes)   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 83 of 92  table 86. serial input port modes registers  address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  57344  e000  serial inpu t port 0 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57345  e001  serial input port 1 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57346  e0 serial input port 2 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  02  57347  e003  seria t port 3 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  l inpu 57348  e004  l inp des  16 bits (2 by seria ut port 4 mo tes)  57349  e005  serial inp  5 modes  16 bits (2 by ut port tes)  57350  e006  serial inp  6 modes  16 bits (2 by ut port tes)  57351  e007  serial inp  7 modes  16 bits (2 by ut port tes)  57352  e008  serial input p t 8 modes  16 bits (2 by or tes)    table 8 7. serial   port mo egisters  addre output des r ss  decimal  read/write word le hex  name  ngth  57408  e040  serial o utput port es   0 mod 16 bits (2 bytes)  57409  e041  serial o utput port es   1 mod 16 bits (2 bytes)  57410  e042  serial o utput port es  16 bits (2 bytes)   2 mod 57411  e043  serial output port 3 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57412  e044  serial output por t 4 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57413  e045  serial output port 5 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57414  e046  serial o utput port 6 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  57415  serial output port 7 modes  16 bits (2 bytes)  e047  57416  e048  rial output po es  1 se rt 8 mod 6 bits (2 bytes)  57417  e049  ve   1 high speed sla  interface mode 6 bit (2 bytes)    table 88. flexible audio routing ma trix modes registers  address  decimal hex  e  h  nam read/write word lengt 57 472  e080  input select,   channel 1)  )  asrc  pair 0 (channel 0, 16 bits (2 bytes 5 7473  e081  asrc input select, pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57474  e082  asrc input select, pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57475  e083  asr c input select, pair 3 (channel 6, channel 7)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57476  e08 src input select, pair 4 (channel 8, channel 9)  16 bits (2 bytes)  4  a 57477  e085  asrc input select, pair 5 el 10, channel 11)   (chann 16 bits (2 bytes)  57478  e086  asrc input select, pair 6 , channel 13)   bytes)   (channel 12 16 bits (2 5 7479  e087  asrc input select, pair 7 (channel 14, channel 15)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57480  e088  asrc output rate select, pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57481  e089  asrc output rate select, pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57482  e08a  asrc output rate select, pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57483  e08b  asrc output rate select, pair 3 (channel 6, channel 7)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57484  e08c  asrc output rate select, pair 4 (channel 8, channel 9)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57485  e08d  asrc output rate select, pair 5 (channel 10, channel 11)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57486  e08e  asrc output rate select, pair 6 (channel 12, channel 13)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57487  e08f  asrc output rate select, pair 7 (channel 14, channel 15)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57488  e090  serial output select, pair 0 (channel 0, channel 1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57489  e091  serial output select, pair 1 (channel 2, channel 3)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57490  e092  serial output select, pair 2 (channel 4, channel 5)  16 bits (2 bytes) 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 84 of 92  address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  57491  e093  erial outpu air 3 (channel 6, channel 7)  16 b s t select, p its (2 bytes)  57492  e094  erial outpu hannel 9)  16 b s t select, pair 4 (channel 8, c its (2 bytes)  57493  e095  erial outpu  channel 11)  16 b s t select, pair 5 (channel 10, its (2 bytes)  57494  e096  erial outpu  channel 13)  16 b s t select, pair 6 (channel 12, its (2 bytes)  57495  e097  erial outpu  channel 15)  16 b s t select, pair 7 (channel 14, its (2 bytes)  57496  e098  erial outpu  channel 17)  16 b s t select, pair 8 (channel 16, its (2 bytes)  57497  e099  erial outpu  channel 19)  16 b s t select, pair 9 (channel 18, its (2 bytes)  57498  e09a  rial outpu , channel 21)  16 b se t select, pair 10 (channel 20 its (2 bytes)  57499  e09b  erial outpu , channel 23)  16 b s t select, pair 11 (channel 22 its (2 bytes)    t able 89. s/pdif modes registers  address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  57536  e s/ eiverread auxiliary output  0c0  pdif rec 16 bits (2 bytes)  57537  e s/ tch  0c1  pdif transmitteron/off swi 16 bits (2 bytes)  57538  e s/ e 0  0c2  pdif read channel status, byt 16 bits (2 bytes)  57539  e s/ e 1  0c3  pdif read channel status, byt 16 bits (2 bytes)  57540  e s/ e 2  0c4  pdif read channel status, byt 16 bits (2 bytes)  57541  e s/ e 3  0c5  pdif read channel status, byt 16 bits (2 bytes)  57542  e s/ e 4  0c6  pdif read channel status, byt 16 bits (2 bytes)  57543  e s/ 0c7  pdif word length control  16 bits (2 bytes)  57544  e au ode  0c8  xiliary outputsset enable m 16 bits (2 bytes)  57545  e s/ 0c9  pdif lock bit detection  16 bits (2 bytes)  57546  e se tes)  0ca  t hot enable  16 bits (2 by 57547  e0cb  read enable auxiliary output  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 7548  e0cc  s/pdif loss-of-lock behavior  16 bits (2 bytes)    table 90.  asrc es reg addre  mod isters  ss  decima l    read gth  hex name  /write word len 57601  e101  16 bit stereo asrc[3:0] lock status and mute  s (2 bytes)  57603  e103  16 bit stereo asrc[3:0] mute ramp disable  s (2 bytes)  57665  e141  16 bit stereo asrc[7:4] lock status and mute  s (2 bytes)  57667  e143  16 bit stereo asrc[7:4] mute ramp disable  s (2 bytes)      table 91. serial  input fle xi addre ble tdm interface modes registers  ss  decimal  rea ngth  hex  name  d/write word le 57728  e180  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 0  its (2 bytes)  57729  e181  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 1  its (2 bytes)  57730  e182  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 2  its (2 bytes)  57731  e183  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 3  its (2 bytes)  57732  e184  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 4  its (2 bytes)  57733  e185  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 5  its (2 bytes)  57734  e186  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 6  its (2 bytes)  57735  e187  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 7  its (2 bytes) 

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 85 of 92    address decimal hex  name  rea d/write word length  57736  e188  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 8  its (2 bytes)  57737  e189  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 9  its (2 bytes)  57738  e18a  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 10  its (2 bytes)  57739  e18b  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 11  its (2 bytes)  57740  e18c  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 12  its (2 bytes)  57741  e18d  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 13  its (2 bytes)  57742  e18e  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 14  its (2 bytes)  57743  e18f  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 15  its (2 bytes)  57744  e190  16 b flexible tdm to input channel 16  its (2 bytes)  57745  e191  flexible tdm to input channel 17  16 bits (2 bytes)  57746  e192  flexible tdm to input channel 18  16 bits (2 bytes)  57747  e193  flexi ble tdm to input channel 19  16 bits (2 bytes)  57748  e194  flexible tdm to input channel 20  16 bits (2 bytes)  57749  e195  le tdm to input channel 21  16  flexib bits (2 bytes)  57750  e196  16  flexible tdm to input channel 22  bits (2 bytes)  57751  e197    16  flexible tdm to input channel 23 bits (2 bytes)    table 92. serial   t flex addre outpu ible tdm interface modes registers  ss  decimal  r length  hex  name  ead/write word  57792  e1c0  tdm slot 0 and tdm slot 1  (sdata_out0)  1 6 bits (2 bytes)  57793  e1c1  tdm slot 2 and tdm slot 3 (sdata_o ut0)  1 6 bits (2 bytes)  57794  e1c2  tdm slot 4 and tdm slo t 5 (sdata_out0)  1 6 bits (2 bytes)  57795  e1c3  tdm slot 6 an d tdm slot 7 (sdata_out0)  1 6 bits (2 bytes)  57796  e1c4  tdm slot 8 and tdm slot 9 (s data_out0)  1 6 bits (2 bytes)  57797  e1c5  tdm slot 10 and tdm slot 1 1 (sdata_out0)  1 6 bits (2 bytes)  5 7798  e1c6  tdm slot 12 and tdm slot 13 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57799  e1c7  tdm slot 14 and tdm slot 15 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57800  e1c8  tdm  slot 16 and tdm slot 17 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57801  c9  tdm slot 18 and tdm slot 19 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  e1 57802  e d tdm slot 21 (sdata_out0)  1ca  tdm slot 20 an 16 bits (2 bytes)  57803  e ut0)  s)  1cb  tdm slot 22 and tdm slot 23  (sdata_o 16 bits (2 byte 57804  e s)  1cc  tdm slot 24 and tdm slot 25 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 byte 57805  e ut0)  s)  1cd  tdm slot 26 and tdm slot 27 (sdata_o 16 bits (2 byte 57806  e s)  1ce  tdm slot 28 and tdm slot 29 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 byte 57807  e1cf  tdm slot 30 and tdm slot 31 (sdata_out0)  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 7808  e1d0  tdm slot 32 and tdm slot 33 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57809  e1d1  tdm slot 34 and tdm slot 35 (sdat a_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57810  d2  tdm slot 36 and tdm slot 37 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  e1 57811  e1d3  tdm slo t 38 and tdm slot 39 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes)  57812  e1d4  tdm slot 40 and tdm slot 41 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57813  e1d5  tdm slot 42 and tdm slot 43 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57814  e1d6  tdm slot 44 and tdm slot 45 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57815  e1d7  tdm slot 46 and tdm slot 47 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57816  e1d8  tdm slot 48 and tdm slot 49 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57817  e1d9  tdm slot 50 and tdm slot 51 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57818  e1da  tdm slot 52 and tdm slot 53 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57819  e1db  tdm slot 54 and tdm slot 55  (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57820  e1dc  tdm slot 56 and tdm slot 57 (sdata_out1)  16 bits (2 bytes) 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 86 of 92  address  decimal hex  name  read/write word length  57821  e1dd  tdm slot 58 and tdm slot 59 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57822  e1de  tdm slot 60 and tdm slot 61 (sda ta_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes 57823  e1df  tdm slot 62 and tdm slot 63 (sdat a_out1)  )  16 bits (2 bytes   table 9 3. other m egiste address   odes r rs      decima l  he n ord length  x  ame  read/write w 57856  e20 c  1  s)  0  yclic redundancy check ideal value 16 bits (2 byte 57857  e20 c  2  s)  1  yclic redundancy check ideal value 16 bits (2 byte 57858  e20 c s)  2  yclic redundancy check enable  16 bits (2 byte 57860  e20 m s)  4  ultipurpose pin control, mp0  16 bits (2 byte 57861  e20 m s)  5  ultipurpose pin control, mp1  16 bits (2 byte 57862  e20 m s)  6  ultipurpose pin control, mp2  16 bits (2 byte 57863  e20 m s)  7  ultipurpose pin control, mp3  16 bits (2 byte 57864  e20 m s)  8  ultipurpose pin control, mp4  16 bits (2 byte 57865  e209  multipur pose pin control, mp5  16 bits (2 bytes)  5 7866  e20a  multipurpose pin control, mp6  16 bits (2 bytes)  57867  e20b  multipurpose pin control, mp7  16 bits (2 bytes)  57868  e20c  multipurpose pin control, mp8  16 bits (2 bytes)  57569    multipurpose pin control, mp9  16 bits (2 bytes)  e20d 57870  e2 m pose pin control, mp10  0e  ultipur 16 bits (2 bytes)  57871  e2 m   0f  ultipurpose pin control, mp11  16 bits (2 bytes) 57872  e2 w   10  atchdog enable  16 bits (2 bytes) 57873  e2 w   11  atchdog value 1  16 bits (2 bytes) 57874  e2 w   12  atchdog value 2  16 bits (2 bytes) 57887  e2 m   1f  odulo data memory  16 bits (2 bytes) 57888  e2 d   20  sp core rate select  16 bits (2 bytes) 57889  e2 d   21  ejitter window  16 bits (2 bytes) 57892  e2 a   24  dc filter mode  16 bits (2 bytes) 57893  e2 c   25  yclic redundancy check error sticky  16 bits (2 bytes) 57894  e2 w   26  atchdog error sticky  16 bits (2 bytes) 57895  e2 c   27  rc and watchdog mute  16 bits (2 bytes) 57896  e2 c   28  ore run   16 bits (2 bytes) 57897  e2 p   29  rogram counter peak count  16 bits (2 bytes) 57920  e2 c   40  lock pad multiplexer  16 bits (2 bytes) 57921  e2 e   41  nable s/pdif to i s output  2 16 bits (2 bytes) 57927  e2 b   47  it clock pad strength  16 bits (2 bytes) 57928  e248  f rame clock pad strength  16 bits (2 bytes)  57929  e249  multipur pose pin pad strength  16 bits (2 bytes)  57930  e2 s   4a  erial data output pad  strength  16 bits (2 bytes) 57932  e2 o   4c  ther pad strength  16 bits (2 bytes) 57984  e2 m   80  aster clock enable switch  16 bits (2 bytes)  

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 87 of 92  applications information  layout recommendations  lacemen  nf bypass tors, w nalog, digital, and pll power-ground pair, should be placed as  ose to the adau1442/adau1445/adau1446 as possible.  vdd supply signals on the  board sh e bypassed ith an additional single bulk  10  7 f).  es in th short a ble to mi not be a g board  r circu ponents  startup eration.  ding   groun e should t.  nents in alog sign ital sig d pad  esign  au144 dau144 d  roved h ipation.  ch  e, spec ideration pper l qual in si  all laye he board, , and should  nnect so here to a de oard layer (see  gure 60 ).  as should be  laced to co , allowing  r efficien t and energ an example,    figure hich has 16  a 4  4 grid in   pad ar parts p t  all 100  capaci hich are recommended for every  a cl the avdd, dvdd, pvdd, and io ould each b  w capacitor ( f to 4 all trac e crystal oscilla tor circuit ( figure 9 ) should be  kept as  s possi nimize stray capacitance. there  should  ny lon traces connected to crystal  oscillato it com because such traces may affect  crystal   and op groun a single d plan  be used in the application layou compo  an an al path should be placed away  from dig nals.  expose pcb d the ad 2 and a 5 packages include an exposed pa for imp eat diss when designing a board for su a packag ial cons  should be given to the following:  ?   a co ayer e ze to the exposed p ad should be  on rs of t  from top to bottom co mew dicated copper b fi ?   vi p nnect all layers of cop or  per fo t hea y conductivity. f see  61 , w vias arranged in  the ea.  07696- 07696-   066 figure 61. ex ampletop view  pll loop filter  the single resistor an in the pll loop filter  should be connected  and pvdd pins with  short traces to minim power supply bypa each power supply p ssed to its nearest  appropriate ground p 00 nf capacitor. the  connections to each  or should be as short as  possible, and the trac ngle layer with no vias.  for maximum effect tor should preferably be  located either equidi r and ground pins or,  when equidistant pla sible, slightly closer to the  power pin. thermal  e planes should be made  on the far side of the  posed pad layout ex d two capacitors   to the pll_filt ize jitter.  ss capacitors  in should be bypa in with a single 1 side of the capacit e should stay on a si iveness, the capaci stant from the powe cement is not pos connections to th capacitor.   powe r gr ound ound to gr c apacitor 067 top power ground bottom vias copper squares   t o  powe r 07696-061   figure 62. recomm  bypass capacitor layout  eos/esd protectio although the adau /adau1446 have robust  internal protection cir voltages and electrostatic  discharge, an externa e suppressor (tvs) is  recommended for al nt damage to the ic.  examples can be foun pplication note on the  analog devices webs ended power su pply n  1442/adau1445 cuitry against over l transient voltag l systems to preve d in the an-311 a ite.  figur posed pad   e 60. ex  layout exampleside view  

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 88 of 92  07696-060 ada 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 u14 42/ada 6 14 15 16 21 22 23 34 35 36 37 100 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 67 66 61 60 59 u1445/adau1446 65 64 63 62 1 2 3 4 5 17 18 19 20 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 69 68 dgnd iovdd dvdd iovdd dgnd dvdd iovdd dgnd dvdd dvdd dgnd iovdd dgnd iovdd dvdd iovdd dgnd iovdd dgnd dgnd iovdd pvdd pgnd avdd agnd dvdd 100nf iovdd iovdd 100nf dvdd iovdd d 100nf 100nf dvd iovdd 100nf iovdd 100nf 100nf 100nf 10  f 10 f 10 f 10  f + avdd d3v3 dvdd dvdd iovdd 100nf 100nf + pvdd + iovdd + dvdd bu lk bypass capacitors 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf pvdd dvdd iovdd avdd iovdd 100nf dvdd   figure 63. recommended power supp ly bypass capacitor connections   

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 89 of 92  typical application schematics  100nf adau1442/adau1445/ adau1446 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 100 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 lrclk2 sdata_in1 bclk1 lrclk1 sdata_in0 bclk0 dgnd iovdd lrclk0 mp11 mp10 mp9 mp8 addr0 clatch scl/cclk sda/cout addr1/cd ata dvdd dgnd iovdd bclk3 lrclk3 sdata_in2 bclk2 sdata_out6 lrclk10 bclk10 sdata_out7 lrclk11 bclk11 iovdd dgnd sdata_out8 pll0 pll1 mp0/adc0 mp1/adc1 mp2/adc2 mp3/adc3 reset clkout iovdd dgnd dvdd bclk8 sdata_in8 sdata_out5 lrclk9 bclk9 dvdd sdata_in3 sdata_out0 lrclk4 bclk4 sdata_in4 sdata_out1 lrclk5 bclk5 sdata_in5 sdata_out2 iovdd dgnd dvdd lrclk6 bclk6 sdata_in6 sdata_out3 lrclk7 bclk7 sdata_in7 sdata_out4 lrclk8 iovdd dgnd dgnd iovdd selfboot clkmode1 clkmode0 rsvd pll2 mp7 mp6 mp5 mp4 dvdd dgnd iovdd vdrive xtalo xtali pll_filt pvdd pgnd spdifi spdifo avdd agnd dvdd 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 33nf 1.8nf 22pf pvdd avdd dvdd iovdd d3v3 reset iovdd dvdd iovdd dvdd iovdd dvdd iovdd iovdd dvdd iovdd iovdd 22pf 1k? 2.2k ? 10k ? 1.5k ? 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 10 f 10  f 10 f 10 f 100nf dvdd d3v3 1k ? + avdd d3v3 dvdd pvdd 12.288mhz + pvdd + iovdd + dvdd dvdd 2 1 4 3 5 6 7 8 vcc 24aa256 sda scl wp a0 gnd a2 a1 d3v3 2.2k ? d3v3 self-boot memory bulk bypass capacitors self-boot switch regulator pll loop filter 07696-062   figure 64. self-boot application schematic 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 90 of 92  adau1442/adau1445/ adau1446 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 100 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 lrclk2 sdata_in1 bclk1 lrclk1 sdata_in0 bclk0 dgnd iovdd lrclk0 mp11 mp10 mp9 mp8 addr0 clatch scl/cclk sda/cout addr1/cdata dvdd dgnd iovdd bclk3 lrclk3 sdata_in2 bclk2 sdata_out6 lrclk10 bclk10 sdata_out7 lrclk11 bclk11 iovdd dgnd sdata_out8 pll0 pll1 mp0/adc0 mp1/adc1 mp2 /adc2 mp3/adc3 reset clkout iovdd dgnd dvdd bclk8 sdata_in8 sdata_out5 lrclk9 bclk9 dvdd sdata_in3 sdata_out0 lrclk4 bclk4 sdata_in4 sdata_out1 lrclk5 bclk5 sdata_in5 sdata_out2 iovdd dgnd dvdd lrclk6 bclk6 sdata_in6 sdata_out3 lrclk7 bclk7 sdata_in7 sdata_out4 lrclk8 iovdd dgnd dgnd iovdd selfboot clkmode1 clkmode0 rsvd pll2 mp7 mp6 mp5 mp4 dvdd dgnd iovdd vdrive xtalo xtali pll_filt pvdd pgnd spdifi spdifo avdd agnd dvdd 100nf iovdd d3v3 reset iovdd dvdd iovd d dvdd iovdd iovdd 100nf 100nf 07696-063 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 10 f 10 f 10  f 10 f 100nf + avdd d3v3 dvdd d3v3 + pvdd + iovdd + dvdd scl sda i 2 c bus bulk bypass capacitors dvdd iovdd 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 33nf 1.8nf 22pf dvdd pvdd avdd dvdd iovdd d3v3 iovdd 22pf 1k? 10k? 1.5k ? 100nf pvdd 2.2k ? 2.2k ? 12.288mhz regulator pll loop filter dvdd   2 figure 65. i c control application schematic 

    adau1442/adau1445/adau1446   rev. c | page 91 of 92  adau1442/adau1445/ adau1446 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 100 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 lrclk2 sdata_in1 bclk1 lrclk1 sdata_in0 bclk0 dgnd iovdd lrclk0 mp11 mp10 mp9 mp8 addr0 clatch scl/cclk sda/cout addr1/cdata dvdd dgnd iovdd bclk3 lrclk3 sdata_in2 bclk2 sdata_out6 lrclk10 bclk10 sdata_out7 lrclk11 bclk11 iovdd dgnd sdata_out8 pll0 pll1 mp0/adc0 mp1/adc1 mp2 /adc2 mp3/adc3 reset clkout iovdd dgnd dvdd bclk8 sdata_in8 sdata_out5 lrclk9 bclk9 dvdd sdata_in3 sdata_out0 lrclk4 bclk4 sdata_in4 sdata_out1 lrclk5 bclk5 sdata_in5 sdata_out2 iovdd dgnd dvdd lrclk6 bclk6 sdata_in6 sdata_out3 lrclk7 bclk7 sdata_in7 sdata_out4 lrclk8 iovdd dgnd dgnd iovdd selfboot clkmode1 clkmode0 rsvd pll2 mp7 mp6 mp5 mp4 dvdd dgnd iovdd vdrive xtalo xtali pll_filt pvdd pgnd spdifi spdifo avdd agnd dvdd 100nf iovdd d3v3 reset iovdd dvdd iovdd dvdd iovdd iovdd 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 10 f 10  f 10 f 10 f 100nf + avdd d3v3 dvdd + pvdd + iovdd + dvdd cclk cout clatch cdata spi bus bulk bypass capacitors dvdd iovdd 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 100nf 33nf 1.8nf 22pf dvdd pvdd avdd dvdd iovdd d3v3 iovdd 22pf 1k? 1k? 10k ? 1.5k ? 100nf pvdd 12.288mhz dvdd self-boot switch regulator pll loop filter dvdd 07696-064   figure 66. spi control application schematic 

 adau1442/adau1445/adau1446      rev. c | page 92 of 92  outline dimensions  compliant to jedec standards ms-026-aed-hd 1 25 26 50 76 100 75 51 14.00 bsc sq 16.00 bsc sq 0.75 0.60 0.45 1.20 max 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.20 0.09 0.08 max coplanarity view a rotated 90   ccw seating plane 0 min 7 3.5 0 0.15 0.05 view a pin 1 top view (pins down) 0.27 0.22 0.17 0.50 bsc lead pitch 1 25 26 50 76 100 75 51 bottom view (pins up)  6.10 bsc sq exposed pad 091808-a for proper connection of the exposed pad, refer to the pin configuration and function descriptions section of this data sheet.   figure 67. 100-lead thin  quad flat package, exposed pad [tqfp_ep]   (sv-100-8)   dimensions shown in millimeters  compliant to jedec standards ms-026-bed top view (pins down) 1 25 26 51 50 75 76 100 0.50 bsc lead pitch 0.27 0.22 0.17 1.60 max 16.20 16.00 sq 15.80 0.75 0.60 0.45 pin 1 view a 1.45 1.40 1.35 0.15 0.05 0.20 0.09 0.08 coplanarity view a rotated 90  ccw seating plane 7 3.5 0 14.20 14.00 sq 13.80 051706-a   figure 68. 100-lead thin  quad flat package [lqfp]  (st-100-1)  dimensions shown in millimeters  ordering guide  model 1   temperature range  package description  package option  adau1442ysvz-3a  ?40c to +105c  100-lead tqfp_ep  sv-100-8  adau1442ysvz-3a-rl  ?40c to +105c  100-lead  tqfp_ep, 13 tape and reel  sv-100-8  adau1445ysvz-3a  ?40c to +105c  100-lead tqfp_ep  sv-100-8  adau1445ysvz-3a-rl  ?40c to +105c  100-lead  tqfp_ep, 13 tape and reel  sv-100-8  adau1446ystz-3a  ?40c to +105c  100-lead lqfp  st-100-1  adau1446ystz-3a-rl  ?40c to +105c  100- lead lqfp, 13 tape and reel  st-100-1  EVAL-ADAU1442EBZ    evaluation board used for the adau1442/adau1445     eval-adau1446ebz   adau1446  evaluation  board      1  z = rohs compliant part.    purchase of licensed i 2 c components of analog devices or one of its sublicensed associated companies conveys a license for the purchaser under the phi lips i 2 c patent  rights to use these components in an i 2 c system, provided that the system conforms to the i 2 c standard specification as defined by philips.    ?2010 analog devices, inc. all rights reserved. trademarks and   registered trademarks are the prop erty of their respective owners.     d07696-0-9/10(c)  
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